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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

2

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _x
4 :

In the matter of: :
5 :

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY : Docket Nos. 50-352-OL
6 : 50-353-OL

(Limerick Generating Station, :
7 Units 1 and 2) :

:
8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -X

9

Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania
10 Ninth and Market Streets

Courtroom No. 6
11 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

12 Thursday, 3 January 1985
.

's- 13 The hearing in the above-entitled matter convened
'

14 at 9:00 a.m., pursuant to recess,

15 BEFORE:

16 HELEN F. HOYT, ESQ., Chairwoman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

17 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

18

RICHARD F. COLE, Member
19 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
20 Washington, D. C. 20555

21 JERRY HARBOUR, Member

('~) Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
22 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission^'

4

Washington, D. C. 20555
23,.

24
As.-reseres noo, sees, Inc.

25
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- 1 APPEARANCES:

2 On behalf of Philadelphia Electric Company:
,

;

, .
-- . 3 TROY B. CONNER, JR., Esquire

NILS N. NICHOLS, Esquirea

4 ROBERT N. RADER, Esquire
Conner & Wetterhahn, P. C.

5 1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006>

6

On behslf of Limerick Ecology Action:
7

,I
PHYLLIS ZITZER, President

8 DAVID STONE
Limerick Ecology Action

9 Box 761
Pottstown, Pennsylvania 19464- s

10

On behalf of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania:
11

MARK L. GOODWIN, Esquire
12 Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency

,O. .
B-151 Transportation and Safety Building

13 Commonwealth Avenue
,,

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105 '

14

On behalf of the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency:
15

~

RALPH HIPPERT
16 B-151

Transportation and Safety Building
17 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

18 On behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff:

19 HENRY J. McGURREN, Esquire
DONALD F. HASSELL, Esquire

20 Office of the Executive Legal Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

21 Washington, D. C. 205554

22 On behalf of the Federal Emergency Management Agency:

23 MICHAEL HIRSCH, Esquire
Associate General Counsel

24 Room 840
Ass-Federal Repo,ters, Inc. 500 "C" Street, S. W.

25 Washington, D. C. 20472
,

8
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1 APPEARANCES: (continued)

2

On behalf of the Friends of-the Earth and pro se:

. ROBERT. ANTHONY
-4 Post Office Box 186

103 vernon Lane
5 Moylan, Pennsylvania 19065

6

7

8

9
,

10

___

11
'

12

13 -
.

14

; 15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23
.

24
: Am.Famre noorers, Inc.

25
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1 g Q E I E E T_ g

:2 Examination
WITNESS Direct Voir Dire Cross Redirect Board |

'

ROGER TAUSS
4 By Ms. Zitzer 16,736

,

'

By Mr. Rader 16,766

-3 By Mr. Goodwin 16,811
By Mr. Hirsch 16,819

6 By Mr. Hassell 16,821
By Ms. Zitzer 16,828

7 By Judge Cole 16,829

8 ILONA SEIDEL
By Ms. Zitzer 16,834

9 By Mr. Rader 16,837
By Mr. Goodwin 16,862

10 By Mr. Hassell 16,865
By Ms. Zitzer 16,865

11 By Judge Cole 16,872

12 EDWARD STOKES
'

By Ms. Zitzer 16,876
.

13 By Mr. Rader 16,877
.

14 ROBERT BRADSHAW)
JOHN CUNNINGTON)

15 'By Mr. Rader 16,905
By Judge Harbour 16,960

16

EXHIBITS
'

17

NUMBER marked received

[ 18

Applicant's E-91 16,842 16,874
19 .

RECESSES
20

Morning recess 16,765
21 Lunchson recess. 16,831

(] Afternoon recess 16,884
22 -Late Afternoon recess 16,897

,

; 23 INSERTS

| 24 . Testimony of Ms. Ilona Seidel 16,836
| - noorwes, inc.

25 Testimony of Mr. William Westcott 16,882

L
. _ _ _ _ . - - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ . . _ . - . _ _ _ _
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'

_
j

2 JUDGE HOYT: The hearing will come to order. Let the

3
f (r~3)

record reflect that all the parties to the hearing who were
-

4 present when the hearing recessed are again present. At the

5 conclusion of yesterday's hearing, parties were directed to

'
6 be prepared this morning to argue the two motions that have

.
7 been filed by LEA concerning-the subpoenas requested by LEA,

8 those.two motions being dated December 28, 1984 and January 2,

9 1984.

10 Do you have anything in addition to what you have .

11 already added to that before we begin, Ms. Zitzer?

12 MS. ZITZER: I do have a minor correction just

13 to make sure that there is no confusion. In the December 28,

14 1984 motion there are I believe two typos.

15 JUDGE HOYT: I am sorry but I am having difficulty

16 hearing you..

17 MS. ZITZER: On the December 28, 1984 motion on the

18 top of the second page there is a reference to a transcript

19 page number *hich is repeated later on but at this point it is

20 incorrectly noted. It should be 16,404 instead of 15,404

21 which is the transcript from the day when Mr. Morabito
(O'''

22 testified, I believe it was the 21st. It is discussed

23 extensively following that but I wanted to make sure that the

24 parties had not been confused by that error.
Am-Feelstal Reporters, Inc.

25 Also in the copies that were prefiled, there was an

.
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1 incorrect identification of the attached letter, an incorrect
'

2 exhibit number, the letter from Mr. James Brown to Mr. Morabito

3 dated November 16, 1984 was identified as LFA Exhibit E-27i /

-O: .

4 instead of E-28 and there are one or two references in the;

5 portion of the Methacton School District request regarding the,

6 testimony of Mr. Brown that referred to that exhibit. It should

7 be E-27 which is the attached Methacton School District letter.

8 The other exhibit that was identified is E-18 and
4

9 that is the Minutes of the meeting of the emergency planning
4

10 task force which had to it the attached survey results which
'

11 was previously distributed to.the parties.

12 JUDGE HOYT: E-18 was not admitted,.is that what you

'I) 13< are saying? I am sorry. I am really not-following you. I am

14 not sure whether I am just not hearing you or what it is.

15 MS. ZITZER:- In the body-of the request to present-

; '16 Mr. Brown as a witness, we stated'that our concern related to- I

17 those two exhibits.right at the conclusion at the top of the

18 third page of;our request it states that LEA is willing to

19 stipulate to the inclusion of the exhibits marked for identifi-
.

20 cation purposes as E-18. I simply wanted to make sure that the
,

21 parties are aware of what that was and E-28 which should be

,- 22 E-27 which is the attached letter and from our perspective that

23 would be preferable to calling Mr. Brown as a witness.

24s' I simply w' anted-to make sure the parties understood
A r. sere noserwe , sac.

25 what we were asking.

1-

. -_- . . , . . , ,rw cm- .-.-r ~, , ,---,-m...._, ._---v c--.,,-,,--~~--m-~. ...--.r.-~. -,m___...--.m . ~ . . +
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i 1 JUDGE MOYT:. Anything else?

2 MS. ZITZER: Yes. There is one matter relating to the

3 request to present Mr. Churchill. I did state at the bottom of

4 the paragraph on him on page three that we would provide thes

! '

5 necessary documentation to the parties _no later than today and

4 I have not received that letter from him although I have been

7 informed that there has been verbal approval but since I don't i

4-

? 8 have that here, I would interpret the prior 2 actions of the

9 Board to require that- documentation to be produced prior to

10 presenting the witness and would agree with that position of

11 the Board...- |

12 In view of that, I don't feel that I have met the'

*

i

13 burden that I even made of the request. '.

I4 JUDGE HOYT: Could'we rely upon the information,

15 Ms. Zitzer, that that has been. orally approved or whatever

16 it'is that is in the documentation that you want to provide

17 and' that. it would be forthcoming, it is just a matter of getting '

18 here?

19 MS. ZITZER: Yes, Your Honor,.if that is acceptable.
.

20 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. With that representation from

.

21 counsel, I will' accept that. Anything else? -

-

^

22 .MS. ZITZER: No, Your Honor.
,

23 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. We can take~these in order,

24 taking the-staff last and the FEMA next to last and counsel for
A=-ress,es noens,. inc.

25 the Commonwealth second and allow the Applicant to make the
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1 initial argument if they wish to make any at all. Mr. Conner.

2

("'} 3 ,

L.- s

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

(O .

.v
33 .

14

15
.

16

17

18

19

20

21

f}|L.-
22

23

24
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
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REE I MR. CONNER: If the Board please, Mr. Rader had

Taka 2 '

_Paga 1 2 the conversations referred to in the motion of the 28th,

.

3 and he would argue that. And I would argue the one that,7g
V

4 we received yesterday, dated January 2, if that approach

| 5 is agreeable to the Board.

6 JUDGE HOYT: I see no objection to that.

7 Mr. Rader, you are going to address the December 28, 1984
J

8 motion?

9 MR. RADER: Yes, I will. *

10 JUDGE HOYT: Please proceed.
I

II MR. RADER: As the Board is well aware,'it

12 has at many times during the hearing expressed great<

() 13 concern and, indeed, consternation over the fact that the

14 LEA witnesses have been unavailable or have been frequently

15 switched as scheduled..

16
j Beginning back very early, at page 15,325 of the

17 transcript, the Board stated, Judge Hoyt stating, "However,

'

18 if you continually are rescheduling and scheduling again,

19 these witnesses, ve are just going to have to pass over

20 those witnesses and go to those who are present and who the

21 representatives for the various parties here are prepared

22 to examine." '

23 Following that, Judge Hoyt, you stated to

24 Miss Zitzer, "Now we are going to have to adhere to the
! A peseres nos,an, er=.

{ 25 witness list that you have handed us this morning, Miss ,

. - . - . . . . - . . . - . - - . _ - . - - . , - - _ . . - . - . - . - -_-.,--
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1 Zitzer. We will do this without change for this week."

2 These concerns were variously stated again

-

3 throughout the record. At transcript page 16,043,

4 the Board again stated in ruling out or -- rather, Judge

5 Hoyt, in your opinion, that the testimony of

6 Miss Zipperlin should be stricken, you stated to

7 LEA: "Mv opinion is that this is yet one more example

8 of what has becomo a prevalent matter in this case, that

9 we are presented one witness one day and another witness

10 the next day. We are continually shifting gears.,

II
3

"I don't know from what day to the next

12 what contentions we are going to have before'us and even

13 if we are going to have a witness."

I4 And again, further at transcript 16,072,

15 when the same problem developed with another witness,

16 Judge Hoyt, you stated, "Perhaps the record will not

17 reflect the displeasure of finding this situation

18 constantly, but it doesn't seem to be any solution to it."

I' So with that as background, I would state

20<

that the Board has numerous times expressed concern

21 regarding this and despite the Board'.s stated concern, weq
U 22 find ourselves in a position today where yet other

~

23 witnesses are attempted to be inserted at this late stage
,

24 in the hearing, essentially due to the fact that LEA
A.-renew noorwi, inc.

25 has not carefully prepared its case and has put'on witnesses

- . - - - -._ -.- .. -. -.- ._ - - . - - . - . - - . - __ .. -_- ,
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: I who are incompetent to testify to the points at issue.

2 I would also point out that three of the witnesses

3'

) in question involve prefiled testimony or substituted
,

4 testimony for testimony which was prefiled. And in the
,

5 Board's original adoption of the regulation regarding
.

4 prefiled testimony, which is 10 CFR 2.743 (c) , Advanced
!

7 Written Testimony, the Commission stated under the4

! 8 Statements of Consideration as follows:

9 "The use of advanced written testimony by all

10 - parties is now required by amendment of section 2.743

II and can be expected to expedite the hearing process asg

12 well as to provide other benefits. Counsel and their

-h 13 technical advisors can examine the material before hearing
;

14 and be prepared to cross-examine without delay."
,

15 So that is an additional consideration regarding
.

16 whether or not testimony should be allowed in a substituted
;

17 form for prefiled testimony.*

18 Addressing ourselves to the particular

I' testimony which has been proffered, we have a one-page letter

20 from a Miss Alice Sprague, who is involved with the.

II Little People Daycare Center. And examining her letter ofo 22 October 1,1984, I find nothing 'in there of any particular

23 probative value.-- certainly nothing unique to that

24 facility that we have not already heard from with regard
. Am4.serse noenm, ins.

25 - to Miss Troisi, who has testified. And we are also going to

!
4

.,..,...,-,,w,, ,,,,.,..erm-. .-ngnn, . m - ,n ,.,,,.,w e. n ,w ., s .,,mm.-mre-,u,n ,v,.am.,-,,.,ne,,,n ,w-nr., ..n m..--
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|
,

I hear from another daycare center representative today.

2 Therefore, I see no particular need to add this
~

3 witness to the already expansive list. Again, I would point

4 out that this witness was well known to LEA in advance.

5 It was filed with the prefiled testimony. That is the

6 - letter of October 1, 1984 from Miss Sprague, with the
,

7 prefiled testimony filed by LEA back in November.

8 With regard to Michael Cburchill, who is sought

9 to be put on in place of Mrs. Stonorov, the representative<

10 of the Charlestown Daycare Center, again I point out that

II the Board expressed considerable exasperation over this

12 -situation.. LEA certainly knew that the Board and the

._O-

13.~ parties would expect a proper representative to be present

14 to testify for that facility. Nonetheless, the only person -

15 to appear to testify for that facility was a lay

16 representative who was not even an officer of the

. 17 facility.

18 I do not agree with the statement by Miss Zitzer

I'
.

in her motion that the only problem was that this particular

,
20 individual did not have a proper affidavit or some qther

21 authorization to testify. I don't think that properly: q(> 22 characterizes the Board's concern as expressed at

;-
23 transcript page 15,473, regarding the reason why that

24 person was unqualified.
Am. comers neeernre,Inc.

'

25 The point was not that the person hadn't been

,

r~---, --n,,- , n , , .- --,, , s.nn,--.,n .w,,, . - - - - - _ , , - , ,,,,,---w., ,-,,---,,vn,--w,,-n-e,-rn,-y.----,.-----,-,-y--.-,. , -
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I authorized in some respect. The point was that the individual

2 was simply a parent of one of the children in the

3 facility and was neither an employee nor an officer of the

4 facility.
'

5 I don't think the. situation is solved by simply,

,

4 having Miss Stonorov or some other representative of

7 that facility purporting to authorize this individual to

8 speak on.her behalf.

9 It is simply not that kind of a delegable function

10 that a parent could simoly speak on behalf of the

II facility itself.

12 Next, looking to Mr. Brown, who is a high
'

13 school principal in the Methacton School District,.I would
.

I4 '

note that the school superintendent, Laird Warner,
,

{
15 Dr. Laird Warner, testified at length.as to the unmet

16
'

And I believe,needs perceived by that school district.

I7 in fact, he testified as to the precise number of

I8 teachers with whom he thought would be required under

I' his plan and the number of school busses and drivers which -,

20 he thought would be required under his plan.,

21 The letter proposed to be submitted on behalf
,

V 22 - of Mr. Brown would, therefore, simply be repetitive and

23 cumulative testimony. In any event, I would have to

cross-examine Mr. Brown as to the basis of his numbers,
, ,

just as I did for the superintendent. So'we could not

I

- . - _-,._,.,___-.-_-_,,._._,._._~.-.___.,,,-.,,__,.,..~_,_.,-._,._,_..-__--..___,,,_...,____,,-__,r,,,, .-
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I stipulate to that letter anymore than I could stipulate

2 to Dr. Warner's testimony.

3g Again, this is simply a question of proper
-(/

4 preparation and putting on the particular witness who would

5 be most probative.

6 Finally, with respect to Mr. Newman, again, '
,

7 the Applicant objected to this testimony verv early on.
8 We filed a motion to strike back in early November,

9 after the prefiled testimony had been submitted by LEA.
10 It was quite evident that we objected to the lay representative

,

II giving legal testimony and that our objection was proper
12 on that basis. It was quite evident that that objection

n
d 13 might well have been sustained. And yet LEA took no

.

Id action to attempt to provide the testimony of Mr. Newman
15 directly, to substitute any testimony at that point.

16 Rather, LEA decided to let the matter lay

17 and.take their chances with Mr. Newman.-- or Mr. Morabito.
18 The Board ruled against allowing that testimony, quite

I' properly. And now LEA wants to have a second bite at the
|-

20j apple, having failed to put on the testimony through hearsay.

f- .

21
'

This is the kind of inadeauate preparation
'(

22'

which should not be rewarded and certainly should not
23 be countenanced by this Board.

| 24
I think that is a fair statement with regard tor A=-7.s.rm n.,o,w, , inc.

25
all four of these individuals. It frequently hapoens that

,
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1 in a trial of this nature, with expansive issues and a

2 great number of witnesses, that in order to put on the

- 3 proper witness, it is necessary to be very well prepared.

4 And if that is not the case, you don't always get on the;

1, 5 proper witness that you want. And that may be the case

6 here with LEA, but that doesn't mean that the Board and,

7 the other parties should have to suffer the consequences.

8 Rather, the party who bears those consequences
4

9 is the unprepared party - ,in this case, LEA.
'

10 So we believe that this motion should be denied in its
II entirety.

12 JUDGE HOYT: All right. Commonwealth of
O
( 1- 13 Pennsylvania, do you have any argument?

I4 MR. GOODWIN: No argument either for or against

15 the motion.

16 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

'
17 Mr. Hirsch?

18 MR. HIRSCH: Your Honor, it would be FEMA's *

I' position that the testimony should be permitted. ,If I

20 could take the witnesses in order, Mr. Newman's testimony,

21 I believe, is very probative and directly related to the,_

L.) 22 issue to which he would be -- which he would be
23 addressing with his testimony. I am sympathetic to )

124
Mr. Rader's concern about the lack of preparation by the' Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
Intervenor. I

I
.. . ._-- . .. - - - . . . . - - - . - - --__-- . - . _ _ .
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4

I On the other hand, it is PEMA's position

2 that because the Intervenor is not represented by'

3
~

counsel that it is not excusable but it is understandable'

4 that on some occasions the preparation of the Intervenor

p '5 is not what it might have been. And I think in light of
;

6 that and in light of the probative nature of Mr. Newman's

7 testimony, that it should be permitted. ,

8 With respect to Mr. Brown, I believe that
.

9 the transcript indicates that, at page 15,632, the Board

10 was specifically or implicitly considering the possibility

II of permitting Mr. Brown to testify if he could be

12 made available.' It is unfortunate that Mr. Brown was

13 not available at the time that his testimony had been
*

-

,

Id designated,.but he was ill,.I understand. And if he is

15 available tomorrow, I think that his testimony would be

- I' directly probative to the issues which we are considering

I7END 2 here at the hearing,
.

; 18

19
.

20'

'
21

0 22
.

23
>

i 24
-Ae-reseres neservers,Inc.

25

:

.---.,-,-._,__..,,.._,...--....,._,,,-__._,_-_..,m ,--.,-,_,,..,m_.,.. , . . _ - , , , , , , . , . , _ _ _ . , _ _ _ - ~ , - . , -
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With respect to Mr. Churchill's testimony, my

2 recollection at least, contrary to Mr. Rader's recollection,

3 was the reason for his testimony not being permitted when. g)%
4 it was presented by LEA earlier in the hearing, was the

5 fact the there was no explicit delegation of responsibility

6 to him at the time that he prepared for hearing relating to

7 his role, the role he testified he had as the coordinator of

8 the emergency planning for the Charlestown Playhouse.

9 JUDGE HOYT: Rather than the other grounds that

10 Mr. Rader expressed?

II MR. HIRSCH: Right.

12
..

Now, I understand the motion of LEA at the last

(vD 13 sentence of the paragraph relating to Mr. Churchill, to

14 suggest that they would -- Mr. Churchill would be able

15 to provide, before he could testify, presumably some

16 written directive from Mrs. Stonorov that Mr. Churchill had

17 been designated by her as the facility's representative for

18 emergency planning.

19 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Hirsch, let me stop you at that

20 point.

21 The thrust of the ruling at that time was a two-

V) 22 pronged one, and Mr. Rader is correct in what he stated, that

23 the second part of that ruling was that the witness that

24 would be substituted for anyone of that designated organiza-
A=-Federes nepo,wes, inc.

25 tion, would have to have something more than a mere scrap
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|'am2- 1 of paper, a documentation that the person coming in to
i

'2 testify must have their own -- as we ~ have expressed it in
t

i 3 -some of the subpoenaes issued by the. Board -- have a personalLo
1 4 -knowledge of whatever the subject matter is that the individua]

-

5 is being called to testify to.

-

The depth of the ruling is far deeper than the6

y . documentation. So, you are incorrect on your assumption on_ ,

.

. g that.

9 MR. HIRSCH: I understand what you are suggesting,

j 10 your Honor.
{- .

| 11 JUDGE HOYT: No, sir, what my ruling was,e

12 MR. HIRSCH: Yes, I understand.
.

I' 13 JUDGE HOYT: Not what I am suggesting, but what it
.

14 was.,

$ 15 MR.HIRSCH: Excuse me, I understand what.the ruling

',16 was.
,

) 17 I don't think that ruling precludes somebody who, i

18 happens to be a parent of children at such a facility. ..

) -19 JUDGE HOYT: That's correct.
i

20 MR. HIRSCH: -- at such a facility. And I believe
4

21 it is possible for Mr. Churchill to provide the Board and

22 the Parties with a written statement providing the authority

!- 23 .that the ruling of the' Board contemplated.
r

.

! .24 JUDGE HOYT: I think you are making, though, the
Ass.7eseres mesorows,las.

25 same mistake again, Mr.Hirsch. You are saying he can provide

- . - ..-., _ .- - - -.-. - -. _ .- - - - - _ - -.-.. - ., .-. .- . - ,-
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mm3
1 the Board with a document. That is not what we are saying.

2 We are saying the individual called must have the

{]j 3 knowledge of the school's operations, of the school's

4 participation in whatever function that they have in these

5 evacuation plans. That the knowledge must be personal. And

6 that is the depth of the knowledge that they must have. And

- 7 we simply have to take these witnesses as they are called, on

8 voir dire, to determine that, and again determine if they
.

9 have it.

10 Go ahead. What is your next argument on Alice

II Sprague.

12 MR. HIRSCH: I believe her testimony is directly

.()'
13 probative of the. issues before the Board.

Id But I would also urge that that be permitted. And

15 that is all I have, your Honor.

16 JUDGE HOYT: Thank you.

17 All right, Mr. Hassell, which one of you gentlemen

18 is going to argue.

19 MR. HASSELL: Yes, Mr. Hassell.

20 I would like to first point out to the Board

21gS that as the Staff reads this motion, there is essentially
V

~

22 one issue for the Board to decide, and that is under

23 10 CFR 2.720, the standards set forth for issuing the subpoenaes

24 whether there is a showing of general relevance. -

m neserwr , Inc.

25 In the Staff's view, the showing of general

, _ _
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I

1 . relevance has been made with respect to each of the proffered |

2 witnesses here.
,

I
3 The question of admissibility is not to be

4 -determined at the time that that application is made for the

5 subpoena, and that is what this motion requests.
.

-6 Briefly, with respect to Mr. Newman, Staff believes

7 that his testimony would be probative, and that that is also

8 the case with Mr. Brown.

9 However -- and I recognize my comments at this

XI point go to the question of admissibility -- to the extent

11 that should the Board issue the subpoena and Mr. Brown appear,

12 his testimony was shown to be repetitive and cumulative, I

() 13 , think at that time a proper motion would lie to strike.

14 With respect to Mr. Churchill, the Staff does.

15 not oppose the motion only insofar as Mr. Churchill can

16 demonstrate that he does have personal knowledge of the

17 operations of that particular daycare facility."And that he

18 come on, that he be put on under direct examination and

19 not to present the views of Ms. Stonorov._
t

20 With respect to Alice Sprague --

21 JUDGE HOYT: To my understanding you say, what, his

22 own views?

23 MR.HASSELL: That is right, and not the-views of

24 Ms. Stonorov.
Am.sessee nosenen,las.

25 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.
i
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I MR. HASSELL: With respect to Alice Sprague, I

2 believe the testimony that is proffered there is generally

3 relevant, although there is some question about its probative

4 value.

5 Frankly, the Staff believes it would be more

6 efficient use of time to just stipulate if that is possible,

7 the admission of her testimony.

8 I have nothing further, your Honor.

9 JUDGE HOYT: Could you, Mr. Rader -- and I don't

to recall whether you addressed that part of the problem or not --

II could a stipulation be reached as to Ms. Sprague's testimony?

12 MR. RADER: There is very little in this letter.

13 JUDGE.HOYT: That's what I understood you to say

Id originally.

15 Why don't you reexamine that letter again,

16 Mr. Rader, in a little bit more detail if you will, and

17 make a determination on whether or not any of it could be

18 stipulated to. !

19 MR. RADER: Very well.

20 JUDGE HOYT: I believe Mr. Churchill has come in

21 once before, ha's he not?
I

'# 22 MS. ZITZ$R: Yes, your Honor.
'

23 JUDGE HOYT: So you are not asking for a subpoena |

24 for him at this time, are you?
;A=-F. ewe nem,=,., Inc.

25 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, he was not permitted to

|
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1 ' testify at the time he was here. So, he has not been under

i 2 direct examination.
.

3(-} JUDGE HOYT: Your motion, Ms. Zitzer, is to have
\ms

4 this Board issue subpoenas commanding the testimony from,

5 among others, Mr. Churchill. So, if he was here, there is

'

6 no necessity for issuing a subpoena for his testimony.

7 MS. ZITZER: I understand. He would be willing
,

8 to come without a subpoena, yes.

9 JUDGE-HOYT: So that there is no necessity to

10 issue that subpoena. And the other three subpoenas you want

II are the ones of Newman, Brevn and Sprague.

12 As soon as you can let me know, Mr. Rader, what
.

-

9 13 your approach to reaching.some sort of stipulated testimony
.

Id on Ms. S' prague --

15 MR. RADER: I would be very happy if the Board

16 were to allow this testimony by Ms. Sprague.

' I7 JUDGE H0YT: And that testimony is in the form of'

18 the letter dated October 1.
'

-

39 MR. RADER: If the Board were to allow it, I could

20 cross examine her probably in 15 minutes. But she has

21- statements in here, for example: "To date we have neither ,

~

- 22 been contacted nor received assistance from any official

23 emergency preparedness organization" --

24 JUDGE HOYT: It will be necessary to bring her-in,
Ase-Federal Repo,ters, Inc.

'

25 then.

i

$ .
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l

I ME. RADER: I cannot let that stand.

2 JUDGE HOYT: All right.

3 We will give you the three subpoenas this

4 morning on-Newman, Brown and Sprague.

5 When Mr. Churchill is called,Ms. Zitzer, I will

6 assume that you understand what the depth of the Board's
.

7 ruling is in regard to Mr. Churchill.

4 8 MS. ZITZER: Yes, your Honor.

9 JUDGE HOYT: It is far deeper than merely coming in
,

10 with an affidavit that he has been authorized by someone to

II speak for the school. He must have the knowledgeiof the

12 - affairs of that school in hand and be in a position to speak

O 13 direcity of his own knowledge on the matters that he is called

Id to testify about.

15 All right. That takes care of that motion.

16 MR.HASSELL: Judge Hoyt, may I just add a comment.

17 I hate to muddy the waters at this point, but I

^

18 think at least in the Staff's view, it is important to make

I' the point, particularly for the Intervenors' benefit.

20 It is Staff's view that once it is determined that

21 the witness is a volunteer. witness, or is contemplating pre-
g

^ 22 filed testimony, it is the Staff's view this is not the

23 procedure to be followed in the future by the Intervenors,
24 when the witness is a volunteer witness.

As=4ederes Reconers, Inc.

25 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Hassell, for whatever value that

_ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ __ . _ ___ ___.--- ___ _ ._. . _ _ ,, _ _ _ _ __-
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'

'I might have for us, I thank you. I think hope springs

2
eternal.

All right, let's take up the motion then of |s

4
January 2. Same order. Mr. Rader, do you want to lead off?

5
MR. CONNER: I will take this one.

6
JUDGE HOYT: I beg your pardon, Mr. Conner.

7
I do recall you said you would. Thank you.

~

8 \

MR. CONNER: I want to say that what Mr. Rader I. . css ;

'
5 said as background information applies equally in our position i

10 - !

on this motion. But, I will not repeat that.
*

11
In essence, we have been in hearings on the offsite

<
\ 12'

emergency plan issues sinc, I think, November 19th, 1984,

h ,' * b '13
and have essentially brought in very little probative evidence .

v ;' . 14
.

4 s-

In our view, the Intervenors am using the hearing? v
,

s 15 .

process as a discovery mechanism and are truly abusingg ,j.
' ' 16'

, i.- che[ Commission's rules and forcing this Board and forcing the
;r ,

17 | d ubsequent reviewing authorities -- be they *:ho Appeal Board-

W i.. .

-

?

1s 1

and the Commissioners -- to wada through these incredibly
.

V 19 j thicktranscriptsofmaterial]rhidhproducesnotverymuch.
.

7,
' .

W 20 [
i Now I agree with Mr. Hassell that in terms of

21 k,'

issuing a subpoena, 2.[720 applies. But,~I think we haveg
V 22 C

reached a point in this proceeding $wliere the limited considera-,
*r,

,.
' ? .,

23'

tions of 2.720 must be viewed in the light of 2.718, which

24
gives this Board the right to' regulate the conduct of aw%, no, w,

25
proceeding.

. .- - - _ _ . .
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1 I would also note in the Appendix A this matter'

2 is dealt with extensively. And I might refer the Board to
,

3 Section 5(d) (5) , and for that matter to 2.757 of the Rules

4 dealing w''h cumulative and redundant testimony. ;
i

5 But, in particular, we think the Board should

4 focus, before ruling on these subpoenas, on 2.743(c) and :

7 some of the precedents. In other words, the Board may '

8 admit relovant material and reliable testimony. |
4

i

9 Now most of the evidence, or most of the testimony
r ,

10 that we have heard so far, really isn't material. We have beem |
'

11|- seeing through this discovery technique, a lot of go6d

12 citizens brought in. Inevitably, they say yes, we are

( -

13 doing whatever we are doing with,the school system or

Id transportation. Trey don't necessarily like what they are

'15 -doing, but as good citizens they will do their job.

16 . Now, the nature of this Board's responsibility for
,

17 emergency planning is to make predictive findings. Therefore,

18 I submit this Board should not -- does not have to listen.

'

l' to each and every school board, each and every county-
4

20 official, each and every township individual.

21 We have striven with Mrs. Zitzer, constantly, to
.

22 give us something that could'be stipulated: . If Mr. Jones
1

23 came in he would say so and so. And, we pointed out

24-

repeatedly we need something in writing to focus on so we,
-

Ase Federal Repo, eses, leu.

25 can see what it would be.. And we have rarely received that.-

t

.--1- -.-..._,.m.,,.-_.- --- m,__,,,-, ._-..-4 . - - , - _ - - . - . . _ _ , - . - . _ . - . _ , . _ , . . . , . . - - -._,
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I Nevertheless, we have for the second -- for the

2 January 2nd motion, a request for 22 witnesses, plus

3 Mrs. Banning. And I would point out there is one new

4 witness added who is not on the earlier -- I think it was

5 the November 26th list. I will come back to that point.

6 The fact remains, we believe tha t the Board should

7 definitely limit the number of witnesses that could be called

8 under the rule against providing cumulative and redundant

#
9 testimony.

10 Now, it may be necessary for Mrs. Zitzer to make

11 a showing, an offer of proof ahost, as to what would be

12 provided. But, take the first people. We have Mrs. Banning,

'

13 who is a long-time enemy of Limerick, and we know what she.

14 ~ will say. But why then do we need Mr. Bartle, the Chairman

15 of the County Commissioners and Mr. Brauner, the Public
.

16 Works Officer?
'

17 Maybe they have something material to add, but

18 we certainly can't tell it from here.

19 JUDGE HOYT: Where is the request for Ms. Banning

20 on this?

21 MR. CONNER: I say we have -- she is a volunteer

'" 22 witness.

23 JUDGE HOYT: I understand what you are saying.

24 MR. CONNER: She has sort of prefiled testimony.
A=-Femres n pmm. inc.

25 In.other words, so you have two county commissioners.

_ _ _ _ . . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ . , _ ___
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mmll I Now we know what Mrs. Banning is going to say.

2 Now, why bring in Mr. Bartle, why bring in Mr. Brauner?

- 3 Looking next at Bucks County, Mr. Fonash is another

4 avowed enemy of Limerick, who has reached his political

5 position as a basis of running against Limerick.

6 JUDGE HOYT: Which one is that, sir?
,

7 MR. CONNER: Mr. Fonash from Buck's County.

8 And so it might be necessary to bring him in.

9 Why do we need Mr. Rieser? If some document needs to be
.

10 identified by a clerk, we would cheerfully stipulate to that,-

II if that is what it is.

12 But then we go through, for Chester C unty, five

CE):
13 municipalities. It takes an average of half a day to go .

Id through these people, even under the time constraints given

15 by the Board.

16 What are these people going to say that is so

17 important, if anything?

18 The same with Berks.

.19 And then in Montgomery, of course, there we have'--

20
.

well, many.
L

21 We believe that the Board has the tight to
13
V

22 limit the amount of testimony that can be offered

23 by any party. We think it is particularly true in this case

24 where we have a sorry. record of preparation and participation
' Ase-Faloral Reporters, Inc.

-25 by Intervenor.

!

i..

. . . . , . - - . , . --~ - - ,.,, . - . . . . , - . . - . . . - _ _ . . . . - . . , , . - . .-
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mm12 1 Mr. Hirsch points out that Ms. Zitzer is not
!

2 counsel. I agree. Ms. Zitzer has done a good job in many
,

.

3 ways. But, LEA has other counsel. They parade in and out of,

,

4 here. And they all have enough experience to know how to, by

5 this time, present a proper case. And we have not been getting

6 a proper case. All we have been getting is the general

7 elliptical questioning that inevitably turns out to be

'8 repetitious.

9 My point is, the Board should demand some proper

10 showing as'to why all of these witnesses, the 22-odd witnesses

Il
'

are really material and really not cumulative or redundant.

12 I would also note as I mentioned earlier, that the

{ss/j
,

13 motion refers to a Mrs. Lowery, Mary Catherine Lowery, who

14 heretofore has'not been identified as a prospective witness,-
,

| 15 so we object to her participation on the grounds we have had

16 no prior notice on this whatsoever. Nor, is there any'special

17 showing as to why she should be' permitted to testify.

18 On the basis of the present motion for' subpoenas, ,

19 we believe that the request should be denied in its. entirety.
cnd

T3 20

21
.A
' 22

23

24

. Ase-Feesd nosenen. inc.

25

_ _ , _.. - _ . . . - . . , . _ , . . . _ . _ . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . , . _ _ . _ _ , _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ - . . .
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1 JUDGE HOYT: Commonwealth.

2 MR. GOODWIN: Your Honor, it would be the

(~} 3 Commonwealth's position that we would not oppose the motion
v

4 as long as it is determined that these witnesses would

5 present probative evidence and it is not as Mr. Conner has

6 said result in being repetitive type testimony.

7 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Hirsch.

8 MR. HIRSCH: FEMA's position would be similar to

9 that of the Commonwealth. I note that the LEA motion has

10 suggested that some of the witnesses which they would like to

II have subpoeaned would be testifying as a panel. I think that

12
, would be a time-saving measure and I wonder whether it would

''~'
13 be feasible to have other additional witnesses perhaps testify

14 as panels.

15 I believe that the LEA motion suggests that these

16 witnesses would all be providing evidence -- testimony, excuse

17 me, which is directly relevant to the issues we are considering

18 and for that reason it would be FEMA's pos'ition that barring

19 any showing by the Applicant that the testimony of various of

20 these* individuals would not be probative, that the testimony

21 should be permitted.s

v)I

22 ' JUDGE HOYT: Let me have that again. I am not quite

23 sure I understand what you said, j

24 MR. HIRSCH: That the subpoeans should be issued
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 barring PECO's -- ;

1
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1 JUDGE HOYT: All 20-odd on this list?

|- 2 MR. HIRSCH: Yes, with the provision that perhaps

. 3 the time for the testimony could be shortened if we could have

4 as many as the witnesses as possible testify as a panel.

5 JUDGE HOYT: All right. Mr. Hassell.
!

6 MR. HASSELL: Judge Hoyt, the staff is of the view
:

.

7 that although in the staff's view the standard under 10 CFR 2.720 I

l
8 for issuance of a subpoena is met, we join in the Applicant's
9 concern about at this point trying to regulate the content and

10 conduct of this proceeding and that the Board should properly
;

.

11 balance its authorities and powers that it is given under
!

12 10 CFR 2.757 to limit the number of witnesses whose testimony i

13 may be cumulative and in the staff's view LEA should be allowed

14 an opportunity to make an offer with respect to these proposed

15 witnesses so that the Board will be.in a' position.'of being able :,

16 to determine whether in fact cumulative testimony would be

17 elicited.-

~

18 So in the staff's view in this case the Board should,

i 19 not' rule on this motion until such time as LEA makes that
,

20 showing.. We have.:nothing further.
/

21 JUDGE HOYT: Yes. I thisk'.that is the approach thatp
22 is most productive here. Ms. Zitzer, we will not rule on this,

-
,

23 motion this morning.

24 MS. ZITZER: May I make a brief comment when it is.

Ame-ressres neporters, sne.

25 appropriate?
-

.. __ ____ _ _ . - _ . - _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ . . . _ . . _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ . .
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1 JUDGE HOYT: May I please finish my remarks,

2 Ms. Zitzer?

3 MS. ZITZER: Yes, I am sorry, Your Honor.

4 JUDGE HOYT: What we will require of you is that

5 you take this list of witnesses for the second of January and

6 using for example the Montgomery County Commissioners that are

7 to be called, I think you have three particular individuals

8 that you have scheduled for Montgomery County. I cannot see

9 that three witnesses for one county would be that productive

^

10 of any probative evidence for this Board's consideration.

11 Therefore, for each of the witnesses that you ultimately

12 decide that you wish to call we will require that you give us an
s

'

13 offer of pro 6f of what that witness will be'able to testify.
,

14 Where there is any difference betweda, for example, the witness
'

15 Banning and the witness Bartle, B-A-R-T-L-E, and your offer

16 of prodf would'have to indicate that to us. The same apparently

17 carries through on Berks and Bucks Counties.

18 I am disturbed and have been that we are calling each

19 of these municipalities and a representative from each one

20 where there has not been any substantive evidence elicited from

21 these individuals. We are getting a cumulative amount of the

('),

'
22 same testimony and I think that that has not been productive

~23 of both the Board's time and of the record for this hearing.

24 You may wish to then reevaluate your position as to
A Fasers n ,wn, inc.

25 the Montgomery County municipalities and to sort through the

>

. . , , - . . _ . . . - - _ . . _ . .. _ _ . _ . . . . . _ . __m., . . _ , _ _ - . . . _ _ . - _
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1 list that you have enumerated in the motion for the second of

2 January and determine which of those individuals have any

3 substantive testimony that they could give here.,

4 Again, Ms. Zitzer, this does require the preparation.

5 It requires.a great deal of preparation and that is not what I

6 am seeing and have not seen in this case up to this point..
,

7 MS. ZITZER: Could I please comment if that is

8 appropriate?

9 JUDGE HOYT: The other part of the ruling is that we

10 will-hold-any subpoenas for these witnesses until such time;

*

11 as that time when you have made that offer of proof to the
*

12 Board. All right.. Now what is it that you have, Ms. Zitzer?
.

L 13 MS. ZITZER: With regard to the municipal representa-

14 tives requested, I would like to --

15 JUDGE HOYT: Ms. Zitzer, I just instructed you to give

16 us the offer of proof. I don't want any morefargument on that. -

-17 We have been through this this morning.

18 MS. ZITZER: I believe that that has been contained
5

19 in our discovery respones to the applicant which have contained
-

20 statements from, I believe, practically every individual here

21 and I am willing to recompile that information and submit it

.O'

22 to the Board. We-have only identified municipalities where we

23 are aware cr! concerns relating to the six items which we

24 proposed to' limit the direct testimony to and we are --
An-e eses noorers, ins.

25 . JUDGE HOYT: Ms. Zitzer, I think the Board's ruling is

;

, . ..,- . . _. ._ . .--.. .- ... _ _ .___. _ ___..,.._.. .._,_ .__ ... . _ ___ _ _ _- _ _ __ _ .- --
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1

perfectly clear. I see no further need of argument on that

2
motion-this morning. Do we have anything else before we begin?

(') 3
(,/ (No response.)

4
JUDGE HOYT: If not, call your first witness.

5
MS. ZITZER: You had asked me to report on the matter

6
of Dr. Beck's subpoena. I don't know if you want me to do

7
that this point.

8
JUDGE HOYT: I believe you have given me the original

9
copy of the subpoena and the return of service which is what I

10
wanted. Do you have any additional information?

11
MS. ZITZER: I do have some information I feel I need

12
r3 to. convey, During the hearing yesterday Ms. Mulligan called
'~

| 13
Dr. Beck's office and relayed your concerns to his secretary

14
who infermed us that he would call --

15
JUDGE HOYT: I don't think I have concerns,

. 16
Ms. Zitzer.

17
MS. ZITZER: Your order.

| 18
JUDGE HOYT: I had an order.

19
MS. ZITZER: Your order, Your Honor, that he would

20
call me last evening which he did not. I left a message at

21
; ./ ] his house as did Ms. Mulligan and he did not return the call.

'

'x-

This morning at 9:00 which was the first time that his

23 -

secretary was in the office Mr. Stone called and at that point

24
in time the secretary instructed Mr. Stone that Dr. Beck had%.7% g ,, g

25
spoken with their solicitor and referring you to the subpoena
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1 form itself which states that he is called to testify |

2 November 29, 1984 at 9:00, it was his position that the |

3 subpoena form itself did not indicate that he was on call

4 after that date and therefore, in his opinion his solicitor

5 advised him that he believed that it was an improperly

6 executed and served subpoena and for that reason he was not

7 going to obey it.

.8 I would, for the record, so that the other parties

9 are aware note that it was served to him personally on

10 December 20th at which point in time he was instructed that

11 he would be on call and that he had been scheduled to testify

12 the next day if we got to him and the subpoena was served by

13 Linda Rappaport who at that time was not in any way provided*

14 any information from him regarding any reason why he-would not

15 testify.

'

16 JUDGE HOYT: I find this very interesting, Ms. Zitzer,

17 that the return of service is executed on January 2, 1985. Let's

18 proceed.

19 MR. CONNER: Could we inquire as to what the'date to

20 appear was on the subpoena served?

21 ' JUDGE HOYT: November 29.
(O' ''

22 MR. CONNER: All right. Thank you.

23 MS. ZITZER: All of the other subpoenas, I believe,

24 stated that they would be on call until called to testify.
hFederal Reporters, Inc.

25 JUDGE HOYT:. This subpoena does not state that.
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|

1 MS. ZITZER: It does not. There was a memo attached i
!

2 to the subpoena which I don't have a copy with me that did

(]) 3 inform him of that be that as it may.

I 4 MR. CONNER: If the Board please, if I am hearing

5 this correctly, this is all new information to us, if that

6 subpoena were served on December 20th but the return day was

y and I forget what you said, Judge Hoyt. What was that date?

8 JUDGE HOYT: January 2, 1985.

9 MR. CONNER: All right.

10 JUDGE HOYT: You may examine this if you wish,

-11 Mr. Conner, and all the parties may also.

12 MR. CONNER: Thank you, Your Honor.
(~3

'

''
13 MS ..' ZITZER: For the record, I might like to add.

14 that-it was not LEA's understanding that the regulations

15 require the return on service to be completed the same day

16 that the subpoena.is served and while the volunteer was

17 instructed to notorize it promptly, I only just received it

18 last evening and it.;was not LEA's opinion that the return of

19 service affected the validity of the subpoena .aus long as it had

20 been executed. I apologize to the parties if this caused any

21 problem by the manner in which this has been handled.

22 MR. CONNER: If the Board please, we have just

23 examined this subpoena and in our view it is void under the

24 Board's rules.
A F s.,w n.porari. inc.

25 JUDGE HOYT: That is correct.

_
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I MR. CONNER: For the record it was dated November 21,

2 1984 and it states to Dr. Paul Beck, "You are commanded to
2

(} 3 appear on the 29th day of November, 1984 at 9:00 o' clock."

4 JUDGE HOYT: That is correct.

5 MR. CONNER: The subpoena was not served until

.6 December 20th according to the return of service made by

7 Linda B. Rappaport which was not executed apparently until

8 January 2, 1985. In our view this subpoena is void and may

9 not be enforced.

10 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Conner, you are correct. You don't

II have a subpoena witness, Ms. Zitzer. The subpoena is no longer

12 in effect. Now in addition to the offer of proof that you have,

k_3)
13 been requested to make for those witnesses that the Board may

~

14 issue subpoenas for and is contained in the motion of January 2,

15 1985, in addition to that I want some representation from you

16 as to the method in which these subpoenas will be served and I

17 want the return copy the minute they are completed.

18 MS. ZITZER: Fine.

19 JUDGE HOYT: I am going to specify precise dates

20 within those subpoenas if any and we are not going to have a

21 shambles made cf the orders of this Commission. This is thee ,

()
22 most blatant violation of request for subpoenas that I have

23 ever been associated with. The subpoena power of a Commission

24 or a Board or a Court are very harsh and enforceable orders.
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 They command as it is stated in the text of the subpoena of an

_
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l individual to appear and if we make it into an almost child's

2 game which is what I have seen happen in this case, it materiall:(2
1

3 affects the ability of any organization or board or court to
)

~

j; 4 function. I do not intend to ever sign another subpoena in

.

5 this case until I have precise knowledge of how they will be

6 executed. I would suggest, Ms. Zitzer, that you be prepared to

7 demonstrate that in minute detail.

'
8 Call your first witness.

4

9 MS. ZITZER: LEA calls Mr. Roger Tauss.-

:
'

10 Whereupon,

.

11 ROGER TAUSS,
t'

12 was called as a witness by LEA and having been first. duly

13 sworn, was examined and testified as follows:
,

XXXXXXX 114 DIRECT EXAMINATION

.15 BY MS. ZITZER:
.

'

16 g For the record, could you state.your name, your

17 business _ address and your position with the Transport Workers

18 Union, Local #2347

i

| 19 A. My name is Roger Tauss. Our offices are at 5619 North

|
20 Fifth Street in Philadelphia. I am the president and the'

21 chief executive officer if you will of the Local #234 which is :

()
' - 22 the union for all city transit and Frontier and suburban

23 transit mechanics of the SEPTA system.

24 G How long have you-been employed in that capacity?
[ is eamesi nemmer , inc.
L 25 A ILhave been_ president of the union for a little over |

| |
,
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mn4-10
1 a year.

2 O Prior to becoming president how long have you been

3 affiliated with the Transport Workers Union?

4 A I have been a member since I was employed by SEPTA |

5 in June of 1975 and I served previous to being president, I
,

6 served three years as Chairman which is like a chief steward

7 position in one location.

8 4 Could you provide us with your educational background

9 and any experience you have relating t,o the position?
10 A My educational background is I have a bachelor of

11 science in education from the Wharten School, masters in
.

12
,

political science from Northwestern University, neither of which

13 are probably qualifications for my job. There is no particular.

14 training to be' union president. It is either sink or swim.-

15 g When you say you are president of the Transport

16 Workers Union, Local 234, could you provide us some information

17 .regarding the work assignments of the bus drivers which you

i8 represent?

19 A The work assignments?
|

20 g Yes.

21 A (No response.)m
b-

22 G By whom are they employed?

23 A They are employed by SEPTA.

I

24 % What divisions of SEPTA are these drivers employees of?
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 A The ones we cover cover the City Transit Division and
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i ~

1 the drivers from Frontier. We do not handle the commuter

2 rail-lines and the other area we do not represent is the

3 Red Arrow drivers. We represent the Red Arrow mechanics.{}
4 O Could you provide us if you are aware what area

5 the Red Arrow drivers would ccver? I

6 A Red Arrow and Frontier are together part of the

7 suburban transit division which covers I guess the four

8 suburban counties largely.- They also come into the city

9 on some lines.

10 g Are the Red Arrow division drivers limited to any
4

11 one particular geographical area?

12 A Well, they are generally limited to the suburbs.

( )'
13 That is generally where they operate and more down -- Red ~ Arrow

14 tends to cover Delaware County, Frontier is located in

15 Montgonnry County and tends to cover. Montgomery and Bucks. |

16 But since the lines are'long, you can start'in one county and

.
17 end in another county-so that is not precise.

18 4 Of the drivers that are employed at the Frontier
,

19 Division, are those members of your union?

20 A- Yes, everyone at Frontier, the drivers and the
.

21 mechanics.-

(
22 g With regard to the Victory Avenue garage I believe

23 at'the'69th' Street Terminal, do you have any knowledge whether

24 or not those bus. drivers are members of your union?
A sesores nopen m ,Inc.

25 A The mechanics are. The drivers are not. They are

. . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___-_ __. . _ . _ _ _ . . . _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ - . ~ . . _ _ _ _
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mn4-12 1 members of the UTU, United Transportation Union.

2 4 In your duties as union president, have you had
s

f ) 3 any information provided to you or do you have any knowledgey

4 of a request by either the Montgomery County or Chester County
5 Offices of Emergency Preparedness to enter into an agreement
6 with SEPTA regarding the provision of buses and drivers to be

7 called upon in the event of a radiological emergency?

8 A Only that we received from you and then subsequent to

9 that we sent letters to the county commissioners of Montgomery
10 and Bucks and we got responses from them. We have never had a

Il communication from SEPTA on this matter.

13
'

.

14 '

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
,-Y

~x

22

23

24
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
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REE
Taka 5 1 MS. ZITZER: I would like to tender to the witness
Pcga 1

2 a copy of the exhibit identified yesterday as FEMA Exhibit 2

()'
~

3 which is the proposed contract between -- the

4 proposed agreement between Montgomery County and SEPTA.

5 (Counsel approaches the witness.)

6 JUDGE HOYT: Let the record reflect that the

7 FEMA Exhibit E-2 has been handed to the witness.

8 MR. HIRSCH: This would be an appropriate time

9 to state, for the record, that I have distributed to the

10 Board and the reporter and to all the parties of copy of
Il that exhibit. You may recall we didn't have enough

12 copies yesterday.
O, S

13 ' JUDGE HOYT: Yes. That is now a' matter of

14 record. The exhibit is now before the witness. That

15 is FEMA Exhibit E-2.

16 BY MS. ZITZER:

17 Q Mr. Tauss , I would like to ask you

18 if you have ever seen a copy of the cover letter

19
attached to the agreement or the agreement itself prior

20 to coming to the hearing today?

T's 21 A The cover letter was sent to us -- we wrote
()

22 a letter to Mr. Bigelow, and he responded with a letter

23 and a copy of this cover letter only, not a copy of the

2# agreement. The answer is yes, I have seen it.
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Q Have you seen the agreement prior to coming to the
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I
,

hearing today?
!

2 A The first time I saw it was before I came in.
3 Somebody handed it to me in the hall to read through, and

4 I have read it once in the hallway outside here.

5 -Q When you received the letter from Mr. Bigelow,

| 6 did you make any inquiry or request any information

'
7 regarding the contents of the letter or the attachment

.

8 which you did not receive?

9 A Yes. Mr. John Ropers, Jr., a business agent
i

10 on my staff, at my direction sent a letter to Montgomery

'll County, when we heard that our people were supposed to

12 be putting themselves so in danger, and asked them what

13 was going on. And we received a response from Mr. Bigelow,

~

14 that basically said, it was none of our business but

15 he was sure that when the appropriate time came, SEPTA

| 16 would let us know what we are supposed to do.

17 Q Have you made any attempt to discuss this matter

| 18 with any representative of SEPTA since you became aware

l' of this situation?

| 20 A No. We don't think there is a need.
I

21 We will deal with it when it comes up'in our own way.

.Oi :

j 22 O Why do you have that opinion?

23 A Why do I have that opinion? Well, number one,
!

24 our operators aren't going to go into an area such as
! As rees,es moonen,Inc.

l .25 this and the conditions so described, go into an area which

.
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I is in a nuclear emergency, even if we didn't tell them to,,

; 2 number one.

3;

And number two, as president, I will instruct

4 .them not to do so. That being the case, there is very
;

5 little need to communicate with SEPTA on the matter.

0 Q Why would you instruct them not to do so?

7 A Number one, it.is my responsibility as president,

8 of the union to protect them and their employment, and I '

9 don't want to see them put in a situation where SEPTA would

10 order them into the situation and they would feel

II obliged to refuse and then get fired. So I will preclude

12 that possibility by taking that weight on myself as - i

.

13 president of the union and . instructing them not to do so.

Id Q Have you. discussed with any of the drivers the
,

15 possibility that there is an' agreement under consideration

. 16 between Montgomery County and SEPTA regarding the use

17 of SEPTA busses and drivers in the event of a radiological

18 emergency?

U A I have both discussed this myself with some

20 . drivers and at my instructions, acting as my agent,

21 one of our business agents, John Ropers, Sr., who represents
'

22 that location, went to Frontier and talked to a large

23 number of drivers and reported to me.

#
Q And what was reported to you?

Ase pees,s nepo,is,s, Inc.

25 A Basically two things: First of all, that they had

1
- .. --

-
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I never heard of this, basically, say what? People were

2 shocked, divided mostly between shocked and laughter.

3 The second point being, there is no way

4 that they are going to drive into a nuclear meltdown |

5 situation. That is absurd. |

; 8 Q Who reported this information to you?

7 A I spoke to some of the operators myself, and
.

8 John Ropers, Sr., who is my business agent and acts
4

9 under my direction, went up there and at my instructions

10 and raised these questions and came back and reported to me.

U
Q When you say "went up there," are you referring

1I to the Frontier Division garage?

O'

"

: 13 A That is correct. *
-

' I4
Q That is located in Norristown?

15 A In Norristown, yes.

16
Q Could you give us.an estimate -- strike that.

.

17 Could you state specifically, to the best of

18 your. recollection, how many drivers you have. personally

f spoken with?
|

20 A Personally I have spoken to'about five drivers

21
-

that came through the union hall.;. ,

22
0 And of the reports that you received from

23
Mr. Ropers, do you have any information to indicate the

i 24
number of drivers that he spoke to?A pesere n cor w ,ine,

25
A He spoke to over a dozen.

--

- - - ___ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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1
Q Could you be more specific as to why you are

concerned about your drivers carrying out this kind of

({} responsibility in the event of a radiological emergency

4
either because of being ordered to do so or in the event

5
that they were asked to volunteer for such an assignment by

SEPTA?
,

I A Why'I am concerned?

8 g y,,,

'
A Because I have a responsibility, as president

10
of the union, to protect them. Just as I am concerned

11
when they work with asbestos, and I won't let them do that.

. , -

'
12

We have one out of every three mechanics has an asbestos.

13
problem and pleural thickening, or asbestosis. We stopped

14
that. For the same reason, -if they call a nuclear

15
emergency which is a far more devastating potential of

16
injury, I en not going to let them.go into that situation.

17
I mean, if the Philadelphia Electric Company

18
wants to start this, that is their business. But when they

19
want-to bale themselves out by-putting my people into

danger, it is not going to happen.
,

g' As I said, in any case, whether I told them not '

'

-\ 22
to go or not, our people aren't going to go. They have

23
families.- In fact, it is'not just a question -- I also

24
m %, % raised, I should say, in Germantown Depot, in northwest

25
,

.- - - . __ . _ _ _ _ . _ . . . . _ _ . . . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ , _ . _ _ - _ _ . . - _ _ _
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1 Philadelphia, and I think we will find, if there was
, .

2 ever an announcement of a nuclear emergency at Limerick,

3 not only will people not go to evacuate, but most of

4 the Frontier Lines will stop running and a great many lines
J

5 in Philadelphia will be abandoned. People are scared to
>

6 death of this thing.
.

7 Q Have people specifically told you that?

8 What is that opinion based on?

9 MR. RADER: I object to this line of questioning.
?'

10 JUDGE HOYT: That is totally out of order,.

11 Miss Zitzer. You are not exploring any areas that are:

12 pertinent to this Board's understanding of the
O- 13 radiological emergency evacuation plan.. The objection is

-

i : ,

14 sustained.
'

.

-15 BY MS. ZITZER:
1

16 0 Regarding any~ of the drivers that might be,

17 called upon, either as'a. volunteer or because of their

18 employment by SEPTA, if this agreement were executed,
19

j have any individuals specifically told you they have concerns
t

h 20 about the well being of their own family in the event
21

7 of a radiological emergency at Limerick?
~

-

22 A Yes. Their own family and themselves.

23 Q Do you have any knowledge of whether or not

24 any number of the Frontier Division employees live and,

|Amennanomen.imt .

25 reside within the ten-mile radius of the Limerick Generating

c '
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.

I Station?

2 A Ten-mile radius? I have a map here. Let me

. 3 look at that.
*

4 I know at least a couple do. I couldn't give

5 you a figure on it. But I should say, that won't affect

<

6 their feelings. That may be relevant scientifically,

7 but people that live 20 miles away and 30 miles away

8 are also going to panic and go to their family.

9 JUDGE HOYT: The witness is cautioned to respond i

10 to the questions as propound'ed by the representative of
11 LEA and subsequently the counsel.who will be cross-examining

12 you.

13 When there is not a question before you, you

I4 will not respond. This is not the appropriate place for

15 that. '

16
; MR. RADER: I would also ask, based upon the

' I7 Board's previous ruling, that the last comment of.the

18 witness be stricken.

I' MS. ZITZER: I would oppose that.--

.20 ' The motion --JUDGE HOYT:i

21 MS. ZITZER: -- on the basis that I think --
.f% ,.

22 JUDGE HOYT: Very well, then, you oppose it.

23 The. Board will strike it. The motion to strike has been
a

#'

granted. That comment was totally inappropriate.
m Reponen,Inc.

'

BY MS~.' ZITZER:
s.

,

. - .- .. . -. _ . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . _ . . - . . . , _ _ . . . _ , _ . _ . . - . . . . _ _ . . ,
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1 Q Of the Frontier Division drivers that might be

2 called upon to volunteer or provide assistance if this

] 3 agreement is executed between the county and SEPTA,

4 have any of them told you that they would specifically

5 refuse to carry out that assignment of asked? I
.

6 A Everyone that I spoke to and everyone that

7 Mr. Ropers spoke to communicated that fact, that there

8 was no way they were going to go in there.

9 Q Have you had an opportunity to review the document

10 which has been presented to you which has been marked as

II FEMA Exhibit E-2 which is the proposed agreement between,

12 the Montgomery County Office of Emergency Preparedness and,

13 the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority? '

Id A I read it one time in the hallway outside.'

15 Q Do you have any particular concerns regarding

16 the willingness of your drivers to carry out the portions

17 of the proposed agreement that would affect them?

18 A I have no --

" MR. RADER: I object to the form of the question.

20 I am not sure what the witness is being asked to do, to

'

21 interpret the contract, interpret whether there is some
v

22 provision that SEPTA workers will have to carry out and how

23 that may affect'their willingness to do so.

24 The question, insofar as it is asking the witness
m neoorwe, eec.

25 to interpret the document, it calls for a-legal conclusion.

_ _. _ _ _ ._._ . _ _ _ . . _ . - _ _ . . . _ _ . .__
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1 JUDGE HOYT: See if you can sharpen your

2 cuestions, pinpoint the area that you wish to have this

-3 witness testify about.

4 BY MS, ZITZER:

5 Q To the best of your knowledge, what concerns do you

6 have about the proposed agreement between the Montgomery

7 County Office of Emergency Preparedness and the Southeastern

8 Pennsylvania Transportation Authority ^as it might affect

9 your drivers in the event that SEPTA did decide to

10 enter into this agreement with Montgomery County?

11 MR. RADER: I have the same objection. It is

| 12 unclear to me what the witness is being asked to do.
i O -

1 13 If Miss Zitzer has a particular provision in mind that
14 we might be able to agree upon as to what the workers

15 are being asked to do under that provision, I might not
16 have an' objection.

17 JUDGE HOYT: Again, Miss Zitzer, what I am

18 trying to get you to do is to pinpoint what area it is that
19 you are concerned with.

20 MS. ZITZER: My reason for not doing that is,

21 I am not sure how thoroughly the witness has reviewed
O

22 the document. It may well be he hasn't reviewed it.

23 JUDGE HOYT Miss Zitzer, you have to prepare
24 your witnesses. This has been the continuing theme. ThisAce-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 is not the appropriate place to prepare your case.

_ . .. . . -
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1 MS. ZITZER: I will be glad to ask a direct cuestion,
s t,

2 It is just that this agreement was not available until

3 yesterday.

4 THE WITNESS: I have read it and I am familiar

5 with the sections --

6 JUDGE HOYT: Just a moment, sir. I don't believe

7 we have a question before you. You have been cautioned

8 once before concerning that.

9 Miss Zitzer, ask your question about what area,

10 precise area of the agreement you vash to have this

II ' 'witness testify about. 1

12 .BY MS. ZITZER: -
s

0 13 0 Referring to page 3, item.2,;dosyou have any
A

i ;
I4 knowledge of what procedure would be utilized by SEPTA

15 and whether or not your drivers would be in any way

16 involved in that determination to make a decision what
17 Frontier Busses, if any, are available for utilization

18 by Montgomery County in the event that this agreement ''
,

I9 is executed? .

20 A The answer to both questions is no. I don't

21 know the procedure, and our drivers would not be involved.

O 122 Q Would you expect SEPTA to have any kind of a

23 discussion with you in your capacity as the union president

24 or with individual members of your union before it
Asm-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25
considered whether or not to enter into this agreement with

_ _ - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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I the Montgomery County Office of Emergency Preparedness?

2 A It is certainly their obligation to do so.

3 zHowever, they did not. I would expect they would, but

4 they didn't.

5 MR. RADER: I again ask that that be stricken.,

6 I believe the witness is giving his legal interpretation

7 of some co'ilective bargaining agreement, apparently,

8 saying it is their obligation to do so.

9 MS. ZITZER: I don't think that that was a

10 legal opinion, your Honor, and I would move that that

II be left to stand.

I2 MR. RADER: I don't know what other source

0
13 of the obligation that could be other than'a collective

14 bargaining agreement. I believe the witness is stating

15
, his legal conclusion as to some legal obligation.

I6 I would again point out --

I7 JUDGE HOYT: I believe that is an area you

18 can explore on cross, if you wish, Mr. Rader.

I9 Proceed.

20 MS. ZITZER: Thank you.

2I BY MS. ZITZER:.o-

22 Q In the event that none of your drivers

23 were willing to volunteer, if asked by SEPTA, to drive

24
the SEPTA busses into the emergency planning zone at

Ace-Feder:3 Reporters, Inc.

25
Limerick, is there any procedure that you are' aware of that
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1 would allow nonunion employees to take over the

2 responsibility for driving the busses if called upon?
: 3 MR. RADER: Objection. Again, that calls for

**

4 a legal conclusion.

5 JUDGE HOYT: I think the nuestion was,

4 Mr. Rader,-is there a provision. That is not a legal

7 conclusion. If he testifies as to what the contents of
8 it is, that is a legal conclusion,

9 The objection is overruled,

i10 THE WITNESS: Your question was, is there a

11 provision that -- what was your question again?
12 BY MS. ZITZER:

13 Q Is there any kind of a provision that would

14 allow your' drivers, who'might not choose to volunteer

15 to carry out a Limerick-related evacuation assignment,
' 16 . to allow a nonunion member, who might want to volunteer,

17 to assume their role and to take over their bus and drive
-

18 it.into the emergency planning zone?
19 A No. There is no such. provision.

,

20 Q Would it be your opinion that the only authorized
21 . drivers for your busses would be members of yotar :

22 union,-~specifically as it refers to the Frontier Division

23 Busses?- |

24 MR. RADER: I'have the same objection.
Aes. seres namoriers,Inc.

25 iTUDGE :HOYT: The objection is overruled.
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1 THE. WITNESS: My opinion, which has been

2 sustained by arbitrators, yes.,

3 BY MS. ZITZER:

4 Q Without drawing a legal conclusion, if you
,

5 can avoid that, what is that opinion based on?

6 A We have a collective bargaining agreement.

7 We have a recognition clause which recognizes us as the

8 sole bargaining agents for certain work within the

9 unit. And that has been upheld ' tine and time again by

10 arbitrators saying that they cannot give this work

Il to other people who are not in the bargaining unit and

~12 not covered by the contract.

x 13 0 Would that same situation apply if drivers

14
,

..

were volunteers and it was not considered part of,

15 their routine work assignment to carry out this

16 responsibility?

17 MR. RADE3: I have the same objection.

18 JUDGE HOYT: That objection, Miss Zitzer,

I END.5 is sustained.l'

|

20

21

.(}
,

'> 22

| +
23

24
| Am -peserei neporwes, Inc.
! 25

.

-
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.T6 MM/mml 1 BY MS. ZITZER:

2 Q Aside from the Frontier Division buses that
3 might be requested according to this agreement, if it were

4 executed, do you have any knowledge of whether or not there

5 has been any other consideration by Chester County to make a

6 request for the utilization of other buses to assist in the
,

7 evacuation of Chester County in the event of a radiological

8 emergency at Limerick?

9 A I have no knowledge of that.
.

10 Q If you were to be informed that there has been a

- 11 . proposal to provide approximately 100 buses for utilization in

12 Chester County, in addition to the buses contemplated by the

13 proposed agreement that you have seen here, would you have
4

14 similar concerns about the availability of drivers to carry ~

15 out that responsibility as well?

-16 MR. RADER: I object. I believe_this is beyond'the

17 competence of this witness. I believe he testified that his

18 union is limited to the Philadelphia' and Frontier district.

' 19 I don't know that he would have any knowledge --,

20 JUDGE HOYT: I thought he said Red Arrow and Frontier

: 21 district. I don't know what the Red Arrow is. Is that the

v - 22 -same thing?-
'

- 23 MR. RADER: I thought Red Arrow covered only the

24 ~ mechanics, not the drivers.
A -Faseres neponm. sac.

25 PE . ZITZER: Your Honor, the Red Arrow drivers are

i
<

t- -r we- y-m--,e .e.,,---w-+--ws, ,,ee,, % ---r --e--- r--s-s ---..<--..-#- 'e m ,w,-.- - -- e v-=--,-t , w+ W +-e-.
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mm2 I separate. However, yesterday the representative. of SEPTA

2 testified there would not be any specific assignments from

3 any particular location if called upon to provide those buses.(~}v
4 But that it would be basically from the pool available.

5 It was for that reason I was asking the question.

6 JUDGE HOYT: I think you will have to linit,your

7 question to those areas in which this individual has control

8 over the drivers.

9 MS. ZITZER: That is what I was asking.

10 JUDGE HOYT: Then, Ms. Zitzer, phrase your question

II in those words, in that language.

12 When you phrase it so broadly there that it is

(n'',)
13 subject t o that interpretation, then you are going to get the

14 objection,

15 MS. ZITZE'R: I will rephrase it.

I6 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

I7 E BY MS. ZITZER:

18 Q In the event that members of your union, other than

19 the Frontier Division drivers, were called upon to drive

20 buses into the emergency planning zone to assist in

21 evacuation, for example in Chester County, would your concerns7-
\, )

22 be similar as you have previously testified?

23 A Yes. I base that on several things.

24 First of all, I should say that there are not 100
Aca-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 buses. They couldn't make 100 buses available in the Red Arrow.
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mm3 1 So, when you gave that figure I knew they would have to be

2 calling on City Division buses as well from some of our

.(~} 3 locations. I went personally to-Germantown -depot,
s- ,

,

4 which is one of the places they would be likely to tap.

5 I spoke to a number of drivers, maybe 25 or more |

[ 6 drivers in the trainman's room, which is called the waiting

7 room in Germantown. They all exnressed to me -- not only a

8 number of them said they wouldn't go, but a number of them

9 said that in that situation, they would drop their bus even

10 if it is in Germantown someplace, to get their family and

Il get out of there.

12 So my feeling is there would not be any manpower,s

( )
'' ' . 13 available to go into Chester County or the Montgomery County

14 from City. On the contrary. Theyyare going to have a crisis

15 on their hands just handling the abandoned buses in Philadelphia

16 if the situation eventuates.
I

17 Q In the event that either Montgomery County or

18 Chester County does execute a formal agreement with SEPTA
1

19 regarding the utilization of SEPTA buses and drivers in the

20 event of a radiological _ emergency, do you believe that

21.y the workability of t: tat agreement would, in any way, begi

t ,
s

22 affected by the availability of your drivers?
'

23 MR. RADER: I object to that question as beyond the

24 competence of this witness.
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 JUDGE HOYT: Sustained.

I
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I BY MR. ZITZER:

2 Q Do you believe the reliability -- strike that.

/~')s Do you believe the availability of your drivers3
L.

4 in any way affects SEPTA's ability to provide bus service in
.

5 the event that it is called upon, because of an evacuation of

6 the Limerick Generating Station.

7 MR. RADER: Same question. Objection.

8 JUDGE HOYT: I think, Ms. Zitzer, it is.

9 The oyection is sustained.

10 BY MS. ZITZER:

II G Do you believe that SEPTA could provide buses to

12 be utilized in the event of a radiological emergency, without7_

(' ')
13 the cooperation of your drivers?

__

14 . MR. RADER: I think this is practically contemptuous.

15 Ms. Zitzer has asked the same question three times right

16 after being told twice that the objection was sustained.

17 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, the whole reason for this

18 litigation --

19 JUDGE HOYT: Ms. Zitzer, your reasoning is a matter

20 for your presentation, preparation.

21 MS. ZITZER: I would like to give an argument,7-)
J

22 your Honor.

23 JUDGE HOYT: The objection is sustained.

24 BY MS. ZITZER:
Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Q In the event that Montgomery or Chester County

|
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mm5 I entered into agreement with SEPTA regarding the provision of

2 their buses and drivers for use in a radiological emergency,

3
_ and training was offered to be available for your drivers to

4 familiarize them with the role and responsibility that might'

5 be expected of them if called upon, would you accept such

6 training program?

7 MR. RADER: Objection.

8 I don' t believe the witness is in any position to

9 "ac mpt" such training, other than for himself. The training

10 is offered to the entity which is providing the buses.

II Therefore, it would be up to SEPTA to accept the training.i

12

O..

Whether or not this particular witness would ,

13 personally show up for the training, yes, he 'can testify to,

I4 but not beyond that. .

15 MS.-ZITZER: I will rephrase the question.

16 JUDGE HOYT: I think, Ms. Zitzer, what area you

I7 want to get at, which would be a legitimate area- to explore,

18 is whether or not this witness would recommend to his union
'

19 members. To his union members, now be sure you limit it

20 to that.

2I
. MS. ZITZER: Certainly.

A
22 - BY MS. ZITZER:

23 Q In the event that a training program was

24 conducted by SEPTA, or offered by SEPTA subsequent to its
Ase-Fes rw n.poners, Inc.

25 approving an agreement with either of the counties regarding

i

w - - - , , , , - . ~ . . - . . -,-~-e,.- ,r,._.-- ,,,,a., -, ,. , , - . . , ,- , , , , , . , , , , , . , - - 7- - - w -,
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i would you make any recommendation to your drivers whether

_

3 or not they should attend such a training program?,

4
. A We would have no problem with any kind of prepara-

5 tion work or training they wanted to give. But, we would

6 make it clear that this does not mean in any way they should

7 expect people will actually utilize this training by going

8 into an area in a nuclear emergency. We would make clear our

9 position that they would not be allowed to go into this area

10 in a nuclear emergency.

II But, we wouldn't stand in the way of training,

12
.

because training doesn't endanger their lives.,

13
~

Q In the event that some o.f your drivers did attend

Id such a training program, and they indicated some desire to

15 volunteer to carry out this kind of responsibility if called

16 upon in the event of a radiological emergency, would you make

I7 any recommendation to the drivers regarding their decision?

18
'

MR. RADER: I object to the form of the question.

I' I don't know what that decision refers to.
1

20 BY MS. ZITZER:

[).
21

_ Q The individual decision of the_ driver to volunteer,

- 22 that is what I am referring to.

23 A That is tricky, because we all know there is

24-

volunteer,and there is volunteer. If you are in the Army you
m n pornn, inc.

25 are volunteered to do something.

-. .. . . . .- - _ -.-. -- .. -- -
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mm7 1 Just because it has the form of volunteering, it j
1

1
2 doesn't mean that it is free of compulsion. So, my position

|
- 3 would be that people cannot go in there. I am not going to

G
j

4 put my operators in a position where SEPTA can pressure them
|

5 to quote-unquote, volunteer, when that is not their role to
I

6 do so.

7 No, I will take the weight on myself and say that i

|
i

8 we will not let our operators go into this area.

9 Q Putting aside the issue which we have discussed

10 about the willingness of the drivers to volunteer, or any

11 recommendations from the union regarding their involvement in

12 Idriving buses, do you have any knowledge regarding the
g
V 13 'availanility-of -- let's use an estimate of 100 buses, if

14 called upon either for use in Montgomery or Chester County

15 in the event of a radiological emergency?

16 A Yes. As I have said, I feel that they will

17 neither have the drivers nor the vehicles available to do

18 that. That is my finding based on discussions with, as I
|

19 say, just one location of the city. B.it I don' t expect the

20 others will be different.

21 Q Again, try not to get into the area of the

22'
drivers' availability or willingness to carry out this

23 responsibility.

24 Do you have any concerns about SEPTA's ability to
A..Fm Raners, %

25 provide 100 buses if called upon, based on your knowledge,
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mm9 particularly during peak hours or other times of the day

2 where the buses might, for some reason, not be available. |

{J , MR. RADER: Your Honor, I object to this as beyond3

4 the competence of this witness.

j 5 I believe the Deputy General Manager of SEPTA

6 testified yesterday that those buses could be made availa ble.

7 I believe it is the responsibility of the organization

: 8 providing the buses to make that determination, not the

9 union representative, whose interests are limited to the

10 representation and the interests of the drivers.

II MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, that is not correct.4

12 He~also represents a number of the mechanics, and

13 I believe he would have knowledge of the --
..

I4 JUDGE HOYT: But, Ms. Zitzer, that is not the scope'

15 of the objection. The scope of the. objection is the competence
'

16 of this witness to make.a policy decision on behalf of SEPTA
'

17 -and the general manager -- *

.

| 18 MS. ZITZER: I didn't ask him to make a policy
!

19 decision.

20 JUDGE HOYT:- -- who testified' yesterday has testifiedg

2I on those matters.i.
!

22 This witness is not competent to make that

23 judgment. Therefore, the' obj ection is sustained.
i '

24
( Aspederes nosonen,Inc. BY MS. ZITZER:
t

25 Q How many drivers are employed at the Frontiery,

,

. i i.-,,-..m-, . - . - , . -. , . , , ...,, -.. .. ._
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mm9 I Division to tho, best of your knowledge?

2 A Approximately 47.

r~^ 3(g Q And could you give us some statistics regarding thei

4 number of other members of your union, and which garages

5 they are assigned to?

6 A Okay. ,

7 Q Let's limit it to the numbers that you reasonably

8 would ecpect might be called upon to provide assistance, if

9 requested.

10 A We have about 5600 members. Frontier is about 62

II people, 47 drivers and the rest mechanics.

12 Germantown garage, which is closest to Montgomery
(, ') .

x.-
13 *

County, has about 250 drivers. *

14 Callowhill Depot, which would likely be called

15 upon, the City has about 400 to 450 drivers.

16 Those are the closest locations. I could go on

17 to the others. Elmwood has trolleys, so that is not going

18 to help.
'

19 O And these drivers are all members of your union,
.

20 correct?

21p A yes,

V
22 Q Do you have any other particular concerns regarding

23 the involvement of your drivers in a bus driving assignment

24 in the event of a radiological emergency, which you haven't
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 previously informed us of?
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2 Q Do you have any knowledge of whether or not your

/{} drivers have ever been called upon to provide any other3

4 kind of c.mergency service under any kind of an emergency

5 situation?

6 A Well, I have a lot of knowledge. I mean,the

7 question is comparing emergencies.

8 Certainly, nothing comparable to this, no.

9 Q According to your knowledge of your union members'

10 work schedule and the maintenance schedule of the buses,

II which your members maintain, what is the knowledge of your

12 availability of the buses during peak times if called upon

13 to provide, say 100 buses to be' utilized in Chester and

14 Montgomery County?

15 MR. RADER: Objection. The Board 'previously sus-

16 tained the'very same objection as to the availability of the

17 buses.

18 JUDGE HOYT: I believe, Ms. Zitzer, that is correct.

I' This witness has knowledge about the drivers, but not of the

20 buses. And the general manager yesterday detailed that in

21 very great factual demonstration.

22 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, I was specifically trying

23 to limit it to the availability of drivers.

2# JUDGE HOYT: Again, Ms. Zitzer, your concerns are
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 the matter of your presentation of your case.
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1 The ruling is that the objection is sustained.

2 BY MS. ZITZER:

3
([ Q Referring back to the document which I have

4 provided to you, identified as FEMA Exhibit E-2, have you

5 had occasion to review any other kind of a proposed agreement

6 that; might involve your drivers that in any way would be

7 comparable to this?

8 A No, I haven't.

9 Q Do you believe'that the request that has been

10 made by Montgomery and Chester Counties to SEPTA is a unique

Il request in terms of the previous kinds of service that has

12 been requested by SEPTA to provide?
I ,)
-

V
13 MR. RADER: Objection. It is the same question as

Id asking the witness to characterize what SEPTA would or would

15 not agree to do.

16 MS. ZITZER: I am simply asking him if he has

17 come across this kind of. request before, and whether or not

18 he thinks this is unusual.

I9 I am not asking for legal opinion.

20 JUDGE HOYT: Objection sustained.

2I MS. ZITZER: I have no further questions.

22 JUDGE HOYT: Very well, the Board will recess for

23 approximately 15 minutes, at which time the witness, I take

24 it, has been tendered for cross examination?
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 MS. ZITZER: Yes, your Honor,

,
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mm12 JUDGE HOYT: The cross examination will begin
,

!
2 with Mr. Rader, who will have one hour. '

p 3 Other counsel will have 30 minutes.d
4 We are now in recess.

cnd T6 5 (Recess.)

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 -

.

14
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[ Aap.Fede se Reporters, Inc.
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(oftsr. 1 JUDGE HOYT: The hearing will come to order. Let
rGcacs) -

2 the record reflect that all the parties to the hearing who were
,

t .3 present when the hearing recessed are again present in the
. LO_'

4 hearing room, that the witness has taken his place on the

5 witness stand. Earlier today you have taken an oath here

6 and I will remind you that you are still under that oath.

7 The witness has been tendered for cross examination.,

8 Mr. Rader, you have one hour.
-

.

XXXXXXXXXX 9 CROSS-EXAMINATION

10 BY MR. RADER:

11 g Mr. Tauss, at the beginning of your examination,

12' I believe Ms. Zitzer stated the'.name of your union but I don't

-( f 13 believe you ever did. Would you provide us with the precise
4

'

k
.

14 name of your union?

15 A The precise name is the Transport Workers Union of

16 America, AFL-CIO, Local 234.

17 % Is that a national or international union?

18 A Yes, that is an international union.

19 g How many locals comprise the international union?

! 20 A 'I am not sure I know. How many locals, several

21 hundred I would say.
'

. 22 g Several hundred locals. Are there local unions

23 within all of the 50 states of the United States?
24 A No..

A.4=> w noo,ws, inc.

25 g How many states are represented by your union, do'you-
n'

,

....;.., . - . . .-,_._.._.._-.._.,_..~._.n__..._._.._,.~.___.. .__._....__....._.._.m. ._
-
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I know?

2
A. It is really tricky. We represent not only surface

3 transit but airlines and railroad so people pass through a lot

4 of states and there is probably some locations. I really

5 couldn't answer that.

6 4 With regard to public transportation of bus providers

7 such as SEPTA, do you know how many of those p roviders employ

8 workers represented by your union through the United States?

9 Can you give me a rough idea of how many states would be

10 represented in that total? Is it just Pennsylvania?

"
A. No, it is not just Pennsylvania. I would say

12 it is approximately a dozen sta,tes without counting them all

13 out.

Id
G Now with regard to those particular states and those -

15 other locals within those states, do you know whether the

16 question has ever arisen as to whether or not those workers

I7 would be willing to act as volunteers to provide transportation

18 for individuals requiring evacuation in the event of a

I9
radiological emergency at a nuclear power plant?

20
A. No, I have no knowledge. The 1ocals are all fairly

21 independent and operate at 'a local level. I wouldn't know those
n
U- 22 things.

23
G So you are not aware of any other situation in which

24
a local union has taken the same position which you have stated

Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 for your union thin you would categorically refuse to allow
*

.

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 your members to enter the emergency planning zone of a nuclear

2 power plant in order to assist in the evacuation of residents

3 of that area, is that correct, sir?
.Ot

4 A No. I wouldn't know that unless somebody just happened

5 to tell me.

6 G Now with regard to your particular union, is it the

7 policy of your union that the national makes policy decisions

8 as to the actions of its workers or can those matters be acted

9 upon by the initiative of the local union?

10 A On the contrary. The national does not make those

11 kinds of decisions. We have local autonomy.

12 O Could you explain how your particular local union

(m- 13 is set up and could~you describe the governing l>>dy and the

14 manner in which those kinds of decisions would be made by

15 that governing body?

16 A How our local is set up -- all right. There are

17 14 full-time staff. There are also 14 members of the executive

18 board. They are not the same 14. There are seven officers.

19
L There is a president, a secretary-treasurer, a recording -

!

| 20 secretary and four vice-presidents who are elected and are

21
,

full-time staff. There are seven other people who serve as

\ s' 22 business agents who are appointed by the president and serve

23 at my pleasure. In addition, there are seven elected members

24 of the executive board who are elected on our slate who' drive
: A w n pe,wr , inc.

25 buses or who are mechanics or whatever but who serve on the-

.- . .. . - . - . . - -- - . _ -.
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Emn7-4 1 ' executive board with the seven officers.

..2 g With regard to, for example, let us say the

:
- 3 recommendation to your union that it adopt a proposed collective

.

4 bargaining agreement, would that recommendation be made by
|

5 you personally or would it be made by a vote of your executive |

i

4 board? |
- |

7 A The recommendation to accept?

8
~

@ Yes, sir.

9 A Would be made by me.

10 0 What' kinds of decisions are made by your executive

11 board for your union?

12 A The-executive board meets once a month and generally |

13 they deal with things like political endorsements and I am

14 trying to think what else, money decisions, major money decisioni s

15 come in front of the executive board.
16 g Does the executive board consider policy matters for,_

17 your union?

18 A Not generally. ..They meet once a month and in between

19 those meetings the president is the sole authority and'I.

20 generally report at executive board meetings to the executive

21 board._ -If they wanted to raise a question about something,
( 22 they could do so but they have never gotten into policy mata 3rs-

23 of that kind. i

24 S Are you saying that, in effect, they act to ratify j
A 4 m we n= = wn.im. 1

25 the policy decisions which you have made during the period-

1
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1 before which they have met for that particular decision?

2 A No, they generally don't consider them. If they

3 wanted to raise a question or vote on it, they could.
_O
,

4 g So in other words, you act unilaterally as the

5 policy making authority for your particular union, is that

6 your testimony?

7 A Under the organizational structure, yes, that is

8 my position. I consult, of course.

9 0 What is the basic instrument which delegates to you

10 the_ authority to make for your union those ..inds of unilateral

11 policy decisions?

12 A There is an international constitution and a set of

~13 local by-laws.

14 G What does your international constitution state with,

15 respect to the duties of the executive board with respect to

16 policy matters if anything?

17 A Nothing really.
.

18 0 What do your local by-laws state with respect to the

19 functions of the executive board?

20 A I am thinking if I have a copy in my bag. I don't

21 think I do. They say it has to meet --

-( ) ' .22 JUDGE HOYT: Do I understand the witness to say-

23 he had a copy?.

24 THE WITNESS: I am trying to think if I had one in,

' m nose, sere, Inc.

25 my briefcase, but I don't think I do.
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j JUDGE HOYT: _ Very well. If you wish to obtain any

2 documents from your briefcase which may serve to refresi your
-

3 recollection during this testimony, you r.ay have them, sir.
7-
U

4 THE WITNESS: I don't think I have them.

5 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

6 BY MR. RADER: (Resuming)
,

7 0 Upon return to your office, Mr. Tauss, would you be

a willing to provide me with a copy of your international
:

9 constitution and your local by-laws, sir?
L

10 A -Sure,

j_ 11 G I will provide you with my name and address

12 subsequently. Thank you, sir.
.

13 Could'you please identify for me the total' number
. .

,

14 of employees of SEPTA represented by your . local and could you<

15 break that down-in terms of drivers and mechanics?-

16 A I can try. This is plus or minus several hundred.

17 This is always a~ problem. However you take the measure, it

is is always a little off. But it is approximately 5,600 members,'

19 maybe 5,300 to-5,600 mamhers, of whom about - .okay, you said
*

i

20 drivers not just transportation. Let's see. About 3,000 of

21 those are transportation and subtract about 400 yardmen and

p/A_ 22 cashiers and you have drivers, about 2,400 to 2,500 drivers.

23 That includes subway and elevated drivers, also.

24 G What about mechanics?
A peseres neeerser , Inc.

25 A The rest would be mechanics. So you would have about

1

,- n --v-- ,--,-v-er .,---, -- ,.-,. nan.-~ ,,- - -,~,-,-+--- -e--,... .,-,-,.,,-,,--,n.-.-,m.,---,--n,--,~r--. - , , , - , , - , - - - -.
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1 2,500 mechanics or 2,000 or something like that.

2 g I see. Now are the mechanics licensed to drive

3 buses in Pennsylvania?

4 A Almost all of them have class II licenses.

5 g so you have approximately -- well, your original

6 figure was 5,600 members.

7 A I should say that they are not licensed to drive

8 in revenue service necessarily. They are licensed to drive

9 a vehicle to pick it up.

10 g I understand the distinction you are making. You are

Il saying if I understand you that they may drive the buses

12 although they may not drive under the particular tariff
,

n 13 schedules that you have?v

14 A No. They may not be allowed to drive-with

15 passengers.

16 0 I see.

17 A They may be allowed to drive an empty bus.

18 G So do I understand you to say that the 5,600

19 membership would have a class II license?

20 A. Most. Of the 5,600 members probably 4,000 would.

21 4 The remainder or the 1,600 members, what kind of work

bv 22 do they do?

23 A. Cashiers, maintenance custodians who clean the

24 vehicles, trolley, elevated subway operators who don't require
: wederd noonen. anc.

25 licenses. They are not motor vehicles under the state code and

____
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3

things of that sort.

2
4 Are you aware of.any other public transportation

) authorities in this area, I should say the Limerick area of

4
Pennsylvania other than SEPTA?

5
A I know some exist. I really am not familiar with

4
their operations, no.

7
G Do you know their names?

8
A I don't really know what is an authority or not.

9
I know they have a transit system out in Harrisburg. I have

-10
seen buses but I really don't know.

11

G I believe it was your testimony that workers would

'12
be' quote - "put in danger"-- unquote and I believe you also

() 13
referred'to quote - "a nuclear meltdown" -- unquote, with

14
regard to the possible assignment of your union members'to

15
buses in evacuating people from the Limerick Emergency

,

16
.

Planning-Zone. Could you'tell me, sir, what was the basis

17
of your understanding that the workers would be put in danger

or would be subject to the hazards of a nuclear meltdown in,

19
carrying out-those assignments?

20
A Sure. The answer is, of course, that we can never-

_,

21
- know whether it is going to be a meltdown situation or something

L() : 22
else. I have learned and m6st of the public has learned over

23
the years that you can't trust the official spokespeople for

-24
ww %, w, some corporation. You can't trust the scientists who earn

25
their-pay because people lie. They lied at Three Mile Island.
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I
They lied at Bhopal. They lie every day. That is their job.

2 So, therefore, my assumption and the assumption of

:(J everyone I talked to is if they hear " nuclear emergency," they

# are going to assume the worst because there is nobody they can,

3
trust to tell them -- if somebody says, "Well, it really is

'
not that bad. It is not that kind of situation," because

7
nobody will believe. So we have to assume the worst.

8
G So your position is if your drivers were informed

,

9 by the Pennsylvania Bureau of Radiological Protection or by
10

the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency that the early

stages of an accident were such that it would not endanger your

12
drivers to enter the EPZ to evacuate residents, nonetheless,

13
you wouldn't trust those officials because they might be lying,

f

14
is that your testimony?

15
A That is correct. We would assume they would say

that regardless of the situation.i

1

i
G I see. What is your understanding, sir, of the

L planning requirements and the status of planning for-the Limerick

19
Generating Station? Are you aware, for example, sir, asito?.the

I 20 various. stages of an emergency which are utilized by emergency

. planning officialscfor any decision making?
'

22
A No, I am not.

23 g You are,not aware then that there is a four stage

. 24
classification of accidents in order to determine the appropriate%, %

'

protective response for those particular stages, are you?-

,

h

y- , , my-...m.,-,e.- #- ,_~,r,- ,,,,y , , . , , , , , _ , . , y,.w,.,-,._y,,.,,,.,-y,-,y-,,er-,, ..,,ww..n,wr,..,-y--..-
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1 A I knew there was such a thing. I don't know any of
,

2 the details.

3 g Are you aware that particular actions which are
\

4 taken at, for example, an alert stage of an emergency would be
,

5 different than for actions taken at a site emergency or general

6 emergency stage of the accident?

7 A As I say, I don't know the details and the names

8 but I understand there are different levels of emergencies

*

9 with different responses.

10 g But you wouldn't trust an official who told you

11 that you were at an alert stage of an accident as opposed to
,

12 a general emergency o'r graver. stage of the accident because

() 13 that official'would probably be lying to you. Is that your
,

'

- 14 testimony?

15 A That is my tes.timony.

16 g Are you aware, sir, that under emergency planning

17 concepts for Pennsylvania, there is a ten-mile emergency
,

18 planning zone approximately ten miles in radius circumscribing
.

19 the Limerick Generating Station which is the designated area

20 in which population conceivably would be evacuated in the

21 event of an emergency?

Oe '22 A I have heard that.s-

23 g Was it your testimony that you don't believe that to

24 be trustworthy either?
Am.-F.e . n ,,.r , inc.

25 A That is my-testimony. My testimony actually was that

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ ._ -
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I the drivers who :I spoke to don't think that the radioactivity

2 is. going to stop at ten miles. No. Nobody takes that

3 seriously.

O
4 g The reason that you don't believe that that is

5 appropriate is because you don't trust the emergency planners

' who developed those concepts because they are lying to everyone,

7 is that correct?

8 A I know that there are many experts and different

9 experts say different things. Some say there are acceptable

10 levels, some-say there are not acceptable levels. All they

U know is that repeatedly over the last 15 to 20 years people

12 have gotten cancer and all kinds of things from things that

13 were supposed to be safe, things we were '.old were safe.

Id g How many people do you know who.have incurred

15 cancer as a result of an accidental release of radiation'

,

16 from a nuclear power plant? ,

17
'

A I have no idea.

18 4 You have no idea. -

II A No idea. I was speaking to the question in general
.

20 of executives and scientists making pronouncements of safety.

21 g so you don't trust scients in general not just --

'ls - 22 MS.'ZITZER: Objection.

23 MR. RADER: I am developing this on a credibility

24 issue, Your Honor.,

wederes nosonen,Inc.

25 JUDGE HOYT: This is cross-examination and I think it

-_
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,

I is an appropriate area of credibility. Your objection is

2 overruled.

3 MS. ZITZER: I think he is being argumentative with
O' ::

4 the witness and that was the basis for my objection.

5 JUDGE HOYT: Ms..Zitzer, cross-examination by its very

6 nature is argumentative. Your objection is overruled.
:

7 THE WITNESS: Your question was I don't trust

1

-8 scientists in general?

9 BY MR. RADER: (Resuming)
,

10 g Yes. In general, you have great doubts about what
~

'

II scientists are saying because scientists can't be trusted
,

12 because people are coming down with cancer from other sources

() .13 as well so yourageneral concern --
.

14 MS. ZITZER: Objection.

15 MR. RADER: May I finish my question, please?

16 BY MR. RADER: (Resuming),

i 17 g So your general concern and skepticism isn't limited

18 to the area of nuclear power. It goes to all scientific and

19 technical disciplines, is that correct?

20 A I am not a " yahoo." We have had 750 of our mechanics

21 so far have been X-rayed for' asbestos. Two hundred and fifty,
. I'T .

A_) ' 22 one-third of them, have asbestosis or pleural thickening and

23 the number is not going down. One-third of our mechanics have
t

' 24 asbestosis or some problems with their lungs which for years
Assesse nepw=s, Inc.

25 they were told my management, they were told by Johns Mansville

i

e

!

- . . _ _ . . _ . . . . - _ . . . , , , , _ . , , - . . . _ . - ,,-__._-,_...,....,...__..,m,..,~,. ..-.-..-.-.-,-,-,,__._v,-., . - .
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1 that this stuff is safe. Johns Mansville knew this stuff was

2 unsafe and they didn't tell anybody. That is our experience

3 with scientists.

4 O So your concerns with regard to the Limerick

5 Generating Station and any radiological hazards are largely

6 based upon your predisposition because of your experience

7 with asbestosis among your workers, is that correct?

8 A That is not correct and not what I said. I gave that

9 to you as an example of experience that people had. I should

10 say again I didn't say -- this didn't come as my opinion.

Il This is the o pinion of people I talked to. Why are they going

12 to abandon their buses up in Germantown which is pretty far

() 13 aware from Limerick, because they are scared and they are not

14 going to believe anything that anyone tells them in this
.

15 situation.

16 O Letts.get into that for a moment then. You stated

17 that under no circumstances would you allow your workers to

18 enter the EPZ even as volunteers to carry out their bus

19 assignments, is that correct? *

20 A That is correct.

21 0 So when you went to talk to these various people

(- 22 at Germantown and so forth throughout your union, you weren't

23 looking for their opinions, you were telling them what you

24 expected them to do, isn't that correct?
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc. .

25 A No. Not at all. Absolutely not. My decision not to

,

, - _ , - . .- _ _,- ..,,_ , _ , - , - . . . _ _ _ _ . . . . , . - - , . . - -. _ , .
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1 let them in was based on discussions with them, my understanding
,

2 of what they want and what they feel they need.

'3
.

Absolutely not. .If I thought there were genuine

4 volunteers that wanted to go in there and there was no pressure

,

5 involved in the situation, that is up.to them. I wouldn't
'

;

'

6 object to that but that is not the situation I found out there.

7 So, hence, I know.if I suddenly go out there and find a bunch

8 of volunteers they are not real volunteers.4

9 4 What pressures have been put on to your-knowledge?

10 A. None at this point. Why would there be any pressure

11 ptat on?

12 O What is the basis for your speculation that pressure
! 13 would be'put~on for them to volunteer?.

'

14 A. It is a labor-management situation. We have running;

15 battles with management. .There are frequently so-called

16 emergencies, not of this kind but the subway breaks down

; 17 and'you-need buses and this and that and people are ordered to

18 do things and we have drivers repeatedly ordered to operate-

'19 unsafe buses, buses that have bad breaks, elevated trains that
|-

20 don't have proper safety equipment.- This is a running battle.-

| 21 I am sure you have seen it.

22 We have had three state legislative hearings on'it,

| 23 the. fact that our operators continually require to operate

24 unsafe equipment and ordered to. We have_ people fired for-

Aae ranwen neconen. Inc.

25 not doing it. We have to go to arbitration to get them back.

I
- - _ . _ . - . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ . . _ - - _ . . - _ _ _ - _ - - - _ _ _ _ - - - - - - _ - - - - - -
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1
'

This is simply the milieu we operate in and I am sure the

2
same thing would occur in the situation we were discussing

'

O toa r-

4
g Well, those situations which you described are

5
covered by your collective bargaining agreement, aren't they?

6
A More or less and law. Law and collective bargaining.

_

7
g They are covered by your agreements and:to.the. extent

8
they are they are subject to arbitration and subject to the

9
collective bargaining process, aren't they?

10
A Yes. But we tell people that doesn't mean --

11

in general, the rule of course in labor situations is you
12

work now and grieve later. The exception to that is safety
) 13 *

questions. Just because an agreeme'nt is in arbitration

14 .

-

proceeding, we do not tell our.: drivers if you have an unsafe

15
vehicle and they order you to operate it well operate it and

16

kill a few people and then we will grieve and arbitrate it

17
later. We tell them if it is a question of safety not knything

18
else, if it is a question of safety though, you don't operate

19

that vehicle and we will defend you and protect you from the

20
' consequences.

21
- 4 That situation relates to a circumstance in which

22'

the driver has been ordered to operate the vehicle, doesn't
. 23
'

it?
| 24
| 4 p ,s.,w n.,.,,,,,, i, A. The thing I just talked about, yes.

25'

! O That is not a situation in which the bus driver is

t
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|

|
.

I asked to volunteer his services as a civic duty, is it?

2 A- That frequently happens also. That is, an operator

3 will~ call up the control center, radio room, and say,

4 "I'have a bus with bad breaks." They will say, "Can't '~

5 you just work it for another trip?" We tell them " Don't do
'

6 that. If you call up because it is unsafe, then it is unsafe.

.7 Don't work it for another trip. Don't volunteer that extra

8 trip." Yes, some p.eople will lun lef t standing but ultimately'

9 the best situation for everyone concerned is not to work that

10 other trip.

II .g But in that situation, sir, the bus driver is not

12 acting as a volunteer. He is still.a reimbursed and compensated

. p) ~(. 13 employee under the collective bargaining agreement, is he, .

14 not?-

15 A He is a volunteer in the sense that he has a choice
.

16 of whether to operate that vehicle in revenue service to pick
|

|- 17 people up or not.
1-

18 G But he'doesn't have to, does it?
.

! 19 A If he says, "no," and he is given an order then he

[ 20 has to.
.

21 g If he is given an order then he has to but that again
: ,-

22 is covered by the collective bargaining agreement, isn't it?
|

| 23 A Yes.
|

24 G How many of the 4,000 drivers and mechanics in your,

l m nose,=, anc.

25
i union did you personally speak with at these various garages,
i

|

- - , _ , ~ . . _ _ . - . . ~ . _ _ . . - . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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1 I believe you said the Frontier Garage and also out at.

2 Germantown?

3 A Did I personally or did my staff speak to at my7

4 direction?

5 G Did you personally speak with?
,

6 A
,

-

Maybe about 30.

7 0 Of those 30, is it your testimony that each of those
.,

'

8 30 individuals categorically stated to you that they would not

9 participate in an emergency scenario where they were asked to

10 drive their buses as volunteers?
11 A es.

ENDf7 12

- } 13
.

14

1

15

16

f

17
,

18

19,

L

20

( 21

O
N/ 22

1

23

24

| hFeders Repormes, Inc.
I 25

|

|
.

. . . - - - , , - e.,g -9y ,.. w.- . ---. _, ,-y ,-m _-wm ..q._,. --,p-,,9 9p.-.7yw.9- r. y
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Pcg3 1 1 O And they stated- to you that it was as a,

2 volunteer as opposed to an assignment which they would

3 receive?

4 A We didn't get into that question. In other

5 words, the volunteer situation is easier. They just
.

6 refused. What they are telling me is, even though,

7 it would put their job in jeopardy, they would refuse.
; 8 That was more the situation we dwelt on.

9 Q When you went out there', sir, you didn't go
10 out there with an idea towards asking them what their,

f. II feelings would be. You went out there to poison the e

12 well, didn't you? You went out there to put in their ,<

13 minds the idea that there would be extreme hazards
1

:|

| I4 such as a --
,,

15 MS. ZITZER: Objection.

I0 MR. RADER: Your Honor, I wish that Miss Zitzer

17 would be instructed to permit counsel to finish the,

18 question before objections. It is very distracting.
,

j- 19 JUDGE HOYT: Miss Zitzer, this is cross-
i

20 examination. I think you may be confusing what is permitted
21 on direct examination as opposed to what counsel mayO 22 explore on cross. The counsel is attempting to, if I

,

23 am following his questioning, call into play the credibility
24 of this witness.

Ae renaran neconers. Inc.

25 We have given you as much protection in trying to

-

_
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-

I conduct your examination as I expect you to give to

2 Mr. Rader in conducting his cross.

3 Please attempt-to wait until the question
,

4 is completed before you enter your objection. And the
~

5 witness is instructed, if it appears that the objection

4 is forthcoming, don't answer so quickly that it would

7 preculde the representative from LEA to make that objection

8 on this record.
i

9 The present objection that you had is overruled.

10 THE WITNESS: Your question was, didn't I

~11 go out there to poison the well? The answer, as I have

.
12 already answered, is no, I went out there to find out _;

- 13 what the situation was. -And determining that that was the
_ .

.

14 feelings of our members, then my job is to step out in

15 front and to lead and protect and cover them in their
,

16 feelings.

17 BY MR. RADER:

'

18 Q What did these workers tell you as to the
|

| l' basis cf their concern for their personal welfare whereby
. .

! 20 they would not participate in. performing these

[ - 21 assignments?
l-

22
t A What did they say was the basis for it?
!
' 23 g ..Yes. Did they tell you why they wouldn't do it?

24 A The various things I have said already. People said,
a e.e-a neer sae.

25 I am not going to risk my life. They are not going to kill me.
.

~,,--.a.v--.n --m., - , . , ..a- - , - , - - _ , ..._.,-_,m-,_,m,,,_,-,._,.,,, ,, ,.,,,m.,--.,_,,w .,,,m. -.,,,_,,,,,,._mnwww-,.a ,mn.ww+,.,,,,me,.p.
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1 I run enough risk out here every day.

2 I can give you individual accounts.

3 Some nut with a knife, you know, I run that risk,O
4 I don't have to put my neck on the line going and getting
5 blown up or getting cancer or something.

6 People said, we discussed the cuestion about,

7 well, suppose it is not that serious yet and I got what I
8 gave you. Who are you going to believe? - Who is going

9 to tell you that that you are going to believe?

10 Q So their concerns were based upon the premise
11 that their lives would be threatened because of, I
12 believe you said, being blown up or because of radiation

,

() 13 which would induce cancer; is that correct?

14 A That was their personal concerns. And many

15 of the same concerns for th eir family. I am getting my

16 family and getting the hell out of town, whatever.

17 Q What was their opinion as to the risk that would

'

18 be assumed by members of the general. populace within the
.

! 19 EPZ if they were not evacuated? Did they say anything about

20 that?
9

21 A What was their assumption, you say?

22 Q Did they say anything about what they assumed

23 to be the risk to members of the general population within
24 the EPZ if they could not be evacuated because of a lack ofw .m.m n r=< ene.

25 bus service? Or was that discussed?
:

!

,
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1 A It was discussed tangentially. They figured

2 those people were in grave danger.

3 Q Are you aware of a letter of agreement signed7,
t

4 by the Berks Area Rapid Transportation Authority with
5 Berks County to provide these kinds of services in the

e event of a radiological emergency at Limerick, sir?

7 A I am not familiar with it.

8 Q Assuming that such a letter of agreement exists,

9 do you have any explanation as to why the members of

10 that union who would supply those services would have a

11 different opinion than those of your union?

12 A What was your original question? I thought

( 13 you said between the Berks County Authority and Berks

Id '

County?

15 Q As I understand this, perhaps you can tell us

16 what the acronym stands for, the acronym is BARTA. I

17 assume that=that stands for Berks Area Rapid Transit,

18 Authority,

t 19 A Right, which is not the union. That is the same

20 situation we have here. It is something entered into by

21 an authority. I have no idea if they talked to their

22 union or not.
.

23 0 Do you know whether their union has made any
24 objections such as you have stated here?

4 e.s-m n ,wr., inc.

25 A I don't know if their union knows about it. We
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1 didn't know about it unt'il it was called to our
2 attention.

' 3 Q Do you know whether their union has made any

4 objections if they de know about it?

5 A I don't know anything about the situation.
-

4 Q Do you know approximately how many of your

7 members reside outside the'EPE? I think you said you

8 thought a couple lived within the EPZ.

9 A I said I knew of a couple that did. I would say

10 most of our members - 'are you talking about just

II Frontier now or the entire --
,

.

I2 Q The entire-4,000.

13 A obviously, the vast majority live outside it.

Id Q Aside from the risk which you perceive for your

15 union members with regard to their-assignments, have you
I' personally taken any position with. regard to whether or

17 not the Limerick plant should be licensed?

18 A Have I taken a position, no.
'

I' Q Have you stated a position to anyone informally?

'20 A No. I mean, really,_ frankly, I try to stay

21 out of it. I mean, we have brother unions that are

.O 22 building it who have a concern in that. I try to< stay

23 away from that question and try to represent my members.
2

Q Have you had any contact with the members of
,

25
LEA, which is Limerick Ecology Action-, or any other group

_
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I which has opposed the licensing of Limerick?

2 A Not until they called our office and told us

3 this agreement existed and what did we think about it.

4 Q Who did you speak with at that time?

5 A I was not in the office. John Ropers, Jr.,

d who is head of my safety committee, spoke to someone.

7 I don't know who he spoke to. He then called me and got

8 authorization to make a certain response.

9 Q Do you know what information was provided to him

10 at that time, if any?

II A Well, what he communicated to me was that there

12 was an agreement whereby SEPTA Frontier Division would
\ (,

' 13 provide 27 busses and operators to go into the
,

14 area around Limerick to do an evacuation in case of a
15 nuclear emergency.

16 Q I think you stated that you had or, rather,

I7 that SEPTA had some obligation to discuss with thair

18 drivers the provisions of this agreement. Would you tell

I' me the source of that obligation if, in fact, the drivers

20 are to act as volunteers?

21 A The fact they are acting as volunteers is

22 irrelevant. It is still covered by the collective bargaining
'"

23 agreement. In other words, we volunteer for extra work

24
and overtime work and everything else. That is still ccveredmm no ,an, Inc.

25 by the agreement. That is not a relevant distinction at any

.
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I point in the agreement.

2 As far as their obligation to discuss with us

3 matters of this kind, there is a number of clauses,
;

4 including a productivity clause, and various other
,

5 language on safety that requires these matters to be
:

4 discussed.

7 Q Does that require discussion prior to the

8 execution of the agreement?

. 9 A No. It simply requires discussion before

10 execution of what is agreed to.
'

II Q That was my question. In your interpretation

12 of the matter, does that obligation extend to a,

13
'

discussion of the matter prior to the time , SEPTA would

I4 actually sign the agreement with Montgomery County or

15 Chester County?

|
'I' A Not unless they wish to comply with that which

t

17 they signed. .

|
I8 Q I don't understand your answer.

II A I am saying, assuming when they signed this

20 that they mean it honestly and they intend to comply with

21 what they have agreed to in this document, then, of course,

h 22 they have to discuss it with us first.

23 If they simply want to sign a document for the

; 24 sake of signing it, to please Paul Bartle or whoever it is out
ass m eres nose,w e,Inc.

f

25 in Montgomery County, they can do that, as long as they have

! !

- . _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ , . _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ , _ _ . _ _ _ . , _ _ _ , , _ _ _ _ .
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1 no expectation that it is going to be carried out by our

2 membership.

3 Q What obligates them to discuss this with the
J

4 union prior to their executing the agreement?

5 A That is not what I said. I said, if their

4 intention is -- they are entering into an agreement -- to

7 commit our members to certain activity and they

8 expect to actually commit our members to certain activity,
9 they have got to discuss it with us.

10 If they don't intend to conunit our members to

11 any activity, they are just simply signing a piece of paper
12 because they were asked to do so, that is obviously a moot.

. 13 point. It is not going to affect us.
. .

,

14 Once they attempt to execute this document

15 and we don't, it would seem to me they would be in a bind.
16 So they should talk to us first.

17 Q What is the source of that obligation to discuss
'

18 it with you first?

19 A As I said, there is a' number of -- there is

20 considerable language in the collective bargaining

21 agreement dealing with safety, productivity, employeec)('' 22 morale; just extensive language that requires them to discuss

23
this.

Q Even though the workers would be performing'
,

,

activities as volunteers under the agreement?
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I
,

1 A There is no distinction in the contract
2 between volunteers such as overtime work or whatever

3 and nonvolunteers. There is different procedures for how
g-)3%

4 people get selected for one or the other, but there is no

5 distinction in terms of what is or isn't covered or
4 what their responsibilities are.

7 Q I think that you stated that there was "no

8 provision" which allows nonunion members to drive the busses

9 if union members won't.

10 '

Could you tell me the source of that provision?

11 A I stated, as you just correctly said, there

12 is no such provision.

13 g I'm sorry. Could you state the source or,

14 the document from which there is no provision?

15 A There is probably thousands of documents which
.

16 have no such provision. Our contract has no such

17 provision.

18 Q Your collective bargaining agreement?
'

II A That's right.

20
,

Q And is there a specific provision of your

21 collective bargaining agreement that says that nonunion,,

(x-) 22 members could not drive the SEPTA busses in an emergency

23 if called upon to do so by an emergency authority?

24 A There is language which says that the operation; wressess nes.cmes, lae.:

25'

of these vehicles belongs to us, and it has been tested

. . _ _ ,__ _ __ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . ~ ... ___ __ _ _ _ . - . . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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1 in arbitrations, and it has been upheld on each occasion.

2 O In those cases of arbitration, has that related

.3
.

to situations.in which the busses have been operated

4 for some consnercial use, or have any of those

5 instances related to circumstances in which the busses were

4 operated for a civic purpose in response to an emergency? .

7 A Yes, all of the above.

8 Q Could you give me the instances in which the

9 busses were utilized in response to an emergency for a civic
10 purpose as opposed to the commercial operation of the

11 vehicle?
,

12 A You said civic purposes. In terms of a

C. .'

13 civic emergency?
'

Id Q Without compensation to the drivers or without

IS a promise of compensation to the drivers?

14 A That is also not my reading of this agreement.
17 Both SEPTA and the operators will be compensated under

18 the agreement between Montgomery County and SEPTA.

I' Q The operators, if they are the workers from your
20 union; isn't that correct?

21 A Believe me, I guarantee, SEPTA plans to pay them.
O 22 Otherwise you have far more problems than just this.

23 They clearly intend to pay them. When people
24 volunteer, that doesn't mean they are volunteering for

Ass pederse Reportere,las.

25
free. It means . they are agreeing to do work they would not

t
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I
; normally otherwise be required to do, such as overtime

! 2 work. Volunteer work is paid. I mean, we don't have
~

3 unpaid work. And SEPTA itself, under this agraement,
4 is going to be reimbursed at the charter rate by
5 Montgomery County.

]

| 4 So clearly, if they are getting paid, our
!

7 people are going to get paid. I don't think that is
J
i

8 particularly relevant. I don't think it is going to get
1

9 that far.
,

10 I don't think anybody, including SEPTA, compensates
II unpaid operations here..

3

12
; Q I believe you stated that you would not

13 recommend against members accepting training if it were.

M offered; is that correct, with regard to these particular-

.

15 assignments?
.

16 A Right. Training doesn't endanger anybody.
17 Q Would you accept such training?

I8 A I'm not -- I am on leave of absence. In other4

t

I'
words, if SEPTA tells people -- in other words, Jt'

20 wouldn't apply to me.
,

21 If SEPTA orders our people to go into training,
O 22 we are not going to say, This might lead to your being

23 in danger in the future, don't take training. In other

2 words, that is not something we would jeopardize their
,,

25 job and tell them to refuse to do. Why shouldn't they
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I take training?

2 If that is what SEPTA -- if SEPTA wants to

3 spend money to train these guys on anything, I mean

'4 SEPTA trains them all the time on different things. That is

5 not -- in other words, when it is a matter of safety, we

6 will step in and say, no, don't do it. But until it

7 becomes a matter of endangering them, SSPTA -- they've

8 got a training on how to deal with troublesome passengers

9 and training on different equipment we use and everything

10 else.

II We are not going to object to that.

12 O Would you recommend --

13 A Assuming it is paid, of course.

Id 0 Would you recommend to them that they would

15 keep an open mind, or would you tell them to go into the

16 training with the idea that under no circumstances should

17 they consider to utilize what they are trained to do?

18 A No. I don't know exactly what the training is,

I' but from the sound of what has been talked about, it is

20 training on how to -- you know, in a nuclear emergency,

21 perhaps medical training or things of this kind.

' 22 Of course, we want to learn.

23 Suppose they are at home and something happens.

#
Just like CPR, it is good to know these things.,, ,

25
Q So you would advise the members of your union to
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{ 1 keep an open mind in accepting this training and to

2 utilize it with that attitude; 'is that correct?

_ 3 A Sure. As far'as gaining knowledge, in terms _of how

: 4 to deal with dangerous situations, of course.

I
5 Q What is your concept of what the bus drivers

.

6 would be doing in performing these kinds of assignments-

7 in a Limerick emergency?3

8 A What they would be doing?
'

'.
9 Q Yes, sir.

,

10 A This doesn't call for a legal conclusion?
i 11 Reading of the document, they will be asked
,

12 to drive a vehicle into the area. There will be somebody
) 13 from- one of there. groups on each of the vehicles.

1

14 They would not help -- have any responsibility for
L

15 selecting who goes on the vehicles orLhelping to load
16 and unload. They would simply drive the vehicle around

17 a preset route and then drive it out to some place.
.

18 Q In other words, they would be performing much.

(

19 the same duties that they customarily perform on their
;

4

20 day-to-day runs; isn't-that correct?

21 A That's correct.
i (~T

\m) 22 0 -Now, with regard to -- I think you mentioned other
23 emergency situations, but you said that there was "nothing

i 24 comparable" to Limerick. Could you tell me when other
'

' as e.e.,e nes.,we, iae.

25 emergency situations your union members have responded to in

- - - ..- . - .. - . = - - - - - - - - ---.
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1 providing bus transportation?

2 A Well, the most common -- the ones that

3g.s happen almost daily is the fire on the subway, elevated
V

4 transformer blows up, something blocks -- there is a fire

5 on the street blocking the trolley routes. They need

6 busses to substitute for those lines.
7 This is the overwhelming, you know, 98

8 percent of the emergencies we deal with are of that kind.

9 Q Are those kinds of situations covered by your
10 collective bargaining agreement?

II A Yes.

12 O In what fashion?

- 13 A In the fashion that there is language to permit
14 the employer a certalit flexibility to keep scheduled
15 service in operation in an emergency.
16 Q And --

17 A It doesn't actually use the word " emergency,"
18 but that is the intent.

'

19 O And why wouldn't that language be equally
20 relevant to the flexibility of schedule necessary.to maintain

'

21 the runs to carry out the assignments for a Limerick

22 evacuation?

23 A First of all, this is not scheduled service.

24
! w ein e neo= = ,tae. They could not apply it to extra work, to charter work,

23 et cetera, to instruction. We won an arbitration on all these

_ , . . _ _ . - _ _ . . . _ . _ _ _ ._
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1 things, number one.

2 And number two, it seems yon misunderstood my

3 testimony. I wasn't stating as to what, you know,

4 the contract said on this. I was stating as to how

5 my members felt, how my members react, and what I would do

6 as head of the union.

7 In terms of what fallout there was afterwards,

8 if the company wanted to arbitrate it or not, we would

9 deal with that.

10 My understanding is, in fact, that the company

11 is not going to buck us on this. There is too many

12 other things they want to fight us on. That is my

13 Mr. Wert spoke of 'olunteering. Because if people arev
i

14 going to say no, I don't think the company will provide

15 the busses.

16 Q Is it your position that if they ask for

17 volunteers for that service that it would violate some

18 provision of your collective bargaining agreement?

19 A To ask for volunteers?

20 Q Yes, sir.

21 A Asking for volunteers doesn't violate anything.

O 22 0 suppose a situation arose in which a truck
'

23 tanker containing substantial quantities of methyl

24 isocyanamate overturned on the Pennsylvania Turnpike,
As>Fedevel Reporters, Inc.

25 and your union members were called upon to assist in the

!

i
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1 eracuation of nearby residents. What recommendation would

2 you, as the president, make with regard to that situation

. 3 if you were assured reasonably to your satisfaction-

4 that, in fact, the safety of your bus drivers would

5 be insured?

6 A Well, first you've got to clarify that last one.

7 Assured to my satisfaction how?

8 Q To your satisfaction.

9 A I don't know how that would be done or could be
10 done.

11 Q So your testimony is that you could not be

12 satisfied under that scenario that they --o 13 A Unless they are going in, you know, 15-20 miles

14 away. I wouldn't expect it would have the range of a
15 nuclear catastrophe.

16 Q Let's change the scenario slightly. Suppose

17 a tanker had been overturned containing those quantities
18 of methly isocyanamate and there was a danger that the
19 tank would rupture,'although there had, as yet, been no
20 escape of any gas.

21 What would your recommendation be to your
. - O 22 workers in that instance, if they were asked to assist

23 in the evacuation of nearby residents who might be subject
24 to that danger?

i mies neo core,Inc.

25 A I am not going to let my workers be put in that

|
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I situation.

2 Q So you wouldn't let them participate in any

3 kind of emergency situation where their lives would be threater.e@

4 even though 'it might be necessary to evacuate nearby

5 residents of that danger; is that correct?

6 A That is correct. I am not going to allow

7 whoever created that situation to add to the death toll

.END 8 8 with my membership.

9
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24
A p.serse n oorers, Inc.

25
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T9 MM/mm1 Q And you wouldn't allow your members to make
e

2 individual decisions on that matter, based upon their

3 perception of the risk involved to themselves .within the

O
4 hazardous area. You would make that judgment for them, is

5 that correct, sir?

6 A What I might do in that situation is go down --
.

7 assuming I had enough inunediate knowledge, I would go down

8 to the various locations and see what people's feeling was.

9 If there was a genuine -- if they wanted to

10 volunteer -- which I don' t say, but if there was, I would

11 evaluate that. I would make my decision based on that.

12 Q I am talking about a situation in which a more or

() 13 less instantaneous response or cooperation is required. You
-

14 don't have time to go down and check it out. You have been

15 requested by authorities to respond to this situation

16 so that the nearby residents can be evacuated before,:in fact,

17 they are endangered.

.18 In that kind of situation,what do you anticipate

19 your response?
.

20 A In that kind of situation, I would obviously have

21 to make the decision then. And I would react defensively.

( - 22 Q Would you permit your people to make a decision

23 for themselves as to whether or not they wish to volunteer

24 to assist in that evacuation?
As -pensees neoenere, Inc.

25 A As I say, volunteering in these situations --
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mm2 I we have too many bad experiences with it, with SEPTA. It is

2 not a genuine volunteer process.
~

3 0 You referred to the Army I believe earlier,
:O

4 comparing it to other volunteer-type activities.

'5 Are any of your members former members of the Armed

6 Services?

7 A A great many.

8 Q A great many. And did any of those members serve

9 in the armed conflict on behalf of their nation?

10 A A great many.

II Q And were any of those members decorated for valor
~

12 in combat?

13 A Quite a few.
Id Q Well, do they have a different feeling -- might

15 they have a different feeling about their perception of risk

16 and their. civic obligation to assist in an emergency than you

17 do, sir?

18 A As I say, I have spoken to people on this question.

I' on the contrary, I at least- -- I am married, I have no

20 children, my wife can take care of myself -- I have a lot

21 more freedom in this matter than a lot of my members who have. . .

QL 22 families, feel other responsibilities. They are not in Nam

23 now or whatever. Their primary responsibilities are elsewhere.

24
Q Well, some of those members might have a different

A=-reens nemenm, inc.

25 view, though, than you, wouldn't they? Mightn't thcy?

L
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mm3 1 A Some might.
I

2 Q And shouldn't those individuals be given an

'3 opportunity to decide for themselves whether or not they wish
, - .O

.

4 to assist in this kind of an emergency situation?,

e

5 A 'I mean, if sometime you would like to debate the

.
6 question of trade unionism and -- versus open shop or whatever,

j 7 I will be glad to do that.

8 Q No, I don't want to debate anything with you, sir.

{ ~9 I just want you to ansler my question.

{~ 10 Don't you think that in a free society such as
I

11 ours, individual members of your union should be given an

-

12 opportunity to weigh these hazards and risks that you perceive,

O is fr- your ine of . view and weigh them from^ their goint of
. -

.

|
14 view as to the relative needs in this situation and determine

. 15 for themselves whether or not'they wish to offer assistance
i

16 as requested.

17 A Well, since you asked -- I have been trying not to

18 make political speeches.

39
. Number one, we live in a society where you have

20 got a lot of individual workers and they are employed by

21 large corporations. That is an unequal power relationship.
'

22 The large corporation has all the power and everything at its

23 disposal. Individuals can't deal;with that. That's why we,

:
24 band together collectively as unions to speak with a collectivo

4.-ressess n ,w,. ine.

25 voice and collectively to confront a situation.

4

, . - - , - - , . , . , - - . - - . , . .- ,.,.--,,wn- n ,-- n-,--,---,s.w.,-.,,--n. ~,,,.,-,,-.,--~--,.,.--,~..,,..~~,n--,.a-,
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mm4 The answer is no, I do not believe individuals shouLd*

1

be . forced to make individual choices and ' individual responses
- 2

to those situations in dealing with an extremely powerful
;. 3

() employer who -- that is not a free choice situation. It is
4

.

not supply and demand or anything like that..

That is a coercive situation on its face.
| 6
* - That is why we have unions, sir.

. 7

i- Q And the SEPTA, what possible incentive do they
c 8

have to coerce a choice in this situation, if they are re-4

.9

. sponding to a request from an emergency planning organization?
~

', 10

Wouldn't they simply provide whatever was offered?
'

i 11

A They might. I think that is a possibility. I-

suspect, you knos from what I have heard, that SEPTA doesn' t-
1 .

plan to provide any buses. They are simply going throughi .

M
.

'
the motions.

15

However, one of the things you find in organiza-

,

,
.tional situations is,la lot of individuals -- organizations

|
17

io have their own culture. And when you have an organizational
18

*

< .

- culture of harassment and discipline, you are going to have
.
; 19

the foremen'and the superintendents, more middle-level people
20

3
who are going.to be doing the questioning for volunteering,

,

(} are going to be the ones who are going to be on the scene.

:, - And, if their style in dealing with the employees every day
1 23
,

- is coercive, it is quite likely they will attempt to be-! - 24

!"*"**'"'''"- coercive just as a matter of habit in this situation.
25j.

e
i

+* +----,.,y~,.-,,,,,mm~., ,%---,m.-,.,-,m,r.,_,,m,,,mv-%.,,., m...,_.,..-,,_w,. ,ym%~.,m, .._ . , , , . , my.,,.m._ , , , , . _ .
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1 Q So you are assuming that if PEMA or some other

2 agency -- for example, the Chester County Department of

'3 Emergency Services, or Montgomery County Emergency OfficeO
4 of Preparation -- Office of Preparedness, rather, called-

S upon SEPTA to provide these buses, that SEPTA would be

6 coercive in asking employees to come forward to drive the
,

7 buses.

8 A Sir, we have as I said, a little over 5000
,

9 employees. These 5000 employees have 10,000 grievances a-

10 year. We have 1000 at third level. We have over 200 a year

11 going to arbitration. These are phenomenal numbers.

12 We exist in an extremely combative, hostile
'

13 situation. That is their style. I mean.I have seen we have
14 made over the last year some' headway. I had... hoped th'at this;

15 will be reauced. But that is -- we are on a warfare footing.

16 It is the nature of the ' relations between. the parties. .

I7 Q' Do you know how many of your members, your 4000-

! 18 members who are qualified to drive the buses, do you know how

19 many of those function as ambulance drivers or in vclunteer;

t 20 fire departments?

21 A Fire departments? Oh, you mean volunteer fire,

, . .
- 22 .. departments?

{ 23 Q Volunteer fire departments, yes.

24 A Do I know how many? No, not too many to my-
- 4.-pensre noncer , sae.

25 knowledge. -
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.1 Q Do you havea feel for whether or not a number of l

2 your union members do serve as fire department volunteers,

3 or as part-time ambulance drivers?

4 A My feeling is not very many. Partly, it is based

5 on the demographics of our membership. Over half live in the

6 City of Philadelphia. Others - people I know, I don' t know

7 anybody.that does.

8 I know a lot of our members. Visit their homes,
'

9 somewhat. There are certain things -- a lot of them are in

10 the National Guard, for example. I just know that. It is

11 something that comes up in discussion, you come across it.

12 I have never come across anyone who was a volunteer ambulance
u,

1 13 or fireman, volunteer fireman. -

L

14 Q' :Would you say that the members of your union do

15 not know any more about emergency planning-f'or Limerick than

16 you do?

17 A I would say we probably have about the same amount ,

3 .-

18 of knowledge, which is none.

19 Q Are you aware that dozens of private bus companies

-

20 within the Limerick area have agreed to provide buses as a

.
21 public service in the event of an emergency.

O 22 A Just, one day I was in here waiting to be a witness,;

23 I. heard some testimony. Other than that I don' t know anything,

; 24 O Are you aware that a number of bus drivers within
i . A -Femerei neoorisci, Inc.

! 25 those companies have.been surveyed and have indicated that they v

e
_ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ __ - - . _ _ . _ - _ . - .
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mm7 I would, in fact, volunteer without compensation to provide |

2 those services as drivers?

3 A I don't know that. The testimony I heard, the little

4 pieces while I was in here, didn' t seem to indicate that.

5 0 Well, assuming that that is the case, sir, do you

6 have any reason to believe or to distinguish between those

7 employees and the employees of your union as regards to

8 concerns that drivers might have for their own safety?

9 A See, the question is, was this testimony coming

* 10 from drivers or from union officials, or was it coming from

Il somebody like Mr. Wert who knows nothing about the operations,
.

12 is a lawyer and doesn't even deal with the operations side

O 13 of things.

14 Q As a matter of fact, sir, the testimony came

IS from school superintendents.
.

16 Would that satisfy you as to the --..

17 A Well, I would expect that that testimony is

18 about as valuable as that ole Mr. Wert. That is, I would expect

19 those people know nothing about what'their individual
i

.20 drivers would do.

_
21 Q Even though they were provided with numbers as to

x) 22 surveys of bus driver's who said that they would particpate?

23 A ~Yes. How were those surveys collecte? I'm just'

sayibgmysenseis,theoneothertimeIhavebeeninthis24~

.:
Ananurs n normes pnc. ,

t-
' 25

,
room,-there is very little reality that percolates these

_

;

.
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mm8 i walls. I mean, general managers and superintendents, they

2 live on paper. What is on paper is real to them, not what

3 people say and think and feel.

4 There is no sense of the panic that this kind of a

5 situation would create.

6 Q For you, sir?

7 A No, I am talking about what I fcand when I went out,

8 And despite what you think -- and I understand your feelings --

9 despite what you think, I went out -- we do arbitrations all

10 the time. The first thing you want to do is find out what

11 people really t hi.nk. Are our witnesses lying, or aren' t they.

12 I went out and presented a completely neutral

! 13 front. And the question of nuclear emergency -- I mban,
,

14 forget the overturned truck' and everything else -- nuclear

15 emergency is -- it h'its people at their gut. It hits people,

16 it panics people beyond any other kind of emergency. Just

17 the name -- radiation is like, you can't see it, you don't

18 know where it is. I am saying, not myself,the people I spoke

19 to and the people that my staff spoke to are terrified about

20 going into the situation.

21 Q And that is because of what they read in the

'

22 newspapers as opposed to what they would hear in a training

23 session, or what they could be advised by responsible emer-

24 gency planners, isn't that correct?
Am.resmo neportm, Inc.

25 A That is because of what they read. As far as what
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mm9 1 they could be told by responsible people, I mean my guys, they

2 are bus drivers, they deal with the public every day. They |
i

3 have a lot of street sense.-s

4 Just because somebody tells them in a session, I

5 am responsible -- I mean, my guys have lived a long time.

6 Q So in other words, you believe they share your

7 skepticism as to the reliability of information provided by

8 technical experts in this area?

9 A I'm telling you, this is not what I prompted out

10 of them. This is what I found. People just don't believe

11 experts any more.

12 Q Okay. Are those members, are they' aware,and are
) 13 you aware that if an evacuation was required for the Limerick

14 Generating Station, that it would take place at an early

15 stage of the emergency prior to the release of radiation from

16 the plant?

17 A What was the first part of that question? Are
j ,

18 the members aware of that?

19 Q Yes, aie'you aware of it and are your members aware
|

| 20 of that.

21 A .I'm aware that's what you are saying.
I O

22 Q But you don't believe that's so? You don't --

|

23 A No, I'm not even saying that. I'm not saying it|
|

24 categorically is not true. I'm saying there is no way of
A -F.e.rm n oorer.,inc.'

25 telling, because that is what we are going to be told in any

.- -_- . . _ _ _
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'l case.

2 It may be that situation and we are told it is

p 3 that situation, I don't believe it either, and then I'm
O

4 wrong.

5 or, it may'be a far worse situation and we will

6 be told the same thing anyway, and so the only safe thing you

7 do is assume the worst.

8 Q Are you aware that in the event that substantial

9 releases of radiation are anticipated from tle plant, that a

10 decision could be made by responsible officials not to evacuat.e

II and to shelter individuals in their homes and places of

12 business?

.(
13 A I heard that the other day when I was in here.a

Q So that in other-words it wouldn' t be necessary for'I4

15 anyone to lie about the risks which were immediately

!. 16 apparent to the planning officials, would'it,because they

17 have a. choice of actions, don't they?

'

18 A I don't know. It sounds to me the opposite. It

l' sounds to me from what you are saying, therefore if they are-

20 asking buses to come in, it is obviously a more serious
,

21 situation than just the minimal basic situation where they

22 would shelter them in their houses.

23 Q We are talking about a situation as to the time

24 sequence, not as to what is -- not as to the ultimate
Ace-Federes noponers, Inc.

25 result of the accident. We are talking about in terms of time.

. . . . - . . . - _ . _ . - - . - - . _ - _ _ _ -
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mm9 I If the decision were to shelter, that could be

2 made, could it not, in the event that immediate releases

3 of radiation were expected. Whereas in the event of a longer

4 range accident where releases might be made much later, then

j- 5 there would still be plenty of time to evacuate.

6 And my question to you is whether or not yo,u and

7 your members are aware of-that kind of planning concept?
J

8 A As I said, just what I heard here the other day.

| 9 Q So, your members are not aware of that kind of-

10 planning concept at this time,-to your knowledge?

II A Whether people can be sheltered?

12 Q Yes, and are they aware of --,

'O. - 13 A I don't know. It didn't come up. I didn' t

!
-Id . discuss it. I would doubt that they are.

15 Q So they are not aware of the decisionmaking process
,

16 in which a particular protective action -- in other words,

17 sheltering or evacuation -- would'be chosen and the basis upon,
18 which those options would be evaluat'ed and selected, are they?

II A No.

'20 Q In fact,they are not even aware that such a

21 decisionmaking process exists, are they?

:Q. 22 A No . - Or, who is part of it, or'whether or not

23 those people are responsible. None of those things.,

24 (Pause.)
- nos,=., inc.

25
Q Assume that individuals did choose, despite your

>

. . . - _ . . . . _ . . _ . ....._-.,.-.,,,_..~...,._._.._._.-__,--m.m.__._..-._- -- _.
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1 admonitions to volunteer in the event of an emergency to

2 perform these. bus assignm'ents, are there any sanctions that

/^ 3 could or would be taken against them'by the union?
~

d
4 A No. I'm sure nothing would be.

5 Q So they do have that limited freedom of choice,

6 don't they?

~

7 A Let me just say, I have never seen a situation

8 where people would act in that way, contrary to what the

9 union suggested.

10 Q But you have never had a situation like this, I

11 believe you said, isn't that true?

12 A Right .

13 MR. RADER: No further questions.''
.

14 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

|
-15 How much cross examination do you have?

16 MR. GOODWIN: I have a couple of questions, your

17 Honor, maybe ten minutes or so.

18 JUDGE HOYT: All right. You have 30 minutes, total.

xx 19 BY MR. GOODWIN:

20 Q Mr. Tauss, other than looking at this tentative

21 agreement between SEPTA and Montgomery County, have you,,

''

22 ever reviewed any other agreements concerning evacuation?

23 A No.

24 Q Have you ever had any discussions with anyone
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 concerning general evacuation plans?

__
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mmll 1 A No.

2 Q So then I believe it is your testimony, you had

3 said basically you have.no knowledge at all concerning ,

4 evacuation plans in general? Is that correct?
e

5 A Right.,

; 6 Q So by that, by your answer there would I be
'

.

7 correct in assuming then that you would not know the types

.8 of persons that might have to be evacuated or the numbers
,

9 of buses that might need to be used, or the locations involved

10 and details like that?

II A Well, I guess I spent a few hours here one
'-

12 af ternoon waiting to> testify. I got some sense of some of

. 13 the retarded and han'dicapped and that kind of thing.

14 Obviously, I think -- I feel I am a qualified

15 expert in the-field of transportation. I know what it would

16 take to evacuate in terms of vehicles, an area like this.

17 If you were taken ten miles out,*at that would do to the

18 traffic twenty miles out, thirty miles out, I have some

I9 sense of what that would mean, yes.

20 g- If an agreement is arrived at between SEPTA and

21 Montgomery County would you be willing, as union . president,
-- i

.

22 to sit down and discuss the agreement, learn the full-

23 ramifications of the-agreement?

24 A We are always willing to meet and discuss.
Am raseres neo rwr., inc.

25
.

Q So am you saying you would keep an open mind until

, _ _ _ . - . . . - - - - _ . .. _.,_ . - . _ . _ . , _ . , . _ . _ _ . . _ . . . . _ . _ _ . . - . _ . . _ . _.
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i I the agreement was formalized? !

2 A I don't think I went that far. ,

3 We will meet and discuss. I mean, the fundamental

4 problem that has to be overcome is, there is no trust. I

5 don't.have any trust for the people around me telling me what

6 the situation is. And, I know my members don' t.

7 I deal with these people, I deal with experts and

8 executives and stuff a lot more often. I can be easier to I
,

I 9 convince than my members. And I don' t see a procedure --

1
10 I mean, there seems to be some sense that if you implement,

llL you show people it is a bureaucratic procedure, some people

12 who are going to make sure everything is okay, that we are

O.-

* 13 supposed to rely on that. And history shows us over the
! -

14 last years -- in fact the opposite is true.

15 So, I mean, until there is some way'to overcome

16 that hurdle which I don't^see, the rest of it is moot.

17 Q This lack of trust, are you talking about trusting
,

18 officials in SEPTA, or are you talking about trusting

I9 governmental officials, also.*

[.

| 20 A officials in SEPTA, governmental officials,

21 corporate executives, scientific experts on somebody's
( I_t

~

22 payroll and other' engineers.

23 Everybody is for sale these days. They will'say

I cnd T9 what they are paid to say.24
' 4 -7.serei nopense , inc.

25

i.

<
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.#10-mn-1 I G So then you are saying in effect that you can't

2 trust anyone whether or not it would be from the highest

i. - O government 1 official on down t say members of the SEPTA'

4 Board?

5 A We have seen one president that was a criminal.

8 G I am sorry I didn't hear you.

7 A I said, we have seen one president who was a

8 criminal. Richard Nixon. The highest governmental official --

9 just becau'e someone is elected to a high office, how manys

10 people have gone to jail for taking ABSCAM money and everything

II else? I don't see anything in recent history to indicate that

12 high governmental officials are exempt from corruption or

O 13 even less than corruption except from s aying what is expedient

Id at the moment. I think expediency is probably more of a threat

15 tlian corruption.
16

G If an agreement is arived at between Montgomery

I7 County and SEPTA, would you be willing at that time to

18 conduct some sort of survey with union members to see who might

be willing to volunteer to be drivers?

20 A I might do something like that on our own, certainly

2I *
not let SEPTA be part of the process.

(-
22 G That is what I mean, just a kind of a joint survey

23 to get some numbers as to who might be willing to volunteer.

24 A Yeah, we might do something like that.
Ace-Faswei nepo,ws, inc.

25
G Do you think there is a possibility that if such a
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3

| 1 survey was held-that a certain percentage of your union

2 members might, in fact, volunteer to be drivers?

3 A No, I don't think there is.

4 % I would-just like to look at some of the numbers you
,

) 5 have already provided to us nere this morning. In the Germantown
:

6 depot, you mentioned 250 drivers. Is Callowhill the other,

7 name?

Callo' hill, yes.8 A w

9 0 You had mentioned there were 400 drivers at

10 callowhill. Do you think there is a possibility just using

11 those two as examples, the 250 in Germantown and 400 in;

!

12 Callowhill, do you think there is a possibility that maybe

13 ten percent of those two numbers might be willing to volunteer?,

14 A I don't think there is a chance in'the world. The
' ^

15; reason I say that is this. I haven't gone to callowhill'and
!

16 asked. I can. But I went to Germantown just out of

17 curiosity to satisfy myself what people's thinking was and

i 18 the reaction of the 25 to 30 or whatever it.was people I spoke

' 19 to was vehement panic and extreme. The situation of social

20 groupidgs is first of all that probably reflects the thinking

21 of the large body, the larger body, and secondly other

22 individuals get swept up in that.
"

23 Other individuals will be panicked. In other words,

24 a friend here spoke about Vietnam. The social-pressure in
m noenn , inc.

25 Vietnam is you are With a unit and your guys'are out there and
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1 you have to defend them. You may not want to go over that hill

2 but you are defending their lives. Your immediate social

3 grouping.

4 The same thing operates in the opposite direction

5 here. Let's say only 90 percent were really panicked. That

6
; will sweep up the other ten percent. There is no social pressure

7 here to volunteer. On the contrary, the social pressure would

8 be not to be a sucker. So I don't think you are going to get
..

9 anybody just because of the way group dynamics work.

10 g Isn't your oprnion based upon the information that

11 you have available to you at this moment though? Isn't it
'

12 possible that if further details are provided to your union-

'O
\/ 13 members that would get ,into the actual risks involved and the

1 -

14 locations and so forth that these initial opinions that you

15 have might change or that the members opinions might change?

| 16 A I don't believe so. Working people don't place a
!
,

17 lot of faith in something because it is a document or

18
,

because somebody is an expert or whatever. I just see SEPTA
|
I 19 training and otner training, other campaigns like that,

20 information and education that comes down._ People don't trust
!

21 it. People are very, very cynical these days and especially
i (

b 22 on something like this where people already know. Three Mile,

t

( 23 Island, they lied a bunch of times. They keep finding more
|

24 lies.
A ressem n ,w., inc.

25 I don't even read the articles any more but I read the

. _- -. . - . _ - . - - _ - - - _ _ _ -
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I headlines and the lead. A month or two ago there was another

2 thing they found. They lied about something else up at Three

3 Mile Island. That is what people know.

4 So anybody comes in'and they have a coat and tie
>

5 and they are trying to sell them something, people look at

6 them like salesmen with their fcot in the door. Their

7 reaction will be to disbelieve. That will be their initial

8 take will be not to believe these people.. They are trying to
9 sell me some snake oil.

.

,

10 0 If it could be conveyed to your members that there,

11 was, in fact, aageneral emergency involved that did affect the

12 public welfare and safety of the general populace, if that
r

"

-

13 could be conveyed to.your members, do you*believe that would
~

14 change their minds?

15 A No. That is people's assumption. .They say it is
|

| 16 an extremely dangerous situation. That is why they don't
!
'

17 want to go in there in the first place. I am sure part of that,

18 therefore, is an assumption that the people in that area are in

19 danger. I could elaborate on that.

20 0 Who then do you believe has the obligation to make a

21 determination like that, that the public. safety and welfare is

O-
22 involved in an emergency? Should it be the governmental;

i

23 officials? Should it be the union officials? Should it be
r
i

| 24 SEPTA? Who should it be?
! Assessrei namornes, Inc.

25 A I am not sure it matters who makes that evaluation.

. _ . _ - _ . , _ . - - - -n. ,-.._.___.--_.,i._..._._____--.._._._.._,__,_._._-.
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1 I think the point is to try to prevent those situations from !
!

2 happening.

': 3 G I agree with you but I am saying in an actual emergency
4 situation wbuldn't you agree that somebody in authority has to
5 make that decision?

6 A somebody has to, yes.

7 G Who in your opinion would be that person or those
'

8 persons?

9 A You can't trust the company. I certainly wouldn't

'

10 expect SEPTA to have any expertise in the matter. I would

II assume it would have to be the government. I don't know

12 who else could do it.

-O- 13 0 Would you be willing if the governor made a
_

14 proclamation that there was an emergency to accept that,

15 that there is public safety and welfare involved in the

16 emergency and an evacuation might be, in f act, needed?

17 A I would accept it to that extent. If he says there.

| 18 is danger, I am sure he is not saying it unless there is

19 really danger and to that extent if in fact PECO said there

-20 is danger, I would believe that. They are not going to say

21 it for no reason but that doesn't carry with it the. sense
l'{,

22 that we can then safely go in and evacuate and if he did tell

( 23 me that, I wouldn't believe him, no.

| 24 G All right, then, making that premise that either the
| 4.7. sere neo rwr., inc.
| 25 governor has made that determination, do you still stand by
i.

_ _ _ . . . _ _ . . - . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - - . _ - .-
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1

your position that there would be no union members.who would

2
be willing to volunteer their services to be drivers?

() A I may have assumed that before. The governor or

e
somebody would be saying that there was an emergency, yes.

5
That was the situation I was addressing.

4
MR. GOODWIN: No further questions.

7
JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Hirsch. You have 30 minutes.

8
XXXXXXX BY MR. HIRSCH:

9
% Thank you. I am Mike Hirsch with the Federal

'10;

Emergency Management Agency, Mr. Tauss. I understood you
11

to say on cross-examination by Mr. Rader, the attorney for PECO,

12

,,fs that you had personally spoken with 30 drivers about the
3

- 13
evacuation plans, is that correct? -

14

j A Roughly. I spoke with about five from Frontier and

15
about 25 or 30 in a group from Germantown.

16
j g I.also understood you to testify earlier that your

17
business agent,had spoken to a number of other drivers, is that

18
correct?

19
A Yes. John Roper spoke to more than a dozen. I don't

20
know how many it was. He went up to the depot one day and this*

was a good situation because it wasn't a group of people. Iti e

' 22
was individuals coming in off of their runs. So we spoke to '

23
a number of individuals and I gave him strict instnuctions

24
- n.,,,,,,,,, w. to ask them do you know about this situation, what do you feel

25
about it? What would you do about? So I think you would get a

et w -wi-w-www w
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1 good reading in that case.
~

2 0 Would you :tell me what the reaction your business,

| 3 agent reported to you he received from the dozen or more

; 4' drivers that he spoke to?

5 A The initial' reaction he said in every case was one;

,

e
,

of two things, people either laughed and thought it was
J

!: 7 ridiculous or it wasi.like, "Say, what?" "You tell me what?

i 8 We are supposed to what, we are supposed to go in and what?"

9 It was like people were freaked out that they were expected4

10 to do this and nobody talked to them about it or whatever.

11 Q Did he tell you of any drivers that he spoke with

12 who reacted differently?

13 A No. -

: -

14 0 .I also understood you to testify on cross-examination

'
15 .by'Mr. Rader and you can correct me if I'am wrong, but I

'

16 thought you said that SEPTA does not intend to provide buses.
,

17 They are.just going through the motions. Is that correct?
i

18 A That is my. sense.from the shift of volunteers. If,

19 they are not even talking about-compelling people, then my

20
( guess is they will ask for volunteers and they are not going
i

.

|O
21 to fight the union on this one.

L
22 Q So that statement is based on your assumptions and

.

23j not on discussions you have had with SEPTA officials?

f 24 A 'No. It is based on our relations over a considerable.
Ass.Feneras namores, , Inc.

25 period of time as adversaries dealing with each other across the'

!

.. _ . . . _ . . _ - . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . - _ . . _ . . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ - . _ _ - . _ . . - - _ _ - _ - - - _
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: I table and the fact that they chose yesterday to speak of

2 volunteers rather than "Oh, we can assign people to these
,

3 buses," indicates their mind set, that they are not going

'4 to make a fight over this.

5 MR. HIRSCH: Thank you. I have no further

0 questions.

7 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Hassell of the Nuclear Regulatory

8 Commission Staff.

XXXXXXX 9 BY MR. HASSELL:

10 g Good afternoon, Mr. Tauss, I have a few questions for

II you. I believe you testified earlier that there were

12 approximately 250 bus drivers at the Germantown facility,
- 13 is that correct? .

.

Id A That is correct. -

15 0 I believe you also testified that you spoke to

.
16 approximately 25 to 30, is that also correct?

17 A That's right.

18 G So you spoke to roughly ten percent or eleven percent?

19 A Yes. It wasn't a random sample,, people happened to be

20 in there at a particular time of day.

21 O I believe you also testified that thathroughly ten'

22 percent that you spoke to, you felt reflected the views of

23 the-broader group, the other 250, is that correct?

| Ass-Feule,el Reporters, Inc.
24 A The fact that it was so unanimous, the response,

25 would lead me to believe that, yes.
|

, __ . . . _ . _ . - - . . . _ . . . _ _ ._- . _ . . . _ . - , _ _ . . , _ . - . , . , _ _ _ . , - _ , _ . _ _ . - _ . , - - , - - . . _ . - . . _ - - , . . _ , _ _ , . . , _ . .--
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1

4 That is the only basis for your drawing the

2
inference that the ten percent represent the views of the

(~') 3
(_/ full 250 bus drivers, is that correct?

4
A Yes.

5
4 I believe you have testified that in response to

6
Mr. Rader's questions about trusting officials in the event

'

7
there was a radiological emergency at Limerick that quote --

8
"we would assume that officials were lying about the danger,"

9
end of quote. Is that correct?

10
A We would assume that they would lie, yes, not

11

necessarily that they were in a particular case.

12
r~s G Now the "we" refers to whom?
k-)

13
A I said the people I had spoken to on the property.

14
That was the sense of o'tr membership on that question and it is

15
the;: sense in general on questions of this kind. As I say,

16
we have had experience with asbestos and a lot of safety

17
things.

18

G As I understand your testimony with respect to that
19

I distrust, you make no distinction, no substantive distinction

20
between public officials and private officials?

21
("-) A Right. This is not to impune any individual. We
xj

are just talking as categories.

23
g Let's assume for the moment that the public health

24

A..Fwww anonm. ire official who is charged with certain responsibilities in the

25
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania had objective evidence that there

r ~

t
_ _ _ _
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I was objective evidence that there was indeed a danger to

2 residents within the ten-mile EPZ at Limerick, however,

f- 3 that that danger was not severe enough to preclude people

4 from entering the EPZ to evacuate ~them. Would you believe

5 or disbelieve that information?

6 A I would not feel I could act upon it. In other
,

7 words, it might be true or it might not be true. I would

8 feel that whatever the situation, that is what he is going to

9 say because they want to prevent panic and they want to provide

10 for an orderly evacuation. I don't even think that is a

11 corrupt response. I understand why they would do that. They

12 want to prevent panic. But I would assume that whatever the

' ) 13 degree of seriousness and imminence of danger in the situation

14 that that is what they are going to say. Therefore, it

15 doesn't mean anything. It is not a credible statement.

16 G- If I understand you, you would believe them with

17 respect to characterizing the danger but you wouldn't believe

18 them with respect to characterizing the danger if it involved

19 bringing _ people in to help those who are in danger, is that

20 correct?

21 A No. I would credit them that there is a danger.

22 In other1words, yes/no, on/off, yes, there is a danger. I

23 would not believe them about the extent of the danger. I would

24 assume it was the worst because they would act the same
| Am-Federal Repo,to,s, Inc.
i 25 regardless.
|

|
L
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I _ g would it be fair to say that it is your opinion that

2 no amount of objective information or evidence would alter

3 your personal distrust of officials?,

4'

A You s ee, you are talking in general. That is why

5
I wanted to make that disclaimer. I know individual officials

6 who I have dealt with over the years. I knew individual

7 newspaper people, individual corporate executives, whatever,
t

8 who I personally because I have developed a relationship
9 would either know when they were lying or-.would trust them not

10 to lie. So in that sense, no. If I happened to know and

' had dealings with them in the course of my work over a number
12

of years, the particular individual, that might make a' difference.

13
To me an anonymous, to me anonymous, somebody I don't know

I#
particularly well, right, I would have to assume the worst.

15 g Is your answer to my question no?

16 A My answer is it could depend on who the individudl

I7 was that was saying it.- I: don't know anybody involved in this
.

18 stuff. For example, forget Limerick. If something happened

in Philadelphia, there are people in the city government

20 who I know well who could tell me the situation who I would
21 believe.g

-

22 4 Let me go back if I may and restate the question

23 so we can hopefully have you be more focused in. response to my
24

question. Assuming that there is a radiological emergency,

25
at Limerick, is it your opinion that no amount of objective

.
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I evidence or information that public health officials have

2 would alter your personal distrust of any advisory given

3 to the public or to SEPTA in that situation?
)

4 A Why I am hedging is because I don't know who these
'

5 people are or who is involved. It is possible that there

| 6 is somebody there I might know and that might make a

V
7 difference.- Assuming I don't know any of them or have personal

8 dealings with them, that is correct.

9 g Let's assume that it is thethighest public official,

10 public health official,-in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
I

II A I don't know him. Anything he said would not change

12 my opinion, no.

( i3 JUDGE HOYT: I am sorry. May I have the last part'
.

Id that answer, please?

| A 1, ;15 THE WITNESS: I said I don't know him. Therefore,
i

*

16 anything he said would not affect my opinion of the situation.
,

I- 17 I would not be able to trust him, no.

18 BY MR..HASSELL: '(Resuming)
;

19 0 would.you please describe precisely what were the

20 circumstances that led you to speak to the bus drivers at the_

i

21 Germantown facility?

22 A' I was.up there anyway. I go around the property.'

23 But,I was curious because they gave me this little map here
:

24 about the circle is. ten miles,_20 miles, 30 miles and everything
' As -peseres neuerms. inc.

25 and I was looking at it and I noticed that Northwest Philadelphia

e
,.-,,..~--.,_,.--,_,---,..,-,.~,_.,_.,,.,,-,.,,,-.n., . _, - ..
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I is pretty close to Limerick and I was just curious what

2 people's reactions outside of the ten-mile area would be

'

3 and what I found surprised me. You haven't asked me --

4 nobody has asked me yet what I would do about if people

'5 abandoned bus. routes in Philadelphia in this situation and

6 that is a much tougher question. That is a much tougher:.

7 question. In other words, 30 miles from the site. I was

8 surprised-to find that a lot of the people are just going

9 to drop their bus, get their family and run. Your question

10 was why I did it, because I was curious about the fact that

11 this was the next area in, if they go to somebody else

12 outside of Frontier, the closest people to get.would be

d' 13 Ge'rmantown drivers and I was curious about what their response

14
, would be.

15 4 I believe you said somewhere earlier in your

16 response to that you received a map showing the ten-mile EPZ.

17 Who did you receive the map from?

18 A. I don't know. It was something that I got from

.19 John Roper, Jr., from my safety committee. We were trying to

20 get a copy of the agreement with SEPTA and we didn't get that

21 and somebody gave us something here..,

22 O When was that given to you?

23 A. Indon't know. John Roper gave it to me the other

24 day. I don't know when he got it. It is this little map
A . Fasws nepon m ,Inc.

25 with a little grid with where the wind blows. It is a Limerick

_ __ _ - _ . . . . - - - . _ _ __ _ _ ___.__ _
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1 Generating Station units one and two environmental report and

2 population distribution grid ten to 50 miles.

3 MR. HASSELL: Judge Hoyt, I would ask that the

4 witness listen -- to direct the witness to listen closely

5 _to my questions and try to be assured that his response is

6 focused.to my question.

7 JUDGE HOYT: Your point is well taken, Mr. Hassell.

8 I will give it a go. Mr. Tauss, Mr. Hassell is the counsel

9 for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff. He has some

10 very serious concerns that he is attempting to question you

11 on and I don't-believe, sir, that you are listening to the words

12 that he is telling you. You are jumping ahead. I must caution
.

'

13 you that we will simply have to prolong Mr. Hassell's time

14 until we get his questions answered because they are of vital

15 concern to his case and to this record. All right, Mr. Hassell.
; -

16 BY MR. HASSELL:- (Resuming),

17 g Mr. Tauss,. essentially I just have one question left.

18 I believe you have testified and you have used one president

19 being a criminal as an example of why you couldn't trust
,

20 officials. Is it your view that most public officials do not

21 discharge their responsibilities in a responsible and honest

O
22 manner?

23 A. Most I couldn't say. A great many don't. But the

24
.

situation we are talking about I am not sure it would be
*

' am-reseres neportere, trie.

25 dishonest'to. lie about the gravity of the situation if you are
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1 trying to prevent panic and conduct an orderly evacuation. I

2 am not sure that would not be a correct thing for a governmental

~

3 official to do.

4 MR. HASSELL: I have no further questions.

5 JUDGE HOYT: Ms. Zitzer, do you have any redirect?

6 MS. ZITZER: I am just reviewing my note,,s right at

7 this moment.

8 JUDGE HOYT: I would like to finish this prior to

9 the noon recess if possible.

10 MS. ZITZER: I agree.

II (Representative for LEA reviewing notes.)

12 (PAUSE.)
'

13 REDIRECT EXAMINATION -

'XXXXXXXX 14 BY MS. ZITZER:

15 g You were asked whether or not the fact that you

16 had interviewed and had. spoken to approximately ten percent

17 of the drivers, I believe, at Germantown when you went out

18 to speak with them and I believe you testified that you had

19 spoken to about ten percent of them and you considered that

20 a random sample. Could you be more specific why you would

21 consider those ten percent to be a random sample?

O 22 A I didn't say that. I said I wasn't making any
.

23 assumptions that they were a random sample.

24 MS. ZITZER: I have no further questions.
, Asefuseres Reporters, Inc.

23 JUDGE HOYT: Dr. Cole."
|

L
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c

XXXXX 2 BY JUDGE C' OLE:

( 3 0 With respect to the drivers, 25 or 30 drivers at

4 Frontier, did you speak to them individuall in groups or in

5 one large group?

6 A. At Frontier, I personally spoke to five. I said

7 four or five who came through the union hall. Those I spoke

8 to individually.

@D#10 9

10

11

12
e x
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24
Aar-Faseral Reporters, Inc.
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I Q I thought you mentioned you had talked to 20 I

2 or-25. |

. 3-
I

A At Germantown Depot.

4 Q All right, sir. I am recalling your comment

5 wherein you say you have to assume the worst. And that

6 is one of the premises that you were obligated to use

7 with respect to a nuclear emergency or any other kind of emer-

18 gency where information is imparted to you from an

9 official.

10 What scenario was posed to the drivers when they

II were asked how they would respond to a Limerick emergency?

12 A I don't know if you would call it a scenario,o 13 .What I said was, we have been told that SEPTA has
,

Id entered into an~ agreement to provide busses and drivers'in

15 the event of a nuclear emergency at Limerick to evacuate

16 people. And, you know, what do you think of that? Well,

I7 first, had you heard about that? Did you know anything

I8 about it,

l' I usually didn't get to "what do you think about

20 -it." I got very emotional-laden responses.

21 Q Did you ask the question simply that way, sir,

.O 22 or did you give them the benefit of your views as to

23 assuming the worst?

A No, on the contrary, because I wanted to find
,,

25
out for myself what the feeling was. And if I state my
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1 opinion first, I find I don't~get what people think.
'

2 I get what they think I want to hear or what they want

3 to tell me, which is not the same thing.

4 JUDGE COLE: All right, sir. Thank you.

5 JUDGE HOYT: Dr. Harbour has no questions.

6 I have no questions. The witness is excused.

7 (The witness stood down.)

8 JUDGE HOYT: We will recess for one hour

9 to return at 1:25.

10 (Whereupon, at 12:23 p.m., the hearing was

II recessed, to reconvene at 1:25 p.m., this same day.)

12

- -) 13
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24
Ass-Falstal Reponm, Inc.

25
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION
|

2 (1:27 p.m.)

3
.

JUDGE HOYT: The hearing will come to order..

4 Let the record reflect that the parties present at the

5 time the hearing recessed are again present in court.

6 Will you call your next witness, please?

-7 MS. ZITZER: Ilona Seidel. She was here

8 before lunch.

9 JUDGE HOYT: Do you have any other vitness

10 available?

II MS. ZITZER: Yes. Mr. Edward Stokes, the,

12.% supe.rintendent -- I'believe they all said they were
~ ]

13 returning at 1:3,0 which is when we said --

'I4 JUDGE HOYT: I said 1: 25. The record is

15 : specific on that point. i

I6 MS. ZITZER: Here they are.

17 ' JUDGE HOYT: All right. Call whichever witness

I8 you have available.

19'

MS. ZITZER: Tlona Seidel.
20 JUDGE HOYT: .Very well. Would-you come

21 forward and be sworn..

22 Whereupon.v

23xxxxx ILONA SEIDEL

24
was called as a witness and, having been first duly sworn,

- neporws, Inc.
,

1
25 '

was examined and testified as follows:

|
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1 JUDGE HOYT: Please be seated.

2 Before beginning your examination, I would like

[} to caution the parties that when we set a precise time3

4 for returning, the Board expects all parties to be
5 present and in their seats, ready to proceed.

6 These delays are totally unnecessary or uncalled

7 for, and are very poor conduct on the part of counsel

8 and representatives.

9 All right, Miss Zitzer. You have 90 minutes.
'

10 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, this witness has

11 prefiled testimony.

12 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. If you have prefiled

O/ 13 testimony --

14 P S. ZITZER: Just a moment, your Honor.

15 The table was moved. I have to get my copy of it.

16 (Pause.)

17 MS. ZITZER: I apologize to the Board for the

18 delay. I would like to tender to the witness a copy of

| 19 her prefiled testimony.

20 JUDGE HOYT: Very well,

21 (Counsel approaches the witness.)j jb~s'

22 JUDGE HOYT: I can't recall, Mr. Rader, did you
|

| 23 have any objection to this testimony?

[
24 MR. RADER: If I do, I withdraw them.

| Ase Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. It will be considered
: .

I

.

.
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I withdrawn..
.

2 HDIRECT EXAMINATION ;

[} 3 BY MS . ZITZER:
'

4 O Mrs. Seidel, I have handed to you a copy of a

5 document on behalf of the Day Care Association of

6 Montgomery County, dated October 31, 1984. It is a

7 letter addressed to Chairman Helen Hoyt, signed by you, the

8 center director, from Pottstown, as well as Marie Crocker,

9 the social worker.

10 Do you have that document in front of you?

II A Yes.

.
.12 Q Attached to that document, do you also

O
13 have.a statement of professional qualifications from Marie

_

14 Crocker and from yourself, the center director?

15 A Yes.

16 Q Attached to that, do you also have the Day care

17 Association of Montgomery County Incorporated

18 Pottstown Center response form that was submitted in response
l9 to LEA's daycare survey?

20 A Yes.

21 Q Have you had an opportunity to review these. ,-s

b
22 documents?

23 A Yes.

24
Q To the best of your knowledge, is the information

a h sere nosonses,Inc.

25 contained herein true and accurate?

.. . _ - - - _ - . - -
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1 A Yes.

2 0 Are there any clarifications or any changes

)h 3 that you would. deem necessary at this time?
- 4 A No.

5 Q And have you authorized Limerick Ecology Action

6 to submit this on behalf of-the Pottstown Center of

7 the Day Care Association of Montgomery County Incorporated

8 as testimony to be presented to the Nuclear Regulatory

9 Commission in this proceeding?

i 10 A Yes.

11 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, the witness is

12 tendered for cross-examination..o -

-
.

13 JUDGE-HOYT: In the copy that was filed'with

~14 us, there is apparently a personal data sheet of Marie

15 Crocker. Do you intend to --

16 MS. ZITZER: No, your Honor. We felt that

17 . since Mrs. Seidel was the center director, it would

18 be sufficient to present her. I would have no

19 objection to removing that --
.-

20 JUDGE HOYT: That portion of the exhibit;

'

21 containing the personal data of Marie Crocker will be

22 removed from LEA Exhibit E-13.for identification.
23 I don't believe that had been admitted.

I

( Ass.peesem masonen. Inc.
24 MS. ZITZER: LEA would have'no objection to that.

25 JUDGE HOYT: I beg your pardon. I believe we will

1

!

- . - . . . - - . . . - - - - -
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1 incorporate this testimony in the record rather than to

2 accept this as an exhibit. Have we not done that in

(]) 3 the past?

4 MS. ZITZER: Yes.

5 JUDGE HOYT: I believe that was the method

6 by which this hearing proceeded. To keep continuity,

7 I think that would probably be the better approach.

8 Miss Seidel, are there any corrections or

9 deletions or editorial revisions in this that you wish

10 to make prior to being -- standing for cross-examination?
'

II THE WITNESS: No.

II JUDGE HOYT: All right.(~)
-

%i
13

| I miscorrectly identified that as LEA Exhibit E-13.
1

I4 It was contention 13. I had forgotten we had a contention 13.

15 -Any objection to any of this?
.

I0 MR. RADER: No, your Honor.

I7 JUDGE HOYT: Very well, then. The direct

18 testimony will be inserted at this portion of the

record by the reporter.

XXXXXXX 20 (Insert follows:)

''

<)
22

23

24
m neponers. inc.

25

_ - . _ - - . . - _ . _ . . _ . - _ . - . _ _ . _ . _ - _ .
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g_ day care association of montgomery county, inc.

mv ememocwion o, October 31, 1984
monteowny couan =c.

801 Mnigne Road

15)ek3 1

Chairperson Helen Hoyt
Atomic Safety and Licensing Boardc=====

USNRCmain ein.
a ka** aaa Washington, D.C. 20555
==.._ ,22sa
Pna va m.3m

a'5**m Dear Chairperson Hoyt:
..

" " * * * * * " = As Director and Social Worker of the Day Care
^'*",*'**"****".".nn Association of Montgomery County, Inc.-Pottstown
uoni em.,, v.n e a o Center, we wish to express our concerns about the^*"****'*8

""$$UE ability of our center to evacuate in the event of
a nuclear incident at the Limerick facility.

Our program serves 141 children from age 3co oemesum
8aaas * *aaa m months through 12 years. We own no vehicles in

" "'".,__2, which to transport children. We question the*""

availability.of rented vehicles in an emergencyma sse*
situation.-

Many of our staff are also parents of young
0""''"." c'"" children and there may be problems in having suf-,

%: , = ,w,

""j|Sg ficient staff to travel with the center's children
when the whereabouts of their own children would
be in question.constown couren Some parents do not want their children to be.w w an o.,n.ni.rvs.a

**",,,",|2,,*"*,',,'"""gg '""* transported out of the area before they would have"
,, the opportunity to reach the center to pick them up.m :msias-seis

' ' ' * * * ' * We want to sham our concerns with the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board during the hearings

EC ",",", scheduled to begin on November 19, 1984.
,

uene P m ,m3

; ""$@273 0 Sincerely,''"

.

A ' UCd 4/E.*ne"= a . a n. i h% c} 8AJ

""''Esm Y- Ilona Seidel Marie Crocker'"'

Center Director Center Social Worker
PENN WYNNE CENTER
250 Heverford Road a Room 5
Penn Wynne. Perywyevenne tgigt

Phone:(213)649 4003

ISERIoM CENTER
See C Sommen Amonue
W rman. T. - - 1 19004
Phone: (218) 664205

.IEPPER$oN CENTER
13 & 10m Street
Phososeenia. Penneyhrerna 19107

Phone- (215) 9ee eees
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Ilona M. Seidel Pottstown Day Care Center - Director
_

O
PERSONAL DATA:

Born: 5/14/48 Philadelphia, Pa.

Married - One (1) Child currently enrolled in Pottstown Day Care,

Center - Local Resident 25 Years.

Graduated: Pershing College 1970 & Attended Penn State University
Graduate Studies

Employment: Center Director.1974 - Present

.

Pottstown Day Care Center

MEMBERSHIPS:

(]). Delaware Valley Association For The Education Of Young Children ~

1970 1978-
.

Berks County LaLeche League 1979 1981-

St. Paul's Lutheran Church, Sassassmansv111e, Pa. 1980 .Present

| Sunday School Teacher - 1983 to Present

i

!
|

|
:
,

l

,

I

|
|

|.
i
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k Pre-school / Day Care Survey
-

Part 1: General Information

*
..

,

(A) Location o_f, school, nursery, og day care center:- f

O 1. x-e of sch-1 tu c-u% # u-(AUh
Your name/ title -v br4 e e buisa r

v -

Street address of school hereb +Narym hs_ . k hmkn . k.199
Mailing address of school . fb t N (a koN . l9 (. 9

*

e.., .

,

2. Distance of school from Limerick nuclear power plant

b Mdc5 ''

3. Identify the closest major intersection, highway or roadway
to your school.

O h. ~ \s '\mme.5\beb N ok $be. naL0 A. *-

' J
b..h b.
v

.

O-!

,
(B) ' Sessions -

1. State the number _of sessions each scho61 day, including length
of each session.(i.e. when do classes begin and recess?).

~ 1 ceder is com from (a 30 n.H. 4 T'.K p M.

%%ws 4 xh o)Ybro ~ :< c6) Aost m , du4 door -Hmc
c.m bes.<. W 4%, My rqday

At --tes a suu w
an. swmed .State which da%,m w wtys of the week s%.v% "

2. chool is in session.

Northy yh - N6 kog/ '

3. Provide your school's enrollment and the number of children
in each class or session..

,

# \OC. = \d ck\hren - * l 10. M {01:37 *

(- O . to, t9 * ios>(v-

+ 10 gv 20 - * |o4-13 +M - I VI
(C) Students and Staff -

'1. Provide the age range of students attending your pre-school,
nursery or day care center.

heua ' l 1 \1c. w A
' Pnan bt c

V / .

[
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rart z: rmargancy'Prsparednoco
.

.

1(a) Should an (marg 2ncy situation develop at the Limerick
-

nuclear poror plant, have you and your staff prepared a'

school policy and implementing procedures for evacuation
or sheltering of your children, such as you have donefor medical emergencies?,

TAan (amo.hed. D o. Wen Y Otd nci urb
, .

i | / *
. (b) v

Have you and your staff discussed emergency planning'O (evacuation and sheltering) issues with the parents of .

your enrolled children? How recently was this done?
,

a

no
'

(c) Do you have parental permission to transport the children |

{away from the school and out of the 10 mile EPZ (10 mile
radius emergency planning zone for Limerick) in the event of

'

of a nuclear incident at the Limerick plant? Please indicate
the percentage 'of parents who have given consent, i

nd

2(a) Has the County contacted you about the status of emergency
planning for your. pre-school / day-care facility?
Has anyone else? (municipality, PEMA, pa.iDept. of '

Education, or Energy Consultants (PECO)
,

t
'

,

ha ' :,

!
'

(b)
Have you informed the County of your facility's transportation,;i-\ .' staff, and communications needs'in the event your children

* are required to be sheltered or evac,uated? j
'

-
.

<

'M n

!! (c) Is your school / nursery / day-c,are center a state licensed facilit
_ Vg3-,

*

l- ;

3(a) Have you or'any of your staff been trained to deal with |

children under " stress" situations in your pre-school / day-carei

facility? Do you believe that pre-school children can become
unmanageableifunpreparedforchangeinastressfullsituationj

,

Me. base balne.d. bM u d d ese duame.e

(b) $.6Was- or 4 4b wee. C,7;.bHave any such in-service pr/i V4h 4 a. * W M mt wHb s
e

I
ograms or seminars been offerednW W

in your area or through your school dealing with emergency 7 $ 1-

preparedness for a nuclear incident at_ Limerick? Have youO ar roar =*=rr =v=it 4 rour tv = *a th = pro r===?

No '
:

1 ' 4 State whether you and/or your staff are willing to evacuate!

and remain with the children under your care at a mass care
.

center outside the 10 mile EPZ until each child is picked up |

by his or her parent or guardian. Please provide the percentage
i

of staff willing to remain and how this was determined.,

'
-

.

__----_,_,__,_y. - ---
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| *- (C) 2. State whethor thoro are any cpscial msdical or health N
( nacda of the otudento. If co, Pleano spscify. L.m n -Q.sg w% ledr Ob433 c(4 % , aA ask a <2 A te

-

3. The ratio of adult staff to children is'

.\+ 4 in L h V to f a '*r5 ,''

14 - %,LL t-I 3. sdwl . n
V i

O '-

. ..
.

: (D) Transportation -|
'

i

l' State the number and type of motor vehicles available on.

; a-daily basis to transport the children under your care.
we. 4. vwi . e ory u.k \=s

. 3 be. e.,Aw c h . w4 Cftb 4. +ramad mu.e Ks mw' - .m

Sc.N M r3 h sc A t + t he. c c v b r e cF ofi gg.*

2. Provide the number of children that can be haiely transported
in each vehicle.

re ochAn J Aur U 4vam ad-ton .We, kw nu.m

3. State the number of children that arrive and depart from
your school using private transportation. State the "

1

percentage of the students that are transported by carpool.

-

x n "/, m ../ d.oek
:

- ~, -
V,

e ,. 1a,s

. .
e

Communi' cati ~on -
'

O ., (E) .

'

. ..

1. The number of telephone lines available in your school or day' -
.

,J care facility is 4 ' . The number of TV sets available
is O . The number of battery opergted radiosjs O- .

\ d R >< psa M A
2. Please briefly describe the notification method currently

used to reach parents, a guardian,(or other adult) during
an emergency. --

. , .

N<haphone.-

,

(F)'Pacil'ity
4 .

1. The area of the buildingy here children normally remain

c for classes / sessions is Etest Glent " ~/ dam m. _3
I Please note whether this is the 'sasement, ground, f i'r s t , or

second level.

2. State whether there is a below ground basement level of

O
'

your school. Can it accomodate all the children in your school
,

for a 2-3 hour duration should a sheltering advisory be'

ordered? 'a cyke,6% k e,sd.e,

3. Indicate-the type of material that best describes the
*

construction of the school.'

! cinderblock brick ' wood aluminnm-
.

} C, . .

other (olesse'specify)'
.

- 4'. Basement level i made of C ' M(,l g e k
-

.

--,-+--w-w +---=-,,,,..-,-+,.-..--,we- . ..w, - www.,-cw ...-....*--ww.,-e-.-w----e nwo ..----..m-e.------e -+.r_-,..ww. vanr---- -w---+-
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.

Part 3: Comm nto and Rtmarks (Optional), ,

< .

1. Given the age and maturity of the children under your care,
could you assess their reaction if an evacuation of your
pre-school / day-care f acility to a mass care cent;er were ordered?

l(a) Please consider that " volunteers" (and not perents) in -

n private vehicles or buses may be required to transport
(J your children in you lack sufficient vehicles..

(b) Please consider that your children may be separated for
a substantial length of time from their parents should
the parent be unable to otherwise respond or be promptly
notified.

resdih %v k bsoork d'd1re.n from Nic.ere b no

dh. cA Aw h u.ws %,,nAl
'

cerb- -b er m e,se v m
v i y

oQo9cs/ ca h be rons weak hc. b's WN c. IPlvA (en
%# # J '

wsuk Mc_ . d. hoCL., (d '\A c. #* ctA i tes A 'I M h M'

C9"7 w.hw *M I. Y# '

2. M"ou beheT('tTat your s,NfDs a\kequaTeIy tralne&hd to han<dle
a stress-crisis situation should one arise if an order to
evacuate is issued for a nuclear incident at Limerick?

SM ha,_ dt- b4ack b ~ked ulk r~1ajor ,ry.dk
m. _a . , .m a 6 ca ou A& ,~a,a e

.

-

| V

et w rAn Ach would be_ he.u> *a n k w e_ E no u.so-y bl

L 60 ,n h o h \ d ea m ..>o uA A re a c.t .

COMMENTS: (optional) *

.

95,he mah< ' GA r=ksc Acn.3 6 %e_ krensw op
ek Uren ,~ , A en k xet oio ,arm

C ~ ~ h mac e es Acel b b. - hsed sn uh up-

. ~ . V. . V

Ve M'to n dress b Cb' fers 4rcafeo W trS ($ em enc.f
w\eh<s do oesud b ov= pus $rtsMg 4 4 M c % n,

| C) T+ m 4 6 . u ,Jersh = d. % t v m uy 4.~f p< nonne 1 6e| core.

SMg5 e.9 hc sM}sThank youl cb (en M cf j

gni .b.y uku be_ asbd to e etd gc+ N#.

. ckdiren .
.

| . ' .
*.9

| .

*
.

,
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1 JUDGE HOYT: All right, Mr. Rader. You have the

2 witness for 30 minutes of cross-examination.

3 MR. RADER: Thank you, your Honor.

XXXXXXX 4 CROSS-EXAMINATION

5 BY MR. RADER:

4 g - Mrs. Seidel, how r.any staff do you nave at your

7 facility?

8 A We have a total of 22 staff; 17 of those are

9 teaching staff.

10 Q What are the other five?

II A A cook, a maintenance person, a secretary,

.
12 a social worker, and myself.

,

;
13 Q Are they all adults?

*

'

Id A .Yes,

i -

~ 15 Q Do.you know how each member of.your staff gets

16 to your facility each day?
3

17 A A portion walk. They live within walking

18 distance. And a portion drive.

I'
Q Do you know how many drive?'

20 A Approximately 15.

21
Q Do any of those individuals drive other thanD

22
~

family passenger vehicles and do any of them drive

23 vans or anything of that nature, station wagons?
s-

2
3 y,,,

,,

25
Q Could you tell me how many and what kinds of

,
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1 vehicles they drive?

2 A Two staff persons. One drives a Jeep, and the other

[v^') drives a Toyota truck.3

4 Q How many children do you have at your facility
5 right now?

6 A 141.

7 Q And your testimony states they are ages

8 three months through 12 years. Is that current information

9 now?

10 A We are licented for accepting children starring
II at three months. The youngest child we have now is seven

12 months old.,_s

( ')'~
13 0 Why is it that you have children who are post -- who
I4 are older than the kindergarten or first-year age?
15 A We provide before and after school age daycare.
16 Befcre elementary school begins at 8:30 and when it

17 concludes at 3:15, they come back to us because they are
i

18 children of working parents.

19
Q Do you don't have 140 children there during the

20 full time your facility is in operation; is that correct?

2Iy) A No.
'w)

22 Q And could you break that down for me as to when the

23 children arriv' and when the various segments of your
24

daycare facility would be present at the school?
woe.r.i n.conen, inc.

25 A We open up at 6:15 in the morning. We transport at
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1 8:-0 c' clock out of there approximately 30 school age
2 children. So the school age children are with us from anytime,

-

3
. 6:15, when they arrive, to 8:15 when the vehicles leave.

4 Then they return to us approximately 3:30, and again

5 are with us until their parents pick them up.

6 Q And the remaining 112 are there the remainder of

7 the day?

8 A They are there the remainder of the day. The

9 majority of the children are there by 8:30, 9:00 o' clock

to in the morning.

II Q How do you transport the 30 children to school at

12 8:00 o' clock?
.

-

. 13 A We presently contract with CMD Service of
,

I4 Pottstown, and we have been in contract with them since

-
15 November of 1984. It is a recent thing.

I4 Q Did you attempt to obtain from CMD any kind of a
I7 commitment to provide transportation for your facility

;

'

' in the event of a radiological emergency at Limerick?

I'
I '
'

A No.
.

N Q Do you have any.' reason to believe that-

. 21 CMD would not cooperate with you in providing thatO
22 service if requested?

23 A I have no reason to.believe that they wouldn't

2 '

cooperate.
, ,

25 Q Did you receive a request from Montgomery County --

_.-_- - . - - . . - - -
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l

1 and by you I mean you personally or any member of your

2 staff -- in 1984 regarding any transportation needs or

] other needs which you might have regarding an emergency3

4 or in particular an emergency at Limerick?

3 A The only thing that,was received at our central

4 office was a document from the Department of

7 Public Welfare to plan an appropriate evacuation plan.

8 Q When did you receive that?

9 A It was received August 29.

10 MR. RADER: After showing the parties and their

II representatives, I am going to show the witness a

12 letter, dated August 29, 1984, from the Pennsylvania,

-

13 Department of Public Welfare with attachments.

I4 BY MR. RADER:

13 Q I would ask you, Mrs. Seidel, is this the

l' letter and attachment which you received?

I7 A Yes.

I8 Q Does the attachment, in fact, indicate that

I'
your daycare facility has been identified as a daycare

20 center in Montgomery County for purposes of that letter?

2I A Yes.
U.m

22 Q Is that the reference to the Pottstown Daycare

23 Center, Jefferson Elementary School at Beach and Warren

24 Streets?
Aereense n permes,inc.

25 g y,,,

,
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1 MR. RADER: I ask that the document identified
2 by the witness be identified -- marked for identification

(' } 3 as Applicant's Exhibit E-91.

4 JUDGE HOYT: Do you have copies?

5 MR. RADER: I will have to obtain copies.

6 I received this only last evening.

7 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. How many pages in

8 that document?

9 MR. RADER: The document is approximately

10 15 pages. However, the bulk of the document is the

11 radiological energency response plan which is a model plan
12 for daycare facilities which has previously been,_

''

13 marked as Applicant's Exhibit 63. *
*

14. I can tear this apart and tear out the

13 sections which are new, but I would prefer not to do that.
16 JUDGE HOYT: I don't see any sense to doing that.

17 I just wanted to be sure that the exhibit -- we will

18 mark it and possibic receive it later in evidence in

19 this record -- would be adequately described. I think

20 perhaps it has been.

213 The document that you have described as, I believe,
vc !
'

22 a cover letter -- is that correct?

23 MR. RADER: Yes. A cover letter and an included

24 model plan for daycare centers, followed by a number of
Ase-Federal Poporters, Inc.

25 attachments, including a list of Limerick EPZ zip codes, a
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I
|

1 listing of emergency management agencies for Berks,

2 Chester, and Montgomery County, and a listing of daycare

3
(a~') facilities identified by this agency for Berks,

4 Chester, and Montgomery Counties.

5 JUDGE HOYT: The document described by counsel

6
,

will be marked as Applicant's Exhibit E-91 for

7 identification.

8 (The document referred to
9 was marked Applicant's Exhibit

XXXXXXX 10
E-91 for identification.)

II BY MR. RADER:

12 Q Referring also to the attachment which I just
(,_)
'-- 13 mentioned, does that provide you or did that provide

14 you with the name of the emergency planning coordinator
15 in Montgomery County to contact if you had any questions?
16 3 yes,

17 Q What, if anything, did you and/or your facility

18 do in response to having received this plan and that

19 cover letter from the Pennsylvania Department of Public

20 Welfare?

21o A The social worker and I, Marie Crocker, sat
p-

'

22 down and spoke about it and talked about it. We also

23 were in a meeting with our supervisor; a contact --

24
my understanding was a contact was made from our central

Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
office to Mr. Bigelow's office to contact us to help with the
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1 planning. And my understanding is, we are still awaiting

|2 word for a contact from that office.

3 Q- Have you spoken with -- who is Mrs. Northcut?:

4 A She is our program coordinator.and my supervisor.

-5 Q Was she the supervisor you were talking about?

. 4 A Yes.

7 Q When did you last_ speak with Mrs. Northcut

8 about having spoken with Mr. Bigelow?>

9 A I believe it was the end of November.

10 Q So she may have had contact with Mr. Bigelow

II after the.end of November which you wouldn't know about?

12 A She may have.
O

13 Q If you'will turn to page 4 of the model plan

I4 ~which I previously-identified and which I believe you have
15 in front of you there, under the item designated

I' Roman Numberal VI B.3, do you see a reference there to

I7 actions that would be taken at the alert stage of an

18 emergency regarding notification of facilities such as

I' yours and also under subsection 27 Do you see that?

# A Is that the Concept of Operations?

/ - 21 'Q That is correct.i
,

22 g y,,,,

'23 Q Do! those sections, B.2 and B.3, indicate to you

2 that you would be notified -- that your facility would
,

'
25

, be. notified in the event of an emergency at

.
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I Limerick at the alert stage of the emergency?

2 A Yes.

3 0 And would that be part of your plan as well,
~

G :

6 if you followed the model plan?

5 -A That I would notify the host facility that we

6 would go to?

7 Q No. That you would --Ethat the host facility --

8 yes, that ycu would notify the host facility?

9 A yes.

10 Q Is it also your understanding of the model
,

Il plan that the parents would be notified at the alert
i

12 stage under this same concept of operations?

O'
'

13 A Yes. -

14 Q Does that address your concern regarding the*

15 fact that parents would want an opportunity to pick up

16 their children prior to their being transported to a host
;

i I7 facility?

18 A Many of our parents -- would you raise the

I'
| cruestion again, please?

20 Q You state a concern in your testimony that

!
21 parents do not want their children to be transported out of the

' 22 area before they have an opportunity to pick them up at.

23
|

your facility. Let me ask you first, is it your understanding

24 that evacuation of your facility would come at a later stage
' w enmn nm,inc.

25 than when you were first notified of an alert at the

i

I
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1 Limerick Generating Station?

2 A I am not real clear on what our stand is or

() when we would evacuate and get in a call, what kind of3

4 instructions we will receive or how we would abide by
5 those instructions, depending upon the number of staff,

6 how they feel about it, and also about how our parents

END 11 7 feel about it also.

8

9

10

11

12

[''T *

N/
13

.

14

15

'
16

17

18

19

20

(' ')
22

23

24
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
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T12 MM/mm1 Q Assuming for the purpose of your testimony here

that in fact yot; would be given a recommendation for

particular protective action for your children at some point
p 3

V after the alert had been given at the alert stage, would
4

that address your concern that there was not -- that the

parents should have an opportunity to pick up their children
6

before the protective action -- in that case evacuation -- had
7

been undertaken?
8

A Yes.:.
9

Q And with regard to your concerns regarding

transportation, is there any reason why a number of the

students who had not been picked up by their parents at that

'(] time, could not be transported by vehicle -- by vehicles

owned by the teachers :to a host fagility until they could also

be picked up by their parents?

A The problem at our center, what exists, is that

| I have received indications from my staff, that staff are

not willing to stay.

Q And how many of your staff have told you that?

A Out of the 17 teaching staff, direct teaching

staff, I would say 'approximately 10 have indicated that they

J have children in other school districts, that they would

be concerned about their safety. And that they are not willing

to stay.

^ ' " " " " * " ' "
Q so is it your calculation that of 7 teachers and

25
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mm2 I staff including yourself, I presume, would be able to drive

2 students, would not -- not students, but children who have

3 not yet been picked up by their parents at that point, to a

4 host facility?

5 A First of all, including myself, I would not be will:.nf

6 to stay, because I have a family and a child, and I would need

7 to put down on' paper the remaining 7 that I have not spoken

8 to, if they are drivers or if they are non-drivers. And then

9 determine how many vehicles would be available.>

10 Q So you don't know at this point whethe r the seven

11 are some who drive to work or some who walk, is that what you

12 are saying?

?3O ~

13 A Right. .

-

14 'Q Did you, in response to the cover letter which
,

i: 15 you were sent by Mr.Bigelow regarding any other needs that

'- 16 you might have, did you contact Mr. Bigelow or your Pottstown
f

17 Coordinator with regard to any transportation which you

| 18 anticipated you would need in the event of an emergency?

II
{ A I contacted Tom Harwood, the local coordinator in.

20 Pottstown.

21 Q I see. And,what did you tell Mr. Harwood about

(
22 your transportation needs for your children?

'23 A He told me I could contact CMD.and speak with
[
|. ~

24 them. Once I had my plan together, come down to Borough Hall
| Ass-Fessres namenen,Inc.

L
25 for its review. And that was the extent of his assistance

|

b
.

E
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mm3 1 in developing a plan.

2 Q Did he tell you that if you were unable to make

3 arra rgements with CMD, that you could report any transporta-

4 tion needs to the County and that the County would supply
'

5 buses, if needed?

6 A At that time he really didn't.

7 Q Do you understand that to be the case at this point?

8 A I do now.
,

9 Q I believe you testified you had not yet attempted
,

j 10 to work out arrangements with CMD, is that correct?

II A Right.

12 Q If you are unable to do th 2, do you plan to con-

*
13 tact Mr.Bigelow to report your unmet needs?

t

14 A Yes.

; 15 Q And what unmet transportation needs do you intend

I0 to report to Mr. Bigelow if you are unable to reach arrangements
!

17 with CMD?

18 A What I would.like to be able to tell him is
~

I' the number of children we have at the center and the kinds

20 of needs we have, and what can ha offer us in transporting the
'

21 vast ages of children that we have, and who could he refer us,

22 to, or is there someone who could come to the center and sit

23 down to talk to us.

24 Q Do you believe that two 72-passenger buses would
Am ressem neww., Inc.

25 meet the needs of your. facility to transport children?

.- -~ -
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|

mm4 1 A I believe two 72-passenger buses could. However,
;V

2 we are ta,lking about infants and toddlers, who cannot sit in

3 seats by themselves. You need to have the adequate staff

4 going alongar you need to have adequate child restraint

5 carriers provided.

4 Q. With regard to the teachers who told you that they
,

7 would have to attend to their own family concerns first, do

a those parents have children in schools?

9 A Yes.

10 Q Do any of them have infant children in daycare

Il centers such as yo.urs, or at other places?

12 A None of them have infant children.

|O 13 Q By infant I mean preschool.
*

-

,

14 A No.
'

'

15 Q so all of the children involved are in public or

16 private schools, is that correct?

17 A Yes.

18 = Q Now, with respect to those children, are those

I' parents aware that there will be plans in place for,the

20 respective school districts which would provide protection

21 for those children and for their safety including their

22 evacuation, if need be, to a host facility in the event of a

23 radiological emergency.at Limerick?

24 .

3 7 m not sure how many of the staff are aware of
m neuermee. Ine.

25 that. I know one staff person I spoke'to from the Owen J.
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mm5' I Roberts School District has not received any contact from that

2 school district insofar as what type o# plans are available

-3 for her child.

4 Q Assuming that plans such as I have described to

5 you in fact will be implemented for the various school

6 districts within the Limerick area, do you think that would

7 help alleviate th+ concerns of those parents who are staffers

8 at your facility ragarding their children?

9 A I can speak from my point of view as the mother

10 of a five-year old who next year will be in Exeter Township

II kindergarten. I think Exeter Township School District

12 can tell me in the event that something will happen at Three

O 13 Mile Island or something closer to Reading, that yes, we are

Id going to guarantee the safety of your child. However, being a

15 mother, my gut feeling is I want to know where she is. I

16 am going to find out where she is no matter what they tell

17 me.

16 Q You mentioned a school district which I did not

I' recognize, could you repeat that, please?

20 A Owen J. Roberts?

21 Q Now, where your child is.

O 22 A She will be'in Exeter.
23 Q Exeter School District is not --

24 A That is in Berks County. I livo near Reading,
An Pessess noe,we, ins.

25 Pennsylvania.

.
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i nei6 1 'Q I see. Is that within the Limerick Emergency

2 Planning zone, if you know what that is?

3 A The ten-mile radius?
,,

4 Q Yes.

5 A No, that is not. That is outside.

4 Q So those schools would not be evacuating or taking

7 other protective measures, is that your understanding?

8 A That's true. But the example I used insofar as
'

' my daughter is that if we lived in such an area where my

10 daughter's school district would say in an emergency we will -

II , transport to Hamburg, Pennsylvania, or Leesport, and your

12
_

child's safety is guaranteed, as a mother my gut feeling would

'

13 be, I want to go get her out of the school and'I want her to be

Id with me.
.

15 Q Is it your understanding though, for Exeter
.

14 Township School District, the they will not, in fact, be

17 taken out of their schools if there were an emergency at
.

18 Limerick? .

I' A I understand that. I only used that as an example.

20 You said, would my staff's feelings be alleviated !

21
.

if they knew their child would be well taken care of in the

'O 22 event that they would have to evacuate.

23 Some staff might, but I am using the example --

2 the example is, say I lived in Pottsdown, Pennysivania, and
,

25 my daughter was there. The school district can tell me what

|
.
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mm7 1 they want to make me feel better. I want my child with me.

'2 0 I understand what you are saying with regard to

i 3 the previous question I posed.

4 But now, with respect to your own personal situa-

5 tion, do you understand that the Exeter School District will

6 not evacuate its cchools in the event of an emergency at .

7 Limerick?

8 A yes.

9 Q And therefore, your daughter will remain at that

10 school at that time?

II A Yes.

I2 Q So that there will be no need to go after her,,m.
t i

13 isn't that right?

Id A That's right.

15 Q So you can remain with the children at your facility

16 and you could assist in their evacuation if need be, isn't

17 that correct?

10 A I could remain there, but I wouldn't.

I9 Q Even though your child is outside the Limerick

20 Emergency Planning Zone, that would not be affected by

21 emergency actions, you would feel compelled to go to the,

22 Exeter School District to pick her up?

23 A yes,
.

24 0 What makes you think she would be released to you?
Ane Fedevel Reporters, Inc.

25 It is during school hours.
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i |
.

- mm8 1 'A I am under the assumption that a child is released

2 to a. legal guardian or parent.,

3 Q For what reason?

4 A- There would be a family emergency.

5 -Q What is the family emergency?

4 A I have a mother who is very sick, and she has been

7 sick for a year. That could be the family emergency.
1

8 Q Are you telling us that you would fabricate an

9 excuse to go pick up your child in the event of a problem at

: 10 Limerick?

|
II A Depending upon what type of situation it is, I

F

12 might.

O
13

; Q Do you think your staff would similarly

14~

fabricate reasons to take their children out of, school if they

15 were attending school outside the EPZ?

16 x yem the only one that lives outside of the area.

17 Q In other words, all the other staff to your

18 knowledge have children in school within the EPZ?

I' A The majority of the staff have children in school

20 situations.

2I Q Do you know whether those schools lie within the

22 Limerick Emergency Planning Zone?

23 A Yes.

24
Q They do?

A=-penses n=== , sac.

25 g y,,,
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mm9 -I Q Each one of them?

2 A Yes.

3 Q And do you know whether the schools have adopted

4 any policy with regard to having parents pick up children at

5 those schools?

6 A I'm not sure what their policies are.

7 Q If you were to assume the the policy of those

8 schools was to, in some instances, permit it, but in all

9 instances to discourage it, do you think that would~ affect the

10 attitude of your staff members in trying to pick up their

11 children and possibly create additional problems there for

12 the schools?

13 A Truthfully, I am not sure how it would affect the,

14 staff. I do know the majority of the staff are women, and in

15 talking to the ten that I have spoken to, they have become

16 very emotional about the situation and have become -- you

17 know, panic sets in. If they knew their children were taken

18 care of, maybe there is someone at home they have to look

19 after - .a grandchild, an older grandmother, or whatever.

20 Q Is this somethin g they told you, that they had

21 a grandmother or someone else to look after?

|

22 A I've been at Pottstown since 1974 as director. !

23 I have a lot of longevity of staff. Consequently, when you

24 work with people day in and day out, you get to know what
Ase Federal Repe, tees, Inc.

25 their family situations are, what their family situation

. - - - . - - - _ . - - - - . . . - - - -
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mml0 1 comprises of.

2 Q I am just asking you, did someone tell you

3 that they would not be able to stay at your school in the event

4 -of a radiological emergency at Limerick because they have to

5 go. care for a grandmother?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Or some other member of the family?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Someone told you that?

10 A That they have a sick parent at home. Okay, I

II don't mean grandmother. A sick parent at home. And, they would

12 have to go look after them.

! 13 Q Okay. How many individuals told yott that?
.

~Id A Just two.

IS Q I see.

16 A And they are sisters, so it is the same parents
i

I7 that we are talking about.

18 Q Is there anyone else in the families -- are any

I9 of?.these single parents?

20 A Some of them are.

21L: Q How many?
;>j
'

22 A Just one. Just one out of the two that we are
|.

23 ' talking about.j

!
24

A m- w nepo,mes.Inc.
.I see. And is there any reason why arrangements-0

25 -could not be made within those families to have the other
!
'

l
1

..m_ _-. , _ - - , - - _ . - , ~ . _ . - _ - . . , _ _ - . . , - - - - - -
'
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|

mmll I parent pick up the children at school if that were the desire

2 of the particular family?

3 A No, that would be something they would need to

4 work out.

5 Q Is that something that could be worked out by

6 prior arrangement before an emergency had occurred?

7 A- I am sure it could be.

8 Q Is it your understanding that your facility will

9 be notified at the~ alert stage of an emergency at Limerick?

10 Is that your understanding from talking with Mr. Harwood?

II , A Yes.

I2 Q Did you at any time request from Mr. Harwood, that

O 13 any additional assistance be provided to you.with regard'to,

Id your staff and supervising children in the event that they

15 .had to be evacuated to a host facility?

16 A No, I haven't contacted him.

17 Q When is it your intention -- do you have a target

18 date for completing the'model plan and resubmitting it to
.

I9 Mr.Harwood?*

20 . A - At this point we really have not. We-did not

21 sit down in the fall to come up with a target date. I amo .
22 assuming it is something that will be on the agenda to.do by --

23 I would say by-June.

24
Q Did you find anything in the model plan based upon

Am-Fasers mesmem., inc.

25 your review which you felt you could not implement for your

.
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-mm12 I particular facility?

2 (Witness referring to document.)
,

3 A Two things that we were concerned about. On page

4 4 -- I'm corry, that is on, I believe it is page 6.

5 Q Yes.,

6 A G, where it says " children pickup," parents or

7 authorized persons must present identification; social security

'

-8 card or driver's license to the staff personnel and sign a

9 release form.

10 Just the whole mechanics of letting parents know

II ahead of time in the event that there would be an emergency

12 situation, the kinds o'f identification they would need to have
O. 13 on them, or whoever they are authorizing to pick up their

.

Ik child, to remember to have those things with them.

15 Then, also having an individual release form that

16 each person would have to sign in picking up the child.
,

17 Q. Don't the children ordinarily sign in and sign

18 out'through.their parents each day?

I9 A No.

20 Q They don't?

21 A No, we do a daily attendance.

22 Q But the parents aren't required to sign in their

23 children?

24 A No.
wressres neporiers, sne.

-25
Q Isn't that a requirement for licensed facilities

-
-

. . - - . - - - _ . . - . - - .. - __
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mm13 i in the State of Pennsylvania?

2 A Not in our -- not from DPW. And if it is, it is

3 something I am not aware of.

4 Q Is there a state licensing requiremert for a

5 particular ratio to be maintained?

6 A Yes.

7 0 What is that requirement for your facility?

A For infants and toddlers, it is one adult to four8

9 children; for toddlers, it is one to five; for preschool,it is

10 one to ten; for school age, it is one to twelve.

11 Q Does your facility meet those requirements?

12 A Yes.
\

13 Q Do you have any contingency plans for transporting'

14 children away from your facility in the event of a medical

15 emergency? Medical or personal emergency?

16 A Medical emergency we use Pottstown Hospital. One

17
'

of -- either the social worker or myself will take the child.

18 Depending upon the type of injury, we might need to call the

19 local ambulance.

20 Q If there were a nonradiological emergency which

21 threatened the safety of the children.:, of your facility,
7-

''') i'

22 would you expect your staff to abandon them? ]

23 A Such as flood, fire?

24 Q Such as flood, or a chemical spill or any other
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

P ysical hazard to the health and safety of the children.h25
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mm14 1 A I think we would have to look at it in two differenu

2 areas.

3 I think' people can handle a flood and fire

4 differently than when you are already talking about chemicals,

5 things such as that. So, no, insofar as a flood or a fire or

6 if we had no heat in the facility, no, I wouldn't expect that

7 the staff would abandon them.

8 Q Would you think they might abandon them for other

9 kinds of emergencies?

10 A It is a possibility.

Il Q Has there ever been an experience in which the

12 teachers have abandoned children during any time of stress or

- s-)- 13 [ersonalemergency? .

14 A No.

15 0 What kind of training do your teachers have, or,

"

16 supervisors, whatever you call them? '

h
17 A Do you want to know the ongoing training they

|- 18 receive, or what qualifications they need to come with?.,

!

19 Q Actually I need to know both. If you can tell me
I;

L 20 what credentials you expect from your candidates, and then
p

! m.
21 what kind of ongoing training they receive.

| h' 22 A Okay.
,

23 In the classroom, there is a head teacher and

24 an assistant teacher. The head teacher, we are looking for
Ase-Fessrei nepo,mes, ane.

25 someone who has the four-year college degree in early childhood

|
,.___...- _, ._. _ , , . _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ .- , _ . . _ _ _ _ . . , . . . _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ . . . . _ - - _ _ , . _ _ _ . _ , _ . _ _ , . _ . . _ . . _ . . _ . . . _ . . .
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mm15 1 or elementary education and with previous teaching experience.

2 On the assistant teachers, we are asking for 15

3 college credits, and also previous teaching experience.

4 We also provide through the Daycare Association,

5 ongoing in-service training. We have four in-service days,

6 during the year. A number of the staff do attend Montgomery
,

7 County Community College during the fall semester.

8 (Time signal sounding.)

9 JUDGEIOYT: I am looking to :see, Mr. Rader, you

10 realize 7your time is up.

II MR. RADER: Yes, that is why I stopped.
!

12 JUDGE HOYT: I thought you perhaps tentatively ,, ,

L
I3 thought'something else. I was waiting'for you --

Id MR. RADER: I have one other question, if the '

15 Board will permit me to ask it. But I didn't want to go

16 beyond my time.

17 JUDGE HOYT: Okay. We will give you one question.

Ms. Zitzer, you get one, too. |
18

|
I' MR. RADER: Okay.-

20 BY MR. RADER:
i

21
_ Q You gave certain ratios regarding the requirements |

-

22 for staff _versus the number of children in various age groups
23 at your facility.

24 Could you give me the same breakdown as regards the
Ace Federal Repo,sers, Inc.

23 children themselves; how'many infants, how many toddlers, and

. - - - . - __
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i

1

Imm16
.

so forth?

2 A Marie Crocker, who is in the seats, can do that

3 better than I.'(]
4 MR. RADER: I have no objection, if the witness

5 is permitted to consult briefly with Ms. Crocker.

6 THE WITNESS: I don't have that info rmation on

7 hand.

8 JUDGE HOYT: Is Ms. Crocker in the room?

9 MR. RADER: Yes, she is. Could she come forward

10 to consult with the witness.

II JUDGE HOYT: Why don't you come forward, Ms. Crocker,

12 to consult with your colleague. We won' t even swear you.

_[)'

2ErntT12 13 (Witness conferring with Ms. Crocker.)

14

15

| ,

16

17
.

18

19,

20

21

' O)\-.

22

~23

24
W Reporters. Inc.

25
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1 nations
CR21490 I JUDGE HOYT: Thank you. My remark was addressed

#13-mn-1
2 to Ms. Crocker.

3 BY MR. RADER: (Resuming)
,

4 0 If you are ready Ms. Seidel.

5 A All right. Infant / toddlers, 24; preschool 80;

6 school age, 40.

7 'O I am sorry. You said infant / toddler. Is that one

8 or two groups? I thought you had separate requirements for

9 infants and toddlers.

10 A We do but in our slot allocation they group them

11 together as infants and toddlers.- Infants, we have 12

12 infants and 11 toddlers, 80 preschoolers and 40 school age.

13 JUDGE HOYT:- Mr. Goodwin, you will be next and you4

14 have 20 minutes..

XXXXXXX 15 BY MR. GOODWIN:

16 g Ms. Seidel, I am Mr. Goodwin, counsel for the

17 Commonwealth and I have just a couple questions. You

18 mentioned you have some. concern with this subparagraph (g),

19 the_. identification when it comes to picking up children. Is~

20 it,your position that this be too cumbersome or just what is

21 your-problem with this type of identification, either

O''

22 social. security or drivers license?,

j 23 A .Not that it would be too cumbersome. My concern

24 is that we would need to sit down with parents and have one
m n ,wn,inc.

,_

|.
25 or several meetings and to stress that this is our plan for an

f
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mn13-2 I evacuation and these are the kinds of things that you need to

2 have-with you or instruct the people that are going to pick

3 up your child, these kinds of things and then also having

4 parents-sign the release form or whoever is coming to pick up

5 the child just to make sure that every piece of the plan works

6 the way it is designed to.

7 G Have you scheduled such a meeting yet or is this

8 contemplated?

9 A No, we haven't scheduled a meeting. We have

10 discussed it but we haven't scheduled anything.

11 g WhatJ.is the likelihood within say the next six

12 months that you will be able to get this sort of discussion

'

t
- 13 underway and possibly hold a meeting? -

14 A We would possibly do something in the spring.-

15 g Do you think that if this meeting were held

16 that'would maybe alleviate this concern you have about the

17 procedures?

18 A I think what will come out of the first meeting is

19 not alleviating too much, I think this will be the first time

20 that we will sit'down with parents, the parents that do attend

21 the meeting and a number of other things are going- tocome out,
v 22 a number of questions from the parents because I am not sure

23 how many parents are aware of the situation.

24 4 Is it your belief that then that it might take two
Ace-F sers n porari anc.

25 or three meetings but eventually after a period of time that
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1 everyone will know basically what is required and what would

2 be needed?

("T 3 A I would hope so.
.V

4 'S You mentioned that you had a second concern with+

5 the agreement.

6 A That was a mistake on my part.

7 g I have one or two questions abo'ut your staff. You

8 said you have.17 staff members presently. What is the average

9 length of service that these 17 have been on your staff?
.

10 A' - I would say approximately seven and a half to eight
Il years.

12
,,

g So by that' statement then would you say that you

13 have basically a pretty stableEstaff then'that is not going,

-
'

l 14 to chan,ge much?
,

f

15 A Right.
'

16 0 So then the numbers that you quoted about seven

17 being available that is a pretty firm number then that

18 would be available to assist?

19 A Those seven people I have'really not spoken to

20 to be able to get a feel what their feeling is. It is something
.

21 that we are going to sit down and start talking about in January.,, iO'

22 g Do you also plan to coordinate not only internally

23 but say within the next six months with Mr. Harwood and.others -

!

24 to finalize the overall planning concept?;

| As F eerm noseren. Inc.
25 A Yes.

i

. -- <, ,.+ 4 . - , , - - - . . . ~ . - . . . - . - - - - , . - . . - - - - - - - _ - - - _ _ . . - - - - - - --
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I

t

:mn13-4 .I MR. GOODWIN: Those are the only questions I have.

2 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Hirsch from FEMA.

3 MR. HIRSCH: I have no questions on cross-examination,

4 Your Honor.

| 5 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. Mr. Hassell.

:XXXXXXX O BY MR. HASSELL:
,

,

7 G Good afternoon, Ms. Seidel. My name is Mr. Hassell,

8 counsel for the NRC staff. I have probably just one question.

9 I believe'you have testified that you intended the review of the

10 model plan to take place sometime in June and that you might
II

"

sit down .sometime in January to speak to the other seven
,

I2'

teachers about precisely whether they would respond, is that

O 13 correct?-

14 A' -Yes.

151. G With respect to the review of the model plan, is there

16 some reason that you would be unable to meet before June?

I7 Could you explain why you would wait until June?

18 A What I had said was that or what I thought I.had

'- I' said was hopefully by June we could.be pretty well tied up '

20 on all ends, staff, parents. That is what I had meant.

' '_O
- 21 MR. HASSELL: Thank you. I have no further questions.

22 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. Ms. Zitzer, you have 30

23 minutes for redirect.
d

24
REDIRECT EXAMINATION

W Repormes, Inc. ,

XXXXX 25 BY MS. ZITZER:

I- ' |
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I 4 Ms. Seidel, have y ou had any contact with Mr. Harwood
2 or any other representative of Pottstown Borough regarding the

O devetoemene of your 9 e=2
'

1

4 A I called Mr. Harwood on one occasion.
5

G What was the nature of your conversation with

0
Mr. Harwood?

7 A What I was trying to find out was who was the

8 local emergency coordinator in the Pottstown area.

9 0 What did Mr. Harwood inform you?

A He informed me that he was.
11

Q Did you have any other discussion about the

12
3 transportation arrangements for your school?
b. ' A Not the transportation but had asked him about

#
the availability of what do I do once our plan is devised,

15 what do we do".' He-said bring it down to Borough Hall and

16
we will look at it and go from there.

17
G Has that been done yet?

A No.

19
G Do you have any idea at what point in time you might

'

be prepared to do that?

21A A When I would.be prepared to meet with Mr. Harwood?
V

O Yes.

A Now that we are in the New Year, you set a lot of

24
goals for yourself and hopefull as I said by June that this, ,

25
could be attended to and we would have a plan devised.

__-
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1 G How did you become aware of the fact that it would be

4

2 your responsibility to contact CMD Services with regard to
'

-3 arrangements.for transportation?.

4 A Assuming that I am the director of the center and

5 reading the plan and they are a known transportation agency
,.

!

6 in Pottstown, that that is who'I would contact. .I am also

+7 aware that they do the transportation for the Pottstown

8 and Pottsgrove School Districts.

9 0 I believe you restified, however, that you haven't
10 yet had any conversations with the owner of CMD, is that
11 correct?<

12 JL That is correct.

13 G Do you have any knowledge of wh' ether or not he is

14 aware of your transportation needs in the event of a

15 radiological emergency?

(. 16 A. No.
i .

-

!
17 g Has anyone provided you any information regarding

,i
'

18 what your next. step should be if it is determined that for

19 some reason that CMD Services is not able to pr. ovide the

20 transportation you require?

. 21 JL Ho.

]-
22 G In the event that you.found that to be the case, do

-23 you have any opinion.regarding what action you might take?
~

24 MR. RADER: Objection, asked and answered. The
Ass cassess neponers. Inc.

-25 witness stated that she intended to contact Mr. Bigelow.
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mn13-7 1 MS. ZITZER: I will withdraw the question.

2 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. Proceed.

3 BY MS. ZITZER: (Resuming)

4 4 Would you do that prior to recommending that your

P an be approved by your Board of Directors?l5

6 A Would you repeat the question, please?

7 0 Certainly. In the event that it were determined

8 that CMD Services were not able to provide you the

9 transportation assistance that you might require, I believe

10 you testified that you would then contact Mr. Bigelow. My

11 question to you is would you deem it necessary to take that
*

_
action prior to the recommendation of approval of your. plan12

13 by your. Board of Directors?
.

-

14 L Yes.

15 0 You believe that having that assurance that that

16 transportation will be available is an important factor in the

17 workability of your facility plan?

18 A I believe having the assurance that we would have

19 transportation is an important factor. I come back to the

20 question, I have buses and I have children but who do I have

21 to get the children on the buses. I go back to my staff.;
( \'

'~# '

22 4 How many of your staff have you specifically

23 discussed this situation'with?

24 A Ten.
| As -Feures neporters, Inc.

.
25 4 Is there anything that has come up in that discussion

|

, . ~_ - . _. _ _ - . _ _ _.__ _ __ _. . . _ _ _ .
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1 regarding their concerns that you haven't previously testified
.

2 to today?

3 MR. RADER: Your Honor, I object to that question

4 as beyond the scope of the admitted contention inso'far as it

'5 exceeds the matters which are under consideration in the
6 content, ion.

7 MS, ZITZER:- Your Honor, this is specifically
.

8 referring to matters that might affect the availability of the
9 staff or the~ willingness of the staff to participate.

10; JUDGE HOYT: Within the context of the contention,

II
I think that is a valid objection and limit your witness

12 accordingly, please.

.O.
13 . BY MS. ZITZER: (Resuming)

,

14
Q- Do you understand the question?

'
15 A. Would y'ou repeat it, please?

..
h

16 4 Certainly. In the context of the conversations that
.

17 you have directly had.with the staff members, are there any,

18 concerns that they expressed to-you that might affect their

19 willingness to participate or their availability that you
20 haven't previously informed us.of while you were here today?
21 MR. RADER: Objection. That is the same question.o .

22 I have the same objection. It asks the witness to expound

23 upon considerations which are not part of this litigation.
24

MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, I apologize. I thoughtAm.Federes Reporiers, Inc.

25
that his objection was overruled and if I was incorrect, I

i -

~.- _ _ _ _,_ - _.-_,,..._.. _ ,..__._._. . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ . . . _ . . . _ . - - . ,
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1
i

l
1

apologize.
.

JUDGE HOYT: We said, Ms. Zitzer, that it would be

k_N) within the scope of the contention. That is what he was

r
3

4
complaining about earlier._and that portion of the objection,

5
I think, is a valid one on the part of counsel and I ask that

you limit your question with your witness accordingly.
'

7
MS. ZITZER: I believe that it was.

8
JUDGE HOYT: Apparently Mr. Rader has his objection.

9
I am inclined to believe that there is a validity there.

10

I think I know where you are going with it but you are not
'

11
getting there yet.

(~T MS. ZITZER: I will rephrase the question.
\/

13
, JUDGE HOYT: All right.

14
BY MS. ZITZER: (Resuming)

15
0 When you had the conversations with these ten

16

staff members regarding their availability and willingness to
17

participate in either evacuation or sheltering related ,

18

assignments as detailed in the proposed facility plan for your
19

school, what was the nature of the concerns that the staff

20
members expressed to you regarding their availability and

21(') willingness to participate?
v

22
MR. RADER: I object. It is the same question and

23
intaddition now there is thd additional problem that Ms. Zitzer

24

m-Fm am w. has referred to something about sheltering and I don't recall
25

any testimony that the witness discussed sheltering with her
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1

employees.
2

JUDGE HOYT: All right, Ms. Zitzer. The objection
f 3
's - will be sustained.

4

BY MS. ZITZER: (Resuming)
5

g could you describe the nature of the conversations
6

that you had with the ten staff members which you referred to. ~.'
7

regarding their availability and willingness to participate
8

according to the proposed facility plan for your daycare
9

center?
,

10

MR. RADER: I object. It is the same question.
11

The witness obviously has testified and can testify with
12

-{} regards to the concerns of those. parents regarding picking

up their school children and other things that are a part of
14

this contention, but their various concerns regarding Limerick
15

or regarding.other :such matters are not a part of this contention.
16 '

MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, that wasn't part of the
17

question.
18

JUDGE HOYT: Ms. Zitzer, the redirect is limited
19

to that portion of the cross-examination and I believe
20

Mr. Rader is correct in his characterization of what his
().

21

cross-examination was. Your redirect is limited to that. If''
22

4

you had wished to place those matters.in issue the time to have
23

done so would have been in your direct examination of the s
24

Ace-Federal Reportees,Inc. direct testimony. You did not choose to do so, you will not
25

bring it in now and the objection is overruled.
+

. . , _ . . - . _ _ , . . . . _ . . , _ . . _ _ _-..___m_ -
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I MR. RADER: Your Honor, I believe you ssid overruled. '!
|

2 MS. ZITZER: I understand.
'

3gg JUDGE HOYT: I am overruling Ms. Zitzer. I am
V-

4 sustaining the objection and the issue is dead. Proceed,

5 Ms. Zitzer.,

6 MS. ZITZER: I have no further questions.
t

7 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.- Dr. Cole, do you have

8 a question?

9 BOARD EXAMINATION
.

XXXXXX 10 BY JUDGE COLE:

II G Ms. Seidel, I want.to.make sure that I understand

12 some of the numbers that are used in the preschool daycare!

!

|. 13 survey.. Could you turn to the first page of that survey?

Id A (Witness complying.)
4 -

15 4 Section "B," " Item three," " Session," and you have

16 listed there seven different sessions with numbers.behind each

i 17 session and the t,otal of 141. The reason why I ask'the question,

18 ma'am, is because when you were giving some numbers as to number

19 of infants and toddlers, preschool and school age children, the

20 total for that.came out to 71 if I counted them correctly

21 and the: total on the first page of the survey indicates 141.

.O 22 What is the discrepancy there? Are some of the children

23 counted twice or some of the kids are in more than one session?

24 What is the difference there?
A=-Peeerm nesumers. Inc.

25 A No. The numbers I gave before were I thought I gave

_
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1
24 infant / toddlers, 80 preschool and --

2
0 Oh, I had eight. I had infants, 12; toddlers, 11,

() preschool, 8 and school age, 40. So it is 80 for the

preschool?

5
JL Yes.

6
; JUDGE COLE: All right. That answers my question,

7
ma'am. Thank you.

8
JUDGE HOYT: It it is one thing we do well,

'
Ms. Seidel, it is addition. The Board has no further

10.

questions. We thank you for your participation and your
11

testimony here today, Ms. Seidel, and you are excused.
12

(Witness excused.)

JUDGE HOYT: You may call your'n' ext witness.

14
' MS. ZITZER: | LEA wodld next like to call Mr. Edward

15
Stokes. ~

16
MR.- RADER: May I first ask that Applicant's Exhibit

17
E-91 be admitted into evidence.

18
JUDGE HOYT: Let me see that document first,

19.

Mr. Rader.
,

20i

(Above-referenced. document proferred to the Board.)
21

JUDGE HOYT: Let me first determine if there are

any objections to this and by that I am referring to Applicant's
~

Exhibit E-917 You have all seen a copy of it?-

24

m nm m MR. HASSELL: Yes. The staff has no objection.
25

JUDGE HOYT: FEMA?,

__ _ _ _ - , - . _ . . _ , _ , _ _ - , _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . _ _ _ .
-
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I MR. HIRSCH: No objection.

2 JUDGE HOYT: Commonwealth?

([ }
3 MR. GOODWIN: No objection, Your Honor.

4 JUDGE HOYT: LEA.

5 MS. ZITZER: No objection.

6 JUDGE HOYT: No objections having been responded to-

7 in the affirmative from the counsel, what has been marked as
.

8 Applicant's Exhibit E-91 for identification will be received

9 into evidence as exhibit for applicant E-91.

10 (The document previously marked
11

for identification as Applicant's

12 Exhibit No. E-91 was received
O

XXXXXX 13 in evidence.)
I4 JUDGE HOYT: Yes, sir. If you will come forward

15 please to be sworn,
s

END913 16

17

18

19

20

21--
,

V
22

23

24
Acs-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25

,
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1 Whereupon,

xxxxxxx 2 EDWARD STOKES

. 3 was called as a witness and, having been first duly sworn,
.

4 was examined and testified as follows:

5 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, I apologize for a momentary
6 interruption here, but I had laid on your place there, when yot.
7 came back from lunch, the subpoena for Mr. Brown and to be-

8 able to serve it, I need your -- '

9 JUDGE HOYT: Miss Zitzer, the reason I was,

10 holding this is, under the provisions of 2.720, and
11 specifically subparagraph C, service of a' subpoena should be
12 made by delivery of a copy of the subpoena to the person

() 13 named in it and tendering him the fees for one day's
.

14 attendance and-mileage allowed by law.

15 As I determined from previous subpoenas,
16 you have calculated that to be $36. As soon as you have

17 attached the fees to this subpoena > I will be happy to
18 sign it for you.

19 MS. ZITZER: The check is outside the room.
20 JUDGE HOYT: Let me have the check.
21 MS. ZITZER: I will write you another check.

22 We have been -- just for the record,'it is the Federal

23 requirement is $30 a day plus 20 cents a mile. That is

24 what the witnesses have been offered.Aesseerm nesoners,Inc.

25 JUDGE HOYT: And it comes to $36, as I understand

.
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1 it. Very well.

2 Do you want to start with Mr. Stokes?

'

3 MS. ZITZER: Could I ask'your Honor's

4 permission to have Mr. Anthony go out into the _ hall
5 to obtain the check and bring it up to you so

6 that -- the person waiting to serve the subpoena --
7 JUDGE HOYT: I don't care how I get it. I want you

8 to start examining the witness I have on the stand. His time

9 is valuable. The Board's time is valuable, and so is --

10 anyway you want to handle the check matter is fine.

II Let's get this witness' testimony started.

12 MS. ZITZER: I apologize, your Honor. I am just

' ('

13 not going to be able.to meet him. We were waiting since lunch

14 time. I have~got to send Mrs. Dardis to serve a subpoena. '

15 I apologize for the inconvenience to the Board.

XXXXXXX 16 DIRECT EXAMINATION

17 BY MS. ZITZER:

18 Q Could you please state your name, your business
19 address, and your position with the Hatboro-Horsham School

20 District?

21 A My name is Edward Stokes. I work for the[,)''
22 Hatboro-Horsham School District. Our address is 229

23 Meetinghouse Road, Horsham, Pennsylvania. I am the acting

24 superintendent.
m neponen.inc.

25 Q How long have you been in that capacity?

__ _ _ _ . . . _ _
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1 A Seven months.

2 Q In the course of your duties as superintendent,

3 have you in any way been involved in discussions or_

4 arrangements with the County Office of Emergency
1

5 Preparedness regarding a request from the county to

6 provide busses and drivers in the event of a natural or

7 manmade disaster, including an incident at the

8 Limerick Generating Station?

9 MR. RADER: Your Honor, since it appears that
'

10 Miss Zitzer is beyond the preliminary questions, I

II would like to voir dire the witness.

12 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. If you are at that

(~)
\_/ 13 point, Miss Zitzer, we will permit the voir dire

14*

examination by counsel for Applicant.

XXXXX 15 VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION
| t

16 BY MR. RADER:

17 Q Dr. Stokes, were you served with a subpoena with

18 regard to your testimony today?

II A Yes.

20 Q Were you tendered.a witness fee with regard to

II that?

22 , g yes,

23 Q What was the witness fee?

24 A The total check was $36, I believe. I have it
' 4.pesem nesenm. inc.

25.

with me. Yes, $36.
1

[
i

r - - - ., --. ---,.-----------+,,,-...,r.----- .-n,- ,,--,,+,,,-.-c.rn- ..a- .~,, . , , , , , ~~-,--n,--wn,.e-m.~.m,---,-nans man,,,
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1 Q Do you have a copy of the subpoena with you?

2 A Yes, I do. !

:

3 Q May I see it, please?s

..

4 (Counsel approaches the witness.)

5 JUDGE HOYT: Miss Zitzer, if you want to have someone

6 pick up the subpoena, it is on the bench here.

7 BY MR. RADER:

8 Q When was the subpoena served on you, sir?

9 A Yesterday afternoon.

10 MR. RADER: Your Honor, I would say that the

II witness' subpoena is void, and I would suggest that -- to the

12 witness that he is under no legal compulsion to be here at

\~)/ .
(

13- this time, unless he wishes to do so as a volunteer.

14 I would note that the return date on the sbbpoena is

'15 November -- rather, the date he was commanded to appear
10 here is November 29, 1984.

17 The witness has stated he was only served with
18 the subpoena yesterday.

II JUDGE HOYT:' Mr. Rader, I am acutely aware of
20 the misuse of the subpoena powers of this Board by LEA.
21 I see no point to pursue that at this particular time anyO

'd 22 further.

23 However, the witness has appeared. He has
24 apparently, unless he wishes to indicate otherwise ,

m neseems. Inc.
25 voluntarily attended this session. As far as I am concerned,

_. . _ _ _ _ _ __
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1 the witness is here and he may testify if he wishes.

2 BY MR. RADER:
i

3(-) Q Sir, with regard to that advice from
L/

4 Judge Hoyt, is it your wish to voluntarily testify or

5 would you like to leave?

6 A I would rather leave.

7 MR. RADER: I think the witness has stated his

8 preference that is leave, your Honor.

9 JUDGE HOYT: Miss Zitzer, as I indicated to you

10 this morning, the use by you of the subpoenas that you

II had requested from this Board and which the Board gave you

12 without a great deal of proof on your part has been abused,
.

. 13 Therefore, if the witness has elected not to testify,

'I4 I see no reason that the Board should compel him to do so or

15 attempt to elicit from him testimony he does not freely

16 chcose to give.

II MS. ZITZER: I was under the impression that

18 the subpoena indicated he was on' standby until' called.

I' In view of his preference, LEA would agree with the Board's

20 ruling at this point in time.

21 JUDGE HOYT: Let me see the subpoena, Mr. Rader.
(3

22 (Pause.)
"-

23 JUDGE HOYT: Thank you.

24 Miss Zitzer, whose writing, if you know, appears '

- noonen inc.
25 in red on this, the face of the subpoena?

-. . - . . - .. . . - . . , - . - - - . - - . . - - - - .. .-
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1 MS. ZITZER: I would have to review it. It is

2 either mine or Marianne Noble. I believe it is mine.

3 JUDGE HOYT: At the time I signed the subpoena,

4 Miss Zitzer, was that information contained on the

3 subpoena?

6 MS. ZITZER: No, your Honor.

7 ' JUDGE HOYT: The subpoena is. void.*.

8 Miss Zitzer, do you understand that you have

9 tampered'with a document that I have signed? I guess I am

10 totally at a loss to understand how you expect me to perform

II 'my duties as a judge if you ask me for a subpoena

12 commanding the presence of an individual, and then you
13 tamper with the face of that subpoena by putting on it informa-

I4 tion that was not contained on it at the time I signed it.

15 Let me have that subpoena back that I just

16 signed for you. I am talking about the one --

17 Sir, for whatever inconvenience you have been

I8 subjected to as a re's' ult of this agency's subpoena and
I' your, attendance here today, I am deeply sorry and apologize
20 to you for that inconvenience.

21 I appreciate your willingness to come here todaynv 22 and to allow me to swear you in. I thank you very much

23 for your efforts. Since you-have indicated, sir, you

2
wish to leave, please go with mine and the other Board

,

25
members' gratitude for your attendance.

.

-ww,.. ,.-
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1 (The witness stood down.)
2 MS. ZITZER: One of the witnesses on the

{
3 list we just skipped over was Dr. William Westcott. There

U
4 had been an agreement for a stipulation between the

5 parties which I would like to offer to the Board at this

6 time.

7 It is a November 20, 1984 letter from

8 Dr. Westcott in response to Commissioner Rita Banning's
9 inquiry to him regarding the arrangements between the

10 county and the school district. It was distributed with

Il the December 28 filing.

12 I have additional copies here, if any of the
pd'

13 parties don't have that. -

I4 LEA would request that the parties have an
15 opportunity to verify this agreement and at that time

,

16 would offer this statement to the Board for its
17 consideration to be bound into the transcript in lieu.of
18 calling Dr. Westcott, which is what the parties had
II agreed to.

| 20 JUDGE HOYT: Are you talking about the letter
!

21 of Mr. Westcott, dated November 20, 1984?
O

22'

, MS. ZITZER: Yes, your Honor.

23 JUDGE HOYT: Let me poll the counsel.

24
Mr. Rader, do you have any objection to the letter! Aerseeres neponers,Inc. -

25
of November 20, 1984 to Commissioner Rita C(Banning,

"
-_ .- - - -
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1 Montgomery County Courthouse, Norristown, Pennsylvania

2 19404, signed by William D. Westcott, Doctor of

'3,- Education, Superintendent, being placed in the record of,

4 this hearing and do you so stipulate?

5 MR. RADER: We have no objection, and we do

6 so stipulate.

7 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

8 Counsel for Pennsylvania?

9 MR. GOODWIN: No objection, your Honor.

*

10 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Hirsch?

11 MR. HIRSCH: FEMA has no objection either.

12 JUDGE HOYT: Staff?

) 13 MR. HASSELL: Staff has no objection and would so

14 stipulate.
~

15 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. The letter of

I0 Mr. William D. Westcott, Doctor of Education, Superintendent,

17 dated November 20, 1984, previously being identified as

18 being addressed to Rita C. Banning, will be inserted in

19 the record as the direct testimony and received into

20 evidence as the stipulation among counsel and
:

1

21
-

representatives of this hearing.

's
. 22 (Insert-follows:)

'

23

24
AssJederal Reponers. Inc.

25

|

|

. - - .. . - -- . . . . . . . - , - , - . - - - . - . - ..- -- , . . -
.. . - , - . . _ . - .-, |
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Perkiomen Valley School District-

%/

SCHWENKSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA 19473

.O
*nnere the accentis on excettence" *

November 20,1984
{; } '. ,,

,
.. , . . ,

, . ;i . m. = a .

{ NOV P.0 /s /r/1
~ .

Commissioner Rita C. Banning
; .. :TtISIAAA P. 99111tv, Jit. Montgomery County Court House 1*--L . ci

,,
' '""

Norristown, PA 19404 ~ ~~"~~----W
Dear Commissioner Banning:

* ' " " " " " * "
In response to your letter of November 15, 1984, it appears that yo' are askingutwo questions: '

,_
' ' ' " ' ' " * ' " * ' " " " "

1. The first quAstion deals with the Perkiomen Valley School District's
,

commitment t'o supply the number of buses, vans, and other vehicles
mdicated in your letter.,,,,,,,I,,,

To this question, the answer is "yes", we are prepared to commit the
number of vehicles indicated.

2. Your second question indicated, by implication, that we were guaranteeing
drivers for these vehicles. '

.D Nowhere is our plan did we ever indicate that there will be a guarantee
of drivers..

Our drivers hmte had the in-service training and we expect them to respond
but, I would never place myself in the position of guaranteeing that all
drivers would show up in an actual. emergency situation. I don't think that
anyone could make such a guarantee.

-

-In the drill that we participated in on November 20th, one of the items that .
we wanted to test was the availability of drivers. With our vehicles, we also
deal with two contractars who supply buses. In total there are fifty-two drivers
involved. All of them are.part-time and have other jobs or home responsibilities.
In the drill on November 20th, we attempted to reach all fif ty-two drivers.
Fourteen (14) drivers could not be reached by telephone and three (3) refused

i to participate in an evacuation exercise.-

,

t
i

We would assume that in a real emergency some of the fourteen drivers would bc
, alerted by radio broadcasts and report to their stations.

The drill did point out, however, that we would be short of drivers. This means
. ] that we must plan some alternative strategies to assure adequate driver coverage

I hope that this answers your concerns. If you desire additional information,g
i please do not hesitate to be in touch with me.,

Sincerely,

hhtYse I*

,.

| :/ ~ | William D. Westcott, Ed. D.
| Superintendent

.

.

, - WDW/tr
l
-
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1 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, there has also been

2 a stipulation agreed to regarding the information that

3 was sought from Mr. Ronald Wagenmann regarding the

4 Upper Marion Township Trafficwide study. I believe it might,

5 be.most efficient to let the counsel for the Applicant
i

'

'6 reiterate its agreement so that we are all correct in

7 the portions of the study and the conditions under which the

8 study would be stipulated to for inclusion in the

9 -record. And in view of that, LEA does not seek to call

10 Mr. Wagenmann as a witness at this time.

I
I would like Mr. Conner to --

12 MR. RADER: My understanding, my discussion

13 with Mr. Stone w u that the stipulation involved an agreement
I4 not only on behalf of LEA but also Mr. Anthony.with
15 regard to.this witness. And we said, if such were the

16 case, we would stipulate that, if called, the witness

I7 would testify that he had prepared or assisted in .

,

18 preparing the document identified as the Upper
I'

i Marion Township Township-Wide Traffic Study, Phase 1,
20 Township Overview Interim Report, dated July 6, 1984.
21

o ._ We would stipulate, as I say, that he assisted
' O

22 in preparing that document and then the document would

23 stand on its own for whatever evidentiary value it

24 -has.
A . seneres nepo ,se,.. anc.

25
That'is the basis and content of our stipulation.

t._
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1 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, LEA, in acting as

2 lead intervenor in cooperation with Mr. Anthony --

_

3 JUDGE HOYT: Miss Zitzer, I can't hear you.
~

!
4 MS. ZITZER: I'm sorry. j

5 LEA is acting as lead intervenor on this

6 matter in cooperation with Mr. Anthony, believes that .

7 this is acceptable to him --

8 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Anthony is present. He

9 can speak for himself.

10 MS. ZITZER: Mr. Anthony, do you believe that is

Il necessary?

12 MR. ANTHONY: Judge Hoyt, I would like to have

13 the situation clarified as to what my function is in this.

14 JUDGE i:HOYT: Miss Zitzer, I will give you a five-mint,te :

15 recess in which you can discuss this with Mr. Anthony.

16 Very well.

17; We will recess for five minutes.

END 14 II :(Rece ss . ),

- 19
.

L' 20

21

'

- 22
'

23
,

'

24
Aarsesore neoorers,Inc.

(_ 25

|

| '

'
...- -- - -_ . . _ - - _ . - _ _ _ _ .
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1 JUDGE HOYT: Let's go back on the record.

2 The hearing will come to order. All the parties to

3 the-hearing who were present when the Court recessed are again

4 present in the court.

5 Mr. Anthony has come forward from the gallery and

6 is now at the counsel table with representatives for LEA.

7 Mr. Conner, you had indicated 'ou had one matterf

8 of a preliminary nature you wanted to put on the record at
,

9 this point.

10 MR. CONNER: Yes. If the Board please, in order

11 to keep the Board fully informed, I would simply notify the

12 Board that today Judge Garde by the Court of Common Pleas of
'

13 Bucks County issued an adjudication and decree nisi in the
)

jcase involving the civil action to compel Bucks County and14

,

15 Neshaminy Water Resources Authority to complete the Point

16 Pleasant project,and it was delivered this morning.1

17 The Court ruled that Bucks County and Neshaminy

18 must go forward and complete the project.

E' 19 I just_got the opinion. I had only one copy.

20 We are getting copies reproduced which I will provide to the
4

21 Board and to the Parties as soon as we have them reproduced.

! 22 JUDGE HOYT: Very well, Mr. Conner. The Board
4 _

'

23 will be very grateful to-you to have a copy, and if you will

24 deliver copies to the other Parties here, I would appreciate
- namorme , Inc.

25 that as well.

- . . - - -. - -.
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um2 I All right, Ms. Zitzer, now we can go ahead.

-2 MS. ZITZER: I apologize. Was there a question

3 before LEA?
.

4 JUDGE HOYT: Well, I believe we had the matter of

5 the Township Overview Interim Report dated July C, 1984 before

6 us. And I believe we had asked you to confer with Mr. Anthony

7 during a five-minute recess. Have you done so?

8 MS. ZITZER: We have.

9 I believe that Mr. Anthony agrees to the proposal

10 of Mr. Rader. Tha't is my understanding.
II JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Anthony, do you want to speak for-

12 yourself?

I3 MR. ANTHONY: I would like to, because I haven't

Id spoken at all with Mr. Rader, and I don't know what he is

15 thinking, except what I just heard him say about the stipulation

16 would mean.that the study would be entered,and that

I7 Mr. Wagenmann would be available.to be questioned on his part in

18 preparing it.

I' JUDGE HOYT: No, I don't think~that is it.

20 Do you want to say it again, Mr. Rader?

21 MR. ' RADER: Yes, be happy to.

22 We would agree that if Mr. Wagenmann were called

23 to testify, that he would state that he prepared or assisted,

24 in preparing this report. And that the report was prepared
A=-ramre noon n, Inc.

'25 and used for the purposes as stated in the report, and then the

,

~

-mme -- ' ww,- -e--~---,.---,-e-r- -- - -
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mm3 1 contents of the report would be received like any other

2 evidentiary exhibit and given according weight.
|

3 JUDGE HOYT: Do you understand that, Mr. Anthony? !

4 That the stipulation would be that if Mr. Ronald Wagenmann,

5 Upper Merion Township Manager were called to testify, he would

6 testify -- and sworn -- he would testify that he was either the

7 author in whole or in part of a Township overview Interim

8 Report dated July 6, 1984, and that the report was prepared
9 for the purposes as ennunciated therein.

10 And then the witness would never appear in the

Il courtroom, there would be no cross examination of the witness.

I2 MR. ANTHONY: Well, I have no objection to

I3 Mr. Wagenmann being limited in relation to this study. But, if .

14 he is being limited and not testifying in any other way --

15 JUDGE HOYT: That's correct, sir, he would not

16 be called, he would not testify, and this report would be

I7 received into evidence without further ado.

18 Now, we have accorded you the right to discuss

I9 this with your understanding of it with LEA representative,

20 Ms. Zitzer. I recall to you some of the previous discussions
,

21 we have had here concerning your role here, Mr. Anthony. It

22 is not that of the lead Intervenor in this. You are designated --

23 your contention has been designated as one that the Board

24 will consider, but it has been incorporated into LEA's
: Ace-Federst Reporters, Inc.

25 position.

_ - - -. __ _ _ _ - . ._ - -. . . - - .
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3- 1 ; Now, that is the sum and substance of it.

2 MR. ANTHONY: Well, Judge Hoyt, I am appreciative

3
_

of your patience and the Board's patience. I want to aee the

4 hearing-go forward. I feel an obligation to at least 300,000,

5 maybe 350,000 people who are threatened and have no --

6 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Anthony, I have neither the

7 time nor the patience this afternoon to hear speeches. Now,

8 if you have something you wish to say about this exhibit and
9 this method by which it is going to be received, then you may

10 enter it on this record.

II
- But, Mr. Anthoriy, I do not have the patience to

12 hear you any further in expounding in that vein.

13
> MR. ANTHONY: I didn' t mean to be wordy. I just

14 . wanted to state the case, that Upper Marion is an important
15 aspect of the emergency planning, and has no emergency plan.
16 Mr. Wagenmann is a key part of that , and 'without his testimony.

17 .I think the record will-be Incomplete.

18
; JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Anthony, I am going to interrupt

19 you again to.see if I can get through the knowledge to you,
,

20"

that what is contained in this report is the testimony

21 that-Mr. Wagenmann would have given had he appeared in this
_O 22 hearing, had been called and testified after being sworn. This

23 is the information that he would have testified to.,

24
This is going into the record if the stipulation

j wresere ngorers,Inc.
25

! is received and will be acco ded the same weight of evidence as
<

-c. ,- --.v. r r- ....r.n.,,v. -.--.,n.-,,---,,v.- ,, ,n, ,.n..-,.,,~..---,--.r.,, , , .-n,-,-n,-.--,.,-.n,, ..,n. , . . ~ . .
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mm5 1 any other probative piece of evidence before this Board.
.

2 Now, do you understand that?, Just give me a yes.or

3 no, Mr. Anthony. Do you understand that?

4 MR. ANTHONY: I understand that.;

5 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. Thank you kindly.

6 MR. ANTHONY: And I would like to submit two

7 other documents to go along with this.

8 JUDGE HOYT: No, Mr. Anthony, that is not what the

9 stipulation is.
i

10 MR. HIRSCH: Your Honor, could I have just one

'II moment to' speak to Mr. Anthony?>

I2 JUDGE HOYT: Good luck, Mr. Hirsch.
'

.

13 MR. HIRSCH: Thank you.-
.

14 (Counsel Hirsch conferring with Representative

15 Anthony.)

16 JUDGE.HOYT: Let's go back on the record.

17 All right, Mr. Anthony.

18 MR. ANTHONY: I find it hard to say anything,

19- because what I say is -- seems to be off the point. But, without

20 testimony by Mr. Wagenmann and a history of negotiations.in

- 21 Upper Marion, the report will not be as useful to the record.

.=O 22 So that I cannot agree to a stipulation that does not include

23 the history.of the negotiations in Upper Merion and the need for

24 an emergency plan..
> Am.raseres nosermes, Inc.

25 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, LEA was under the

. .. _ . . ~ - _ _ _ _ , . . _ , , . _ , _ . . . ~ _ . . . . _ _ _ _ _ . . . - - _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . . _ . _ . . . _ , . .
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1 impression -- and let me say that Mr. Stone is the individual

2 that had been discussing this with Mr. Anthony. We were under

.
3 the impression that there wouldn' t be a problem with the

4 stipulation. I.am at a loss now what to say.

5 But, LEA does propose that the stipulation be

6 approved and accepted by the Parties. It is obvious at this

7 point that Mr. Anthony is not satisfied with that,and I

8 simply have to leave it to the Board to decide how to handle

9 that situation. But, LEA agrees to;the stipulation, and it was

10 our underst anding that the Parties had agreed to that.

II JUDGE HOYT: You do not have Mr. Wagenmann present,

12 do you?

O- 13 MS. ZITZER: (Shaking head negatively.)
.

I4 JUDGE HOYT: The Board has two things in mind, and
,

15 I will share both of them with you.

16 One is the recent episode in which Mr. Anthony

17 chose to take an interlocutory appeal to the Atomic Safety.

18 and Appeal Panel. In that appeal he lost his right at that tina.
~

I' However,there was some language in that that I am concerned.

20 about. And I am not going to receive any stipulation, and I

21 am not going to take this exhibit without the testimony of

O" 22 Mr. Wagenmann.

23 Now, let me caution you, Mr. Anthony on what you

24 are doing, because I don't think you understand the consequences
A =-resw w n o orwes,inc.

25 of it.

-

.--_-_.----4.-- --e,._. .- --
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1}; i mm7. . If Mr. Wagenmann is called to testify, he will be

2 limited to identification and explanation of this document.

- 3 We are not going to receive into any evidence, or permit any

4 questions pertaining to the negotiations underlying the document2, ,

4: 5 The documerst is completed, it is the Interim Report, it is

6 prepared by the individual, it is -- that is the only testimony

7 he is going to be called to testify, if any time may be arranged

I :8 on this schedule to get him.

9 In taking-the position that.you have, you may very
L
'

10 well have won the battle and lost the war, because you may

II not be-able to get this in through any other testimony. And, if
,

|12 that is what you wish to do, that is exactly where the Board

13 is going to go with it. .

$

14 So, the ball'now, Mr. Anthony, is in your court.

15 MR. ANTHONY: Does that mean I<may have a' word,

16 Judge? -

I7 JUDGE HOYT: No, sir.

18 Do we have any other.. witnesses now, Ms. Zitzer?

19 MS. ZITZER: No, your Honor, we do not. And LEA
.

20 at this point,'in view of the difficulty of serving these.

21 subpoenas which-it requested of the Board at this hour of the,

O '

,

22 day for ' tomorrow, at this point has reconsidered its request

23 to call those witnesses -- and this would also include Mr. Brown.

24
. Over the break we were able to confirm --i

A=-Fess,es naso,=,s, sac.
4

25 -JUDGE HOYT: Would you return those subpoenas t'o
~

i

s

. .- . .._m._ _ -___,___.-._.,....__,....,_,_.-...,.~4 ...,__,_%-_....,_., ....-m,,,..,,m..,.,,_ , , . . _ - . , , , , _ . . , , . . . , , _ ,
.
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2 MS. ZITZER: Yes, I will, your Honor.

1,] In view of that, in order to facilitate moving3

4 the hearing along,LI:A would propose that we move on to the

5 Applicant's testimony on the deferred emergency planning,

6 contentions, if it is prepared to do so at this time.

7 And if not, we would start with that tomorrow.

8 morning.

9 And at this point in time, we would inform the

10 Parties it does not intend to call any of the remaining witnesses ,

II on this list, because of the scheduling problem.
,

I2 JU E COLE: Because of what?

O
,

13 MS. ZITZER: The scheduling problem at this point.

I4 JUDGE HOYT: You are not going to call then, any;

15 of the witnesses youuhave indicated to' us on January 4th?

L- 16 None of them?

.17 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, I am unable at this hour

18 of the day to assure proper service. And in view of that, LEA
_

l' is aware of the burden that it is expected to assume in these

i 20 proceedings,and~not to be causing breaks in the hearing. We"

21p cannot continue, in view of my concern about our ability to,i

1 224 at this point in time, ensure that the witnesses would be

23 here tomorrow morning, we are willing to withdraw that request.p

24 |
'

y,,,
Amfederes Reporwrs, Inc.

25 MR. CONNER: If I may inquire, do I understand

I

.b i . .. , , . . - . _ . , _ , , , , , , - _ _ _ , _ _ _ . , , , , _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ . _ , _ _ . . . . - _ _ _ _ . __
_
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I
,

that LEA is resting on the so-called admitted contentions and

2 will' call no more witnesses except those listed for the

, . 3 deferred contentions?.

' ~ 4 JUDGE HOYT: Is that correct, Ms. Zitzer?

$ Ms. ZITZER: That is correct. LEA is offering that

6 in view of the obvious problems that have already occurred, in

7 an attempt to try to facilitate the hearing. We had intended to

8 do so, and do still have that desire, but I think at this

9 point in time we did not anticipate these problems today, and

10 we'did not anticipate-being here at ten after three with no
II

; . witnesses.

12 And in view of that, LEA is cognizant of the

13
j instructions of the. Board-it has received on numerous occasions,

Id not to have this situation develop and sees no other alternative

' 15 available at this time.

cnd T15 . 16

17,

18
,

; 19

- 20

i-
21

0 22

i
'

23

1 24
A resere nesenses,Inc.

'
25

i '

f

_,..e , __m,. _. -w- ,,,..~,,._4.--c---.---m,,r.,..-.-.,--.,..,._,-_..,,.r-_.. _ - - . . . , , , ,,,._....,..,...w--m. - -...--o__,~, , . , . , -
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2 only question then is to intervenor's evidence on the
-

3
7_, admitted contentions as we are calling them in shorthand
V

4 would'be then the question of Mr. Wagenmann who was the

5 next scheduled witness and whom I gather is not present.

6 That, of course, would be Mr. Anthony's witness.

7 JUDGE HOYT: Can you get Mr. Wagenmann here

8 tomorrow morning, Ms. Zitzer?

9 MS. ZITZER: Just a moment.

10 (Representatives for LEA conferring off the record.)

11 (PAUSE.)

12 MS. ZITZER: I believe so but at this point LEA

()* 13 really does not wish to have that obligation and would prefer
- 14 that Mr. Anthony be responsible for that.

15 JUDGE HOYT: Ms. Zitzer, you have been designated

16 as lead intervenor.

17 MS. ZITZER: I will make every effort..

18 JUDGE HOYT: I am also cognizant of the problems

19 that you are having and I am not exactly unsympathetic to them.

20 Are you saying in effect that only Mr. Anthony can get
,

21 Mr. Wagenmann to come?

'k - 22 MS.'ZITZER: I don't think that is the case. It

23 just a matter of confirmation. It was our understanding that

24 we had reached an agreement with the stipulation and the last
Aas Federal Reposters, Inc.

25 conversation that we had had with him was that he would not be
'

1

|
1

,. ,. -. . , , . - . - - . . . . . . - . . . - . - , , . ~ - , , _ _ _ _ . .
_

.
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1 coming today and I wou1d have to confirm with a te1ephone

2 call. I believe he is available but I feel an obligation to

3 confirm that.

4 MR. CONNER: May we suggest in order to move it

5 along that given our previous agreement to proceed with our

6 rebuttal witnesses at the close of LEA's evidence-in-chief

7 on the admitted contentions, we would propose to start our

8 rebutta1 first thing in the morning and if Mr. Wagenmann

9 comes in, he could testify then and if he doesn't come in,

10 hisichance is lost and then we could proceed with the deferred

11 contentions next week;

12 JUDGE HOYT: All right. Let me make one inquiry.

O .n nr. Anthony, a, parent 1r you have coneacted . .agenmann or
<

14 have some relation with Mr. Wagenmann. Do you know if

15 Mr. .agenmann could be made available in the morning for

16 testimony?

17 MR. ANTHONY: I don't know that, Your Honor.

18 JUDGE HOYT: Could you make a telephone call and .

19 make that determination?

20 MR. ANTHONY: I think I could.

21 JUDGE HOYT: Very we11. Mr. Anthony, would you make

22 that call at this time?

23 MR. ANTHONY: Could I ask whether there is any.

24 flexibility? Would there be a possibility that I could offer
Aewessee neserwee,ine.

25 him Monday afternoon?
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]. 1 JUDGE HOYT: No, sir. I said tomorrow morning.
,

2 The witness was scheduled today and because you have chosen''

.

3 not to wish to enter into the stipulation which you may if you

4 wish, we will call him in the morning. The Applicant is

5 prepared to go ahead with their rebuttal testimony so that

4 is the state that the hearing is in at this point.

{ 7 MR. ANTHONY: I will go and try to reach him.

8 -JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Anthony, would you like to go try?
'

.

9 MR. ANTHONY: Yes.
!

10 JUDGE NOYT: All right.4

II
, , MR. ANTHONY:. I have still not on this subject,

I 12 Judge Hoyt, but I am a little slow on legal language and I

13 didn't quite understand what you had said before about the
,

14 appeal which I had submitted.>

15 JUDGE HOYT: -Yes. I will tell you again exactly

16 what I said. I said your appeal was denied by the Appeal Board
'

' ' 17 but there was language in that which concerned me that the

! 18 Appeal Board was being very protective of the rights of

19 cross-examination and I wanted to be sure that I'in turn

20 implemented those concerns of the Board and therefore, since

+21 you have your rights here I was going to protect them by,

G
.

22 not permitting the stipulation to be entered into over your

23 objection. That is all.
, ,

24
; MR. ANTHONY: As a separate party --

Asesedere neeermee,ine.'

25 JUDGE HOYT: Since you had objected, I went right '

b _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ . . . _ . _ . - . _ _ _ __
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1 along with your objection, Mr. Anthony. As I just got through

2 telling you a few moments ago, you may very well have won the

= 3 battle, but you have lost the war. Your document did not get

4 into evidence and that is what was important to you apparently.

5 Now, Mr. Anthony, go and see if you can obtain the-

6 testimonys of the witness with the question that he is not

7 going to testify in this proceeding on the negotiating background
,

8 of this particular report.

9 MR. ANTHONY: Judge Hoyt.

10 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Anthony, that concludes our

11 conversation. Thahk you. Now, Mr. Conner, what do you have?

12 MR. ANTHONY: I have been shut off.
.

\ 13 * JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Anthony, I have just told you our
.

14 conversation is concluded. Thank you. Now, Mr. Conner, what''

,

15 do you have?

16 MR. CONNER: If the Board please, we would start

17 rebuttal right now if we wish. We note that it is only about.

18 3:14 in the afternoon. '

19 JUDGE HOYT: And it will be contingent upon
,

20 Mr. Anthony's call, Mr. Conner, and I am going to give him

21 ten minutes to make his call and get the information.

22 MR. CONNER: All right.

23 JUDGE HOYT: We will go off the record for ten minutes.

24 (Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)
m nesenne, ins.

XXXXXXXXXXX 25
-

JUDGE HOYT: The hearing will come to order. Let the

- - . - , - - . - . . - _ _ - _ . - . - - . . . . . - . . - . . - . . -
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1 record reflect that all the parties to the hearing who were

2 present when the hearing recessed are again present. Mr.

3
} Anthony, what was the result of your telephone call?

4 MR. ANTHONY: Well, I didn't talk to Mr. Wagenmann.
'

5 I wasn't able to. reach him. He was in a meeting. I talked
'

6 to his secretary and I said that the Board had asked him to

7 come at nine o' clock tomorrow and his secretary said that

8 from his schedule that is impossible. He has three meetings.

9 I asked whether Monday would be a possibility and she

10 said one o' clock on Monday would be possible. He could be

11 here.

12 JUDGE HOYT: All right. Now, would you like to.

(
13 reconsider your joining into the stipulation as to the

.

14 admissibility of this Township Overview Interim Report of

15 Upper Merion Township, Township-Wide Traffic Study, dated

16 July 6, 1984?

17 Now let me see, Mr. Anthony, if you understand.

18 If Mr. Wagenmann is not here to testify and you do not join

19 in the stipulation then this document may very well be kept out.

20 If you join in the stipulation the only thing that you are

_ 21 going to do for yourself and for LEA on this contention is

"

22 to incorporate this particular report in the evidence

23 concerning the contention for which it has been submitted.

24 This is the prefiled testimony so~to-speak of the
Aes-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 witness and if the witness is called and Mr. Rader

. . _ . . . . . . . . . . . _ _
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e - I and Mr. Conner being a very clever counsel probably would not

2 cross-examine him and assuming that none of the other counsel

3
~

.

cross-examine him, then that would of course preclude any

4 redirect examination. So that the witness would come and '
,

5 nothing would have been accomplished and the report still ,

6 wouldn't be in. If you care to reconsider _your position on

'7 this and I am just pointing out to you the possibilities of

8 what could happen, if you care to reconsider your position on

9 this.and join in'the stipulation, that and let me reiterate to

|_
10 you again what the. stipulation says, that if Mr. Wagenmann

- II were to be called to testify and sworn, he would testify that

12 he participated in the preparation of this document and

; - O . i3 the oeher persons that he had werxing with him what their
--

Id portions of the preparation was and then he would testify

; 15 as to.the purpose for which the document was prepared.

16 That is the sole basis of his testimony.
i

17 Then this document could come in. It would be a

| 18 formality if the witness'were to be called to testify where

19 the stipulation suffices to make this available to your case

20j and for the consideration by the Board. Otherwise, it-will not

| 21 be considered'by.the Board because it will not be admitted into

22 evidence.

23 With that explanation and I think you may have had1

!

'it'from a number of other persons possibly in different! 24
| A=senne neemme, ine.

| 25 language but in essence that is, in fact, what is going to i
.

L
|
4

--e- - . - - , ,-,----nn,,.--,,,..m,,enn.,~_ n.,,,,,, man,4,qn-pe w erwnw-----,_ _
.,.,vem
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I happen. As I tried to indicate to you earlier, Mr. Anthony,

2 the ball is in your court. Now if you want to enter into the
.

3 stipulation, I will permit you to reconsider your original

4 decision and allow the document to come in since all other

5'

counsel have stipulated or entered into the stipulation,

' that'if Mr.,Wagenmann were being called to testify and sworn

' 7 he would testify as follows and the following would be those

8 points that'I..tried toumention to you above.
!

'' Mr. Anthony, what do you want to do?

MR. ANTHONY: Thank you for your explanation,

" Judge Hoyt. The first thing I don't want to do is be

12 difficult but I' suppose it could be interpreted that way. I

.

- I3 want to cooperate with the Court and I made the telephone call
. .

M and.I have misgivings about having Mr. Wagenmann, a busy man,,

J

15 come here simply to just say, "Yes, that is the. report that'

,

16
- the township made." I expect that is all that would happen'.

17 What.I think_the record needs is a consideration

I8 of the implication for Upper Merion Township of the emergency

planning that has not been done for Upper Merion. Unless that

'
! 20 can be allowed and the testimony on that, the contention that

21
_

I filed is compromised at best and I would say it is extinct

[
~ 22 probably.

' ' 23 JUDGE HOYT: There is other testimony in this

2 record concerning Upper Marion, Mr. Anthony, and I don't have
,

25
: at' hand all the testimony but'I do recall at least some

,

, ,,,-r , ~ - . , , - , - - -...w_4.-...,---,-.r.-.,n.---o,-,,,-em,-m,.,-,.,mw . _m-,--- ,rnm--ev--wv,-.,-.,,,--w-,,wm. ,e , - , ,
_
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1 testimony here in this hearing and I think the Board will

2 consider that.

f'l 3 Now just tell me, do you wish to join in the
~J

4 stipulation or not?

*

5 MR. ANTHONY: Well, if Mr. Wagenmann --

6 JUDGE HOYT: There are two words that apply here,

7 Mr. Anthony, one is "yes" and the other one is "no." Now choose

8 from column "A" or "B".

9 MR. ANTHONY: Well, I do not wish to limit

10 Mr. Wagenmann.

II JUDGE EDYT: Very well. You do not wish to enter into

12 the stipulation, is that what you are saying?7-
(~)

- 13 MR. ANTHONY: No.*

,

14 JUDGE HOYT: You do not wish. Very well. Ms. Zitzer

15 or Mr. Stone, this is your exhibit and I will return it to you.

16 MR. ANTHONY: I would hope that the court would allow

17 LEA as a separate party to carry out their wishes. I don't

18 want to interfere with their wishes and they are a separate

19 party and I think each of us are separate parties and there .

20 is only for certain --

21,e JUDGE HOYT: Very well, Mr. Anthony. Thank you.

22 Mr. Rader, are you ready to proceed with your rebuttal case?

23 MR. RADER: Yes, I am, Your Honor.

24 JUDGE HOYT: I wish to be sure, Ms. Zitzer, that you
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 understand that you have indicated to this Board and I want to
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1 be certain I understand that you do not wish to call all of

2 those witnesses, a Mr. Anthony D'Alonzo, Mr. Martin Gavage,

3 Anthony Newman, Jim Brown, Michael Churchill and Alice(-]R.s
4 Sprague, is that correct?

5 MS. ZITZER: Yes, that is correct. It is because of

6 a scheduling problem but be that as it may, the end result is

7 the same. Yes, Your Honor.

8 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. Do you rest your case on

9 the admitted contentions as we have shortened that title to

10 be?

11 MS~. ZITZER: Yes, Your Honor.

12 JUDGE H0YT: Very well. Now Mr. Rader, you may
(m
! i

k '' 13 call your panel and we will begin the case in rebuttal.

14 MR. RADER: The Applicant will recall Mr. John

15 Cunnington and Mr. Robert Bradshaw.

16 Whereupon,

17 ROBERT BRADSHAW
f

18 and

19 JOHN CUNNINGTON,

20 were called as witnesses by the Applicant and having been

21 previously duly sworn, were examined and testified as follows:,_.

( )
''

22 MR. RADER: As these gentlemen are taking the

23 stand for the Board's information we will produce Mr. Klimm

24 tomorrow who also previously testified with regard to LEA's
A,e Fedeem neponen, Inc.

25 contention 24 and Mr. Klimm will present rebuttal testimony on
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1

that particular contention.
2

JUDGE HOYT: Very well. Gentlemen, you had
(~3 3
'x '' previously taken the oath here in this court some weeks ago,

4

indeed in another year, however, I will remind you that you
5

are still under that same oath when you give that testimony
6

here today. Do you understand that?
7

WITNESS BRADSHAW: Yes.
8

WITNESS CUNNINGTON: Yes.
9

JUDGE HOYT: Now I want to lay down some ground
10

rules with you, Mr. Rader, as to how much testimony you expect
11

and I want to limit the cross-examination accordingly.
12

I ') MR. RADER: I anticipate no more than an hour and a
s/ 13

half.
14

JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

15
MR. RADER: For these two witnesses.

16
JUDGE HOYT: For every hour and a half that you would

17
take, Mr. Rader, I think the formula was an hour for cross-

18
examination by the lead intervenor which in this case would

19
be LEA. Accordingly I would see what the gentleman from

20
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania would need for his cross-

|'') examination reminding you that our formula had in the past

22
been half of LEA's time which is roughly 30 minutes and the

23
same for the NRC staff and for FEMA. I was thinking Mr. Goodwin

24
Ace Foserei Reporters, Inc. because you have just entered the case you may not have known

25
we had those time restraints.
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1 MR. GOODWIN: Thank you, Your Honor. I just did

2 a little conferring and I think a half hour will be sufficient.

(]) 3 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. That is for each hour and

4 a half that you use, Mr. Rader.

5 MR. RADER: Yes, I understand. For the record

6 before I begin I would note for the record that I have

7 provided the witnesses at the witness table a copy of

8 Applicant's Exhibits "1," "2" and "3" for their reference.
.

9 JUDGE HOYT: Any counsel for the intervenors that

10 would care to examine what the witnesses have before them?

11 (No response.)

12 JUDGE HOYT: If not, then we will proceed. I just

O'- 13 want to be sure at the outset that these witness' names have
14 been placed in the' record at this point.

ENDf16 15

16

17

18

19

20

217,()'

22

23

.

24

A reene no emesin.

25
^
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1/3/85 1 MR. RADER: I stated at the outset that the

2 Applicant calls Mr. John cunnington and Mr. Robert

3 Bradshaw.

4 JUDGE HOYT: Yes. And Mr. Cunnington is on the

5 left and Mr. Bradshaw is on the right.

6 Mr. Goodwin, you have not met these

7 gentlemen before. I think they are with Energy Consultants.

8 Is that incorporated? Not incorporated. Very well.

9 I think all other counsel know these gentlemen
10 very well. All right, sir, please start.

XXXXXX 11 DIRECT EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. RADER:,_

'>
~ 13 Q Gentlemen,.were you present during more or less.

14 all of the testimony proffered by the LEA witnesses?-

15 A (Witness Bradshaw) Yes.

16 A (Witness Cunnington) Yes, sir.

17 Q Did you hear Mr. Fetters testify concerning
18 his bus service company, that he had not yet approached
19 his drivers regarding their willingness to evacuate
20 students in the EPZ, nor had he committed his busses

21 to the Downingtown School District?,

-

22 A (Witness Bradshaw) Yes, I did.

23 Q Do you have any knowledge as to whether or
Id not the Fetters Dus Company is being used for an

Aae r e.,w n. porters,'ine.

25 evacuation of the Downingtown School District or whether
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I Mr. Fetters' bus company has been incorporated in figures

2 utilized by Chester County in its plans regarding

I 3 busses used for evacuation?
'

j

4 A Yes. The Downingtown School District plan

5 reflects the fact that the Downingtown School District
.

6 has one building within the EPZ. That building is

7 beyond the ten mile circle.

8 Their policy in this regard -- and it is

9 reflected in the plan -- is to hold students at that

10 building; in effect, sheltering them. They do not plan

II on evacuating students even in an evacuation scenario.

12g Therefore, Mr. Petters' busses would not be required
! i

13 under that contract *in an evacuation scenario for the
Id Downingtown School District.

15 Further, subsequent to Mr. Fetters' testimony,

16 I discussed this issue with my staff, and they indicated

II to me that according to their knowledge, in their

I8 dealings with Chester County, that Mr. Fetters was not

39 part of the 200 busses identified by Chester County in

20 their plan.

21 Q Where is that number 200 busses referred to inm

22 the Chester County plan? Could you tell us?

23 A Yes. It is located in Annex I and also Ar.nex N,

24 I believe, of the Chester County plan,
w.4.ree n.corw<.. inc.

Q You stated, Mr. Bradshaw, that the Downingtown Area
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I School District's school within the EPZ will be sheltered.
2 Would that mean that there would be no problem with

-

3 traffic regarding a school evacuation in the Downingtown
;

4 Area School District?

5 A That is correct. The evacuation does not

4 affect the Downingtown School District. However, there

7 are evacuation routes thatpass through the townships

8 which are part of-the Downingtown School District.

9 Q Is it correct to say that there would be no

10 traffic associated with any school evacuation within that

U
school district?

12 A That's right.

\ 13 Q Did you hear -- all of my questions are for

Id either member: of the panel -- did you hear the testimony
'15 given by Mr. Persing regarding the agreement between the

16
Levy Bus Company and the Montgomery County for the Upper

II Perkiomen School District, and the agreement between

II Upper Perkiomen and Montgomery County regarding the use

of their busses?

20 A (Witness Cunnington) Yes, we did.

21
Q Now, with regard to the agreement between

22 Upper Perkiomen and Montgomery County, could you identify
23 what uses, if any, under the Montgomery County plan
24

those busses would be put to in the event of a radiological, %, %

emergency at Limerick?

- _. -- _--
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-1 A .The county's only intended use are those

2 specified by the school district when, school is in session.

3 The busses, from my recollection, that are provided for

4 assignment in Montgomery County's plan would include

S . vehicles to be used by the district, if it so chose to

6 move-students from the Green Lane Elementary School to

7 another building within the district.

8 And I believe there is an assignment of five

9 vehicles to evacuate students which include all of the
10 students from the Upper Perkiomen School District that

II attend the Western Montgomery Vocational Technical
i

12 School.and, of course, the other students at the vo tech

j 13 school that would be there also at the time of an emergency.
f

'Id at Limerick.
,

15 0 Would any of the busses owned by the -- str!.ke that.

| 16 Do you know what busses or vans are owned by

17 and operated by the Upper Perkiomen School District?
i

| I8 A My understanding is that the vehicles -- there

I'j are no vehicles owned and operated by the Upper Perkiomen
i
i 20 School District. They are all provided under contract
4

|(
21 with the Levy School Bus Company. I would have to check

22 the records to be positive of that.
,

23 Q Do you have an opinion as to whether or not the

24 school district would require any additional agreement betweenm neseewre,Inc.

. 25
Levy Company and Montgomery County in order to obtain the use

!
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1 of Levy busses for its school district?

2 A No, sir. It should not. The district has

3 represented to Montgomery County that Levy is their

4 contractor. Montgomery County has indicated to the

5 district that they are going to honor the arrangement,
6 that Levy routinely provides bus service to the district

7 for the movement of its students and to the' districte

8 for the movement of its students to and from the vocational
9 technical school.

10 I believe Dr. Persing testified that the agreement
.

II that is current between the district and the Levy School
12 Bus Company does not exclude incidents at the -- radiological

. 13 emergencies or any other emergency.

14 0 You heard testimony by a number of school

15 superintendents. Would your testimony with regard to
,

16 Dr. Persing be applicable to them as well? In your opinion,

17 would it be necessary for those school districts to

18 obtain some ancillary contract or agreement between
19 Montgomery County or Chester County and their school

.

20 districts in order to insure that busses under their.

21
,_ existing contracts would, in fact, be provided to them by
\

22
'-

those bus companies?

23 MS. ZITZER: Objection. I would hope that

24 - the witness would testify to that which he has -- LEA
m m n oen m ,Inc.

25 has no objection to the witness testifying to that which he
*

.

N

_ . . _ . _ _ _ _ .- .. -- -.. _ -
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1 has direct or'they have direct knowledge of. Beyond that,

2 I think that it would be purely speculative. LEA would

3 oppose their speculation about other agreements with

4 which they are not familiar.

5 JUDGE HOYT: All right, Mr. Rader. I think

6 that is a fair objection. Would you cure that by

7 asking a foundation question there.

8 BY MR. RADER:

9 Q What has been your discussions with regard
to to school bus transportation with Montgomery County
11 and'Chester Countyofficials regarding the

12 necessity for busses by school districts to evacuate their
13 schools? Could you give some backgrpund on that?

14 A In Chester County, I have attended meetings
15 that were at the Owen J. Roberts School District, held
16 between Owen J. Roberts and Chester County, where the

17 issue of busses was discussed.

18 Other nembers of our staff have attended
19 similar meetings between the Phoenixville School District

20 and Chester County. And in Montgomery County, I have

21 attended 33 separate meetings with bus providers and,

; p)i
22'

at a minimum two and, in some cases, as many as five or
23 six meetings between the various school district

24 administration and the Montgonery County Office of
| e s. corm neporwes, Inc.

25 Emergency Preparedness where issues of student bussing were

o
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I discussed.

2 In addition tc that, in my canacity as

- 3 planner assigned to Montgomery County, I have participated

4 in more discussions than I could enumerate or count with
5 the Montgomery County Office of Emergency Preparedness

6 as regards transportation assignment and preparation for

7 an incident at the Limerick Generating Station.

8 A (Witness Bradshaw) I would further add that

9 in my experience, during my employment with the

, 10 Pennsylvania Emergendy Management Agency, and reviewing
II and being invo'lved in development of other school plans
I2 in the Commonwealth that it is not practice to have_a
13 school' district enter into an agreement with those -

.

.

I4 bus companies that they are currently under contract

15 with. That has never been sought in any other planning
^

16 1 process that I am aware _of in Pennsylvania.

I7 Q Aside from any ancillary contract that the

18 school district might enter into in addition to its,.

I' existing contract, was there any discussion at any of the
i

20 meetings you described, Mr. Cunnington, by school district
21

'

officials or planning officials from Montgomery or
*

22 Chester Counties, as to any necessity to obtain agreements
23 between'the counties and~the bus companies in order to

.24 orovide busses to-the school districts which were,

am.p sersi nosen ,inc.
-

25
guaranteed under the existing contracts?

I
_ _ _
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I A (Witness Cunnington) No, sir. The only 1

1

I
2 instruction was that we be specific and exhaustive in '

3 determining which bus companies routinely provide
.O

4 transportation for which school districts so that the counties

5 would in no way make any kind of duplicate effort or

6 duplicate assignment.
.

7 O And based upon the experience and expertise

8 which you have described, do you have an opinion
,

9 as to whether or not it is necessary for a school district

10 to enter an ancillary agreement or contract with the

II bus provider or for the county to enter into an ancillary

12 agreement or letter of understanding with a bus provider

in order to' insure that a bus provider will provide
'

- 13

I4 the busses guaranteed under an existing contract with a

15 school district?

I0 A No, I don't. No, I do not.

17 Q You do not think it is necessary?

18 A I do not think it is necessary for an ancillary

contract or agreement, and I think.that is consistent

20 with the planning effort as indicated by the --

21 by Mr. Bigelow in his testimony from Montgomery County.

- 22 - Did you hear the testimony by Drs. Persingg

[ 23 - and Feich regarding the adequacy of certain buildings and

24
particular areas of buildings for sheltering?

| mm nes=,mes. anc.

( 25 A Yes, I did.

!

.-. _ _ . .. ._. .--. . . - - - - - - - . _ - . . . - _ _
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1 Q Do you have any opinion and could you provide

2 the basis for your opinion as to the need to evaluate

3 the particular structure or building material o'f particular:

| 4 school facilities for their use in a sheltering scenario?

' 5 A It'is not necessary to evaluate buildings.

6 for their use in sheltering for a radiological emergency

'

7 beyond a determination of the bui M ing's winter worthiness

8 here in the corrionwealth. I would offer that all of
|

9 the school buildings that I have visited, and that exist
:

10 within the EPZ, are' winter worthy. They would have.to be.

II
.

Q And do you recall the testimony of --

- 12
.

I believe it was Dr. Persing who was concerned about

.O - 13 moving students into a hallway or other particular,-

|

| Id area away from a window.
!

15 Is there any reason why in some of the plans

|
16 there was an advice that students should be moved away

!

17 from windows or other such areas?-

18 A Yes, there is. There are indications in all

19
j of these school plans, and I believe in the procedural'

.20 sections for alert and site emergency, to look for, in a

21 sheltering scenario of a couple of hours duration, to look

h-. 22 for those areas of the building which might provide the
'

23 greatest degree of comfort for'the students.
24 Several of the superintendents have

Ase-redores nepoemes, Inc.

25
; testified here in these hearings as to having conducted

L
i

!
t,

. -. -..-.-...-..-,_...----..-,.-.---.---_.,.-,.-.-.---,.--..,_m__- . - . - . , ~ . - - - - . . _ - . - . . - . . - , , _ , ,
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1 early dismissals in some cases, for hea't emergencies.

2 There was a recognition on the part of the planners
'

3 and'the county and some of the school officials that

4 we would want'to look for the areas of the building that

5 -_ ould provide the most comfort :for students.w

6 our experience the last day or so here in

7 this courtroom indicates that whenever you are in a ,

8 particular facility for several hours, it is important

9 to look to adjust for heating and air conditioning..c.

10 On a very sunny day, a' classroom without shades could
.

-
II become rather hot if the windows were closed and the normal
12 source of air exchange were somehow altered.

13'

So, therefore, there are plans cnd procedures

14 tot look for those areas of the building which would provide

15 the greatest degree of comfort for the students.

16 That might be moving them to classrooms on.the shady,

17 side of the building, using a hallway, using a gymnasium,

18 or any other facility, an auditorium, whatever, that might

l' be selected.
.

20 -Q So.where the plans direct'that students be

21 '' sheltered in a hallway or away from_ windows, does-that:
.O 22

, represent any radiological concern?

23 A Absolutely not. It is to deal with the

comfort considerations based on the environment that
,

25
might be present in the way of temperature and other

. . . . . . _ _ . _ _ _ ._._ _ ______ . _ _ . . . _ _ __ __ ___ _ _ _
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1 conditions outside.

2 Q Could students be lodged for sheltering in

3./q any particular area of the building which is winter worthy?
\J

4 A Absolutely. Any winter worthy area where the

5 windows and doors cdn be closed and the air exchange can

6 be adjusted.

.
7 Q In order to effectuate sheltering under the plans which

'8 have been drafted for the school districts, would the

9 students all have to be sheltered in the same area

10 or could they be broken up into groups?

II
. A Theoretically, I guess, they could be

2

12 sheltered in groups of from one to the entire complementc
"

( ( 13 in the building.

14 ' In practice, those groupings.wduld have to be .

.

15 made by the educators present in'the building at the
16

: time, based on the needs of the students and the building's

I7 particular confort factor.

18 A (Witness Bradshaw).There is certainly no

I' reason, under a sheltering scenario, that you could not

20 continue to keep the students in their normal classroom
,. 7

I~ 21 environment in-.small groups.

-(}_
,

s
x 22 g -(Witness Cunnington) In fact, it would probably

|

23 be advantageous to keep them in their normal classroom

. environment if the. comfort situation were such that it,, ,

allowed it.
,

--..,-w ,-, ,- + > --. --,- -- . . ~ - - ~. - - - - - - - - , -
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1 Q Returning one second to the Downingtown plan,

2 I neglected to ask you whether or not that plan had been

O- ' eao9 tea, to vour kao" ea e's

4 A (Witness Bradshaw) Yes, it has been adopted.

5 A- (Witness Cunnington) Yes.
i

6 JUDGE HOYT: Could you put a date on that,

7 'Mr. Rader?

8 MR. RADER: Do you have thatinformation,

9 Mr. Bradshaw, or would you have to check the exhibit?

10 WITNESS.BRADSHAW: I don't have it off the top

11 of my head, but it is part of the exhibit.

12 JUDGE HOYT: That's-all rig ~ht. If it is on
.

13 the exhibit --

I4 WITNESS CUNNINGTON: I believe it is in the

15 exhibit.

16 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. Thank you.

17 BY MR. RADER:

i 18 0 Did you hear the testimony of Dr. Persing

I9 that he would want his school staff, and'I am

20 quoting-from transcript page 14,858, to have " guided

c - 21 practice actually doing the task, chance to get feedback
b

22 on the-auality and standards of performance within time

23 limits"? Did you hear that?

24 A (Witness Bradshaw) Yes, I recall that testimony.
' he-Feseres neooners. Inc.

25
Q What would be the willingness of Energy Consultants
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1 to provide that kind of guidance if called upon to do

2 so by a school district?

- 3 A In fact, Energy Consultants has already offered

4 that type of assistance to the school districts.

5 In May of 1984 we developed a school drill scenario

6 which would, in effect, allow a school district to go

'7 through its own district drill, having hands-on activity

8 and notification, and implementing the provisions of

9 the plans.

10 That was offered to the school districts. It is

11 available on'an ongoing basis, and it supplements normal ~

12 training and the normal drill and exercises associated

O -

.13 with those required under the regulations. -

Id Q If additional training were requested by-the schools
.

15 then, you would be willing to provide that in addition to

16 reviewing their drills; is that correct?

17 A That.is correct. And I would also add that
~

18 following the testimony of'Drs. Feich and Welliver, I-,

I' believe, as part of this hearing process, they did have

20 requests of Energy Consultants. In thelcase of Pottstown,

21'

to-retrain the school district at their February in-service.

O
22 And in-the case of Springford School District, to meet

23 to arrange a. training program for them in February also

24 of 1985.
Ae7ederal f.aporters, l'4.

25 .A -(Witness Cunnington) That, I believe, also

-
i

!
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1 applies to Upper Perkiomen School District. And there

2 has been a meeting between Energy Consultants, between

.
3 myself, in fact, and the emargency planning coordinator

4 for the Upper Perkiomen School District to tentatively
5 make a schedule and review the kinds of information
6 that they would like to see presented at such program.

7 Q Did you hear the testimony of Dr. Feich

8 regarding reported unmet needs for the Pottstown

-9 School District?

10 A Yes.

II
Q Do you understand, under the Montgomery County

I2 plan, how Montgomery County intends to meet those unmet

13 needs that he reported?

Id A Yes. As was testified by our panel and

15 .a' Iso by Mr. Bigelow, they have developed information on'

16 the bus resources within the county, and they have made --

| I7 they have . applied the availability figures that they have
i

j 18 received, and they have made even, in fact, tentative
!

L l' administrative assignment for school in session, which is

20 the worst case, the situation that requires the greatest
|

| . .
21- number of busses, and have discussed that information in

LO -

.22
_ _ preliminary fashion with the school superintendents.
|

23
| 0 You mentioned school assignments. Using as

i 24
an example the assignment at page I-3 of the Montgomery

wm nm %
! 25 County plan, if you could turn to that, of 15 busses for the
|

|

L
L- _ . _ _ _ _ - _ . _ - _ _ _
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I Pottstown Senior High as assigned from the Wissahicken

2 School District, would you explain your understanding

3 as to what is meant by that indication in the column

4 of a Limerick assignment?

5 A That was I-3-97

END 17 0

7

8

9

10

|
11

.' 12 .

13 -
.

.
. . :

14 '

15

16

17

18

19
.

20

21

22

23

24
Ase-Fesersi nosonen, Inc.

25
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:

T18 MM/mm1 I Q That's correct. I'm sorry, maybe it was I-2-9.

2 A There is an assignment in both I-2-9 and -- !

3 Q If your answer would apply to either or both,(
4 perhaps you should cover both.

5 A on pages I-2-15 and I-2-9, there are indications

6 of assignments to the Wissahickon School District for the

7 -Pottstown Senior High School of 15 vehicles. They are, as

8 Mr. Bigelow indicated, administrative assignments. They do

9 reflect school being in session, which would be that situation

10 which would require the greatest number of buses to effect an

Il evacuation.

12 They are based on availability estimates that are

O. 13 provided by Wissahickon and other school districts for daytime,

14 evening and weekend availability. Those assignments are what

15 the Office of Emergency Preparedness and its transportation.

16 group used to compare the estimated resources with those
|

17 resources that would actually be available at the' time of an

18 incident for the Limerick Generating Station.

39 They would check with each of the transportation
,

20 providers, deturmine the vehicles that were available at the

2I actual. time, compare them to the administrative assignments,-
,

-Qr

22 and make any necessary adjustments that might need to be made.

23 And then, of course, provide those assignments to the providers

24 via the mechanism of the transportation staging area, if those
Ase-Fesieres neporiers, inc.

25 providers were, in fact, from outside of the EPZ as they would

. - -- .- .
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I

mm2 1 make those assignments via that mechanism if it were for any

2 emergency that was not in the locality of the agency providing

(] 3 the resource.

4 Q Dr. Feich was asked certain questions regarding

5 a Letter of Understanding between Montgomery County and the CMD

6 Bus Company.

7 Would you explain whether, in your opinion, that

8 Letter of Agreement or Understanding is relevant to the

contractual arrangement b' tween CMD and the Pottstown School9 e

10 District for the provision of buses to the Pottstown School

II District in the event of an emergency at Limerick?

12 A I would say that -- I would have to say that it is
7 ,

U
13 in the same. situation that I previously testified here a few

Id minutes ago for the Levey School Bus Company. CMD Services

15 is the provider that routinely provides transportation to the

16 Pottstown School District, and therefore, it was information
|

I7 provided to the County and the County OEP has recognized that

18 that agreemant, that that particular provider is the routine

I9 bus provider for that district, and therefore they would,

20 then honor thatuassignment made by the district and would not

21.n expect that any other agreement would be necessary.,

G
22 The reason for the agreement between Montgomery

23 County and the CMD Services would be specific to emergencies

24 other than the Limerick Generating Station, or it might even
A=-Fedwd Reporten, Inc.

25 be specific to situations at Limerick that would be beyond the
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un3 1 normal school hour.

'2 The County has estimated in discussions, that i

3 school is in session about one-fifth of the time. Four-fifths-

4 of the time there is the possibility of an evacuation order

5 when school would not be in session. And, of course, the CMD

6 Services-does have resources which the County could utilize
.

7 for-the evacuation of homebounds or other individuals requiring

8 transportation assistance if they were, of-course, not needed ,

9 by the Pottstown School District because school was not in

10 session.

Il
'

Q A number of the school superintendents and other

12 bus provider witnesses were asked their views as to be .

D) -(- 13 necessity for identifying a minimum number of buses available,

Id or identifying the name of the actual provider of buses'to a
'

15 particular. school district.
.

16 With that in mind, were'you present, either of

17 you present at the time the bus survey information was developed

18 by. Montgomery County, and could you explain.the procedures

l' which were utilized in developing those numbers.

20 A I was present, to my knowledge, at every meeting

21 between Montgomery County and bus providers.
f .

22 The County met with the transportation coordinator

.23 for a particular bus company or a particular transportation

24 coordinator for~a school district. They did that because it
m noormes. Inc.

25 had been recommended by a committee of the Intermediate Unit.

- -.. . -- - - . _-_ _ . _ - - . _ -.. - _ - ._ _
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mm4 I I believe we have previously testified, or it has
~

2 been established on the record what an Intermediate Unit is

3q_ by several of the school superintendents. Their transportation
V

4 coordinators meet regularly at the Montgomery County IU. At

5 a meeting that was attended by OEP staff, it was recommended

6 that they go and meet directly with the providers, the

7 actual manager of the bus service, to find out the types and

8 kinds of vehicles that are operated, the equipment and manpower

9 resources, the garage locations and the confidential notification

10 numbers that would be required to elicit a repponse from a

II particular provider on a 24-hour-a-day basis.

12 The County followed that advice. Met with all 33

I3' of the particular coordinators. At those meetings they
,

I4
. introduced the. Office of Emergency Preparedness and discussed

15 its responsibility to collect information that could be used to

16 provide for transportation assistance during any emergency

17 for individuals who might require it in the County during times

18 of disaster.

I' They interviewed the particular provider, asking

20 him the information regarding buses, drivers and fuel.

21 They then discussed the response during times of

22 emergency, including information regarding the transportation- -

23 staging area concept, and then requested that the provider

24 give them estimates as to the number of vehicles that could
4.-F.ewei n.oo,wr., Inc.

25 be available at differing times of the day based on being-
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mm5 ' I conservative, and also indicating that they take into account

2 the information flat they knew about their own company and how

3 it operated, or their own service and how it operated on a

4 24-hour-a-day basis.

5 Q And based upon those procedures, do you have an

6 opinion as to whether or not it would be from an emergency

7 planning perspective, advantageous or disadvantageous to attempt

8 to identify a " minimum" number of buses which would be

9 available from a particular provider?

10 A I think it would be fair to characterize that

II within a few meetings the County recognized that the information
'

12 that they had been provided by their transportation coordinators

O 13 and their transportation group was correct. Tlut it would be

Id'

very difficult, or unnecessary to specify minimum numbers, because

15 bus service is provided on a real-time basis. It is a scheduled

16 service. There are consistencies in that scheduling, and the,

i

17 availability of resources is dependent upon the time of day
,

18 and the kinds of service that are provided.
i

| 39 And, it would be much more effective to estimate
|

20i

the units that would be available and have the poviders agree

21 to provide the equipment and manpower on an as-needed basis to

U.;

22 the maximum extent possible, and to use the transportation

23
| staging area concept to make the appropriate assignments.
l

24
Q Based upon your discussion with the transportation

A=-remrei n oorure, Inc.

25 coordinators who participated in developing those numbers, do

f
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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mm6 1 you believe that they would be more willing or less willing to
>

2 make a commitment of their resources, if they would be required

3 to. state a minimum number of buses?

4 A My estimate is they would be less willing because
,

! 5 they would be less able to specify'a minimum, because it could

6 cause them difficulty in determining -- there would be a minimum

7 that might be available at one time of day, another at another,

; 8 and the runs and the actual activities of the bus company are

9 somewhat flexible. So, therefore, it would be difficult among

: 10 33 providers to get consensus as to what a morning school bus

II run time was, or what daytime meant or what evening meant, or

12 night time, based on their particular service.

O 13 Q Based upon those considerations, would it be more->

Id or less likely that the providers would be willing to -- that is

15 that the transportation coordinators would be willing to
,

16 recommend to the school superintendents and their school boards
,

17 that an agreement be adopted, if in fact it had to specify a

18 minimum number of buses?
.

19 A I think it would be less likely. And I also should

. 20 point out that the transportation coordinators were also cognizant

21 as the superintendents are, that it is not a problem to specify

O'

22 "to.the maximum extent possible" because, as we have heard

! 23 here in. testimony and as was indicated in our meetings with the
i 24 transportation coordinators in_many places, that these are public
< As.-Fessem noo,ws, inc.

25 resources from the school district standpoint, and therefore
,

. . . . . . . . . - . - - - - . - . . . . - - . - . . . . . - . - - - , , , . - . - , . -
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|

mm7- I they would_ provide it as a public service to the citizens of

2 the Commonwealth in need.

3 So, they were comfortable with "the maximum

4 extent possible," and they understood that the County was quite

3 knowledgeable in the way that they collected the information.i

6 Q Were you present here when Dr. Murray stated he

7 had certain concerns regarding whether or not his teachers

8 would be permitted to reenter the EPZ?

9 A (Witness Bradshaw) Yes, sir, I was.

-16 Q Do you have an opinion as to whether or not that

II states a realistic concern on the part of those teachers,and

12 could you explain your answer?
'

~O 12 A Yes.
.

Id I do not believe it is a malistic concern. I'

15 believe the existing plans provide clearly fce procedures that-

16 allow a teacher -- not only a teacher, any member of the

! 17 g>. tral public during the initial phases of an evacuation, to

18 reenter the EPZ to implement their own evacuation.g
|

!.: I' The traffic control procedures have been designated

20 in the plans. The plans call for maintenance of the routine

'21 traffic patterns. There is two-way traffic for emergency
jO'

=22 vehicles and members of the general public who-have.to reenter

|
'

23
| to implement their own evacuation.
,

i 24
Q Do you have an opinion as to whether or not a

| Aspaserei normr., inc.
25 teacher could with certainty, leave his school in the. event of

'~
_ _ _ _
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mm8 1 an emergency and pick up -- succeed in picking up his child

2 at another school?

3 A If his child were attending a school also withinf3y
4 the ten-mile emergency planning zone,that child would be

5 subject-to the same protective option recommendations -- that

6 is evacuation -- as the teacher's school within the EPZ would

7 be.

8 Therefore, I would perceive it a problem by the

9 action of the teacher who would leave his own school and his

10 duties at that: school to attempt to pick up a child at another

11 risk school when that school would, in fact, be implementing its

12 own evacuation.

13 He could, in fact, show up at that site and' find.

14 that the student had already evacuated to the host site.-

15 Therefore, I think that would be to the detriment of his own
,

16 school' district, and certainly of no value to him.

17 Q Looking at it solely from the perspective of
"

13 the teacher who is concerned about his child in another

19 school district,would his interest best be served simply by

20 i reporting to the host facility to which his child had been

21 evacuated by the other school?
g

~ 22 A 1 believe so. And that is the reason that in the

23 plans parents, all parents, regardless of whether -they are

24 teachers or not, are in fact discouraged ~ from going to the
Am-Federal Reportert, Inc.

25 schools to pick up their children. They are not prevented from
.

- - , ,
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mm9 I picking them up. In fact,there are procedures to address that

2 eventuality. But I think it is clearly recognized that the
4

3 confusion that could be caused by parents attempting to pick

4 up children in an evacuation recommendation.
,
.

5 Q Mr. Bradshaw, you said in the plan. I am not sure

; 6 if you said plan or plans. Is that a policy which is inherent
,

7 in each of the school district plans in the EPZ?

8 A Yes. It is. To my recollection, that is the
'

9 standard procedure in both school district and private school

10 plans.

II Q Is that also a policy to your knowledge, which is.

12 utilized by PEMA_throughout the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania?.

13 A The policy of discouraging parental pickup at the.

~

Id
, time of evacuation is,- in fact, as I understand it, a

15 Commonwealth policy in Radiological Emergency Response Plans.

16 Q There were some questions early on by Ms. Ercole

17 as to what was intended by the phrase " prepared by" followed

18 by a blank " school district," on the various plans'for the
,

19 school districts.

20 Could you please explain what the intent was of

21 -Energy Consultants in having that on the plan?
b̂/ 22 .A Yes. That phrase was simply meant to reflect the

23 fact that when adopted that plan would be recognized as that

24 school district's own plan. As I believe I testified earlier
m neeerwes. sne. ,

25
,

in this proceeding, it has always been Energy Consultant's

e-e-- m 2 w
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;

i

mml0 1 policy to encourage political jurisdictions to recognize these

2 plans as their own, and that was one way in which we sought to

3 accomplish that goal.

4 Q Does that same policy and intent apply to the

5 other plans which you assisted in drafting?

6 A (Witness Cunnington) Absolutely.

7 Q Were you trying to convince anyone that the early

8 drafts in fact had been prepared only by the particular entity

9 for which they were prepared.without your assistance?

10 A (Witness Bradshaw) No, we were not. I mean, it wa:s

II in the early draft it was clearly evident to anyone who was

12 reviewing the plan, and it was certainly their prerogative at

.b
13 any point in time, to totally delete or to alter *that language-

14' |as they could with any other provision in the plan.

15 And as I think was pointed out in this proceeding,

16 many of them have in fact changed some of that language.

l
17 A (Witness Cunnington) It could also be indicated'

18 there is a promulgation page in the plan,and unless the plan

I9 was adopted by the appropriate governing board or. individual,

20 that would not be signed or dated.'And therefore, there was

| 21 no representation of the plan being adopted.

f]
,

'

22 O Did Energy Consultants ever decline or refuse to

23 adopt a particular item that was suggested by a jurisdiction

i 24 for which the plan was prepared?
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 A Decline or refuse. No. I am sure that in the

|
,

l

- - - -. - -
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mall 1 entire planning process there may be an instance or two where

2 .there might have been an item that was suggested at a meeting

3 that didn' t find itself into a plan in exactly the stated

4 fashion. But all the plans were resubmitted, they were,

5 checked by the individuals.

6 If an individual district or anyone would find
,

7 that, it would hvae been corrected and changed. We provided

8 every ch ange that was given to us to my knowledge.
'

_

9 Q Do the 61 plans which were entered into evidence

10 as Applicant's Exhibit E-1 through E-61, represent the current

- II status of emergency planning for those jurisdictions and

12 entities?'

..

'

13 A (Witness Bradshaw) Yes, they do.-

Id A (Witness Cunnington) At the time they are dated.

15 Q With regard to the reference on page I-2-12 of

;. 16 the Montgomery County Plan, there is a reference there to

I7 ambulances'.

18 Could you explain, could that possibly be a typo-

I' I graphical error? Should it refer to something else?'
i ,

j- 20 A It certainly is. The column should appear as it

21 does on page I-3-9, where it says mini / vans, which is a

22 reference to mini buses and vans which are those buses with
;

23
(- the capacity of 36 and below.

24 Q Dr. Welliver was questioned on the number of
Ass-Feds,al Rego,sers, Inc.

|
25 buses required for the Western Montgomery Vocational Technical

L
-

:-
.. _ . . _ . ._. _ . ~ _ _ . _ _ - . , _ _ , . . _ _ _ . . , . _ . . . - _ , . _ , - . _ _ . _ _ , . . . _ _ . _ . , - . _ , _ . - . . - . _ .
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mm12 1 School.

c 2 Referring to page I-3-12 of the Montgomery County
i

3 Plan, could you state how many buses are required to evacuateo,

i 4 that facility, and whether or not that statementl' the plann
i

5 is accurate as of this date?

6 A That statement in the plan is accurate as of
,

'
7 this date, and it reflects the figure indicated by the

'8 administration of the Western Montgomery County Vocational

9 Technical School as needed to evacuate their facility.

10 Q And does the Western Montgomery Vocational Technical
.

:
- II School have its own. plan?

I 12 A Yes, it certainly does.

I3 Q And did you work, and did Montgomery County work

Id directly with those school officials in developing that plan?
I

15 A- Yes, I've worked with them directly and Montgomery.

:
.

16 county with them on, I believe, three or four occasions.
i

17 Q' Does that plan reflect the same number of buses

18 necessary to evacuate the school as in the Montgomery County,.

I9
| Plan?
t m

20 A The most'recent draft certainly does.

21 Q Has there been any change recently, or is there
'

i

' . . ' 22 any anticipated change in the enrollment of the vocational4

23 school which will affect the number of buses needed to evacuate'

j - 24-

the school? ,

A penne neos,ws,inc.
, '

25 A It is my understanding that in the.next academic

L;,,
,

x

. , - 4 - - - -.-.>.--.,~..-,#--..,-~-,-----e#-.m,_----w,,,.m,.,t- -.m.,,,,,---,--w-m.c,.-,4,,-,.#. - --.-+-..--,..,.-w-~+-t-e
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mm13 1 year, vocational technical school status will somewhat change.

2 I believe they are going to be receiving twelfth year students
i

3 only, twelfth graders and adults on a tuition basis. Signifi- |

4 cantly greater numbers of those students will be allowed to

5 drive to the vocational technical school based on the policies o E
,

6 the sending districts, and the fact that some of the students

7 will not even be school district students.

8 So therefore, it is my understanding from discus-

9 sions withthe administration at the vocational technical school

10 that that number of five buses probably overstates significantly

11 the number that would actually be needed at the time of ar.

12
.

emergency because the vocational technical school fully

, b
v 13 intends to allow students who drive to school the option of

14 using their own vehicles during an evacuation. In effect,'

15 dismissing them to evacuate.

16 0. Were you here when Dr. Welliver stated that he

17 had never seen or authorized an agreement between the Spring

18 Ford School Disrict and the Montgcmery County for buses?

39 A We wele, yes.

20 0 Do you have any opinion as to the necessity of.

21 such an agreement, or how it would affect an evacuation of the
p

22 Spring Ford School?

23 A As I indicated just today in my comments for the
:

24 Levey School Bus Company in Upper Perk 1 omen, it is not
Ace-Federal Reps,ters, Inc.

25 necessary for the evacuation of school students in the Spring

- ._ . . . -. -. - - _ _ _ _ - - - - - . - --_
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mal 4 1 Ford area school district. Those vehicles are owned and
.

'

2 operated by the district. The County recognizes that. And

3 therefore, the agreement that was offered by the County was
,

'

4 to cover those situations that might be after school hours
2

5 during the time of an incident at Limerick, or for any other
'

,

6 emergency.
t

7 But the agreement would not be necessary for

8
: those vehicles to be used to evacuate Spring Ford students.
:

9 They are used every day to transport Spring Ford students. They;

|{ >

10 are the district's own vehicles.

f
II Q .Could you explain in the context of Dr. Welliver's

,

i 12 testimony, which you stated that you heard, what your under-
; ,

-

-

13 standing is as to the phrase "to th'e maximum ext'ent possible" I
,,

} 14 as utilized in the standard agreement between Montgomery. County i

+

15 , and bus providers,'and'how that relates if it does, to the-

16 bus survey which was conducted for those providers?,

17 A To the maximum extent possible refers to at any

- 18 particular time, based on the actual existing condition that

l' the service is operating under when contacted by Montgomery

20 county to provide assistance, reflecting the total number of.

21 vehicles and personnel that that particular service or .!

O '-
' 22 provider could-provide within a particular period of time that-

23 would be needed by the County.

24 And, it ref3 ats on the County from the County's
Ase reseres mesonore, Inc.

:25 standpoint,an expression of the willingness of the provider to
,

. _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _._ _ _ .-___ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ .._ ._. _
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I
mm15 give whatever resource he has available to him at the time

to effect and address a need of another Montgomery County f2

() end T183 resident during time of disaster or emergency.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

- 12 -
,

' '''

13

14

15

16

1:

17

18

19

20

. 21

)
~J

23

24
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
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inntions
!CR21490

I g Do you know if the Spring Ford bus drivers from the
!#19-mn-l~

2 Custers Garage had received bus driver training?

O = A < Witness Dradshew) The Sgrine rord Schee1 Districe

i
4 staff or bus drivers have nct availed themselves of the j,

5 training program that'was offered to them through Energy

& Consultants. That offer.was made initially in November of 1983

7 and again in September of 1984.;

8 A (Witness Cunnington) We have not been at the office

! ~9 but it'is our understanding that there is a program for the
)

'

10 staff at Spring Ford being scheduled for the month of
:

'

11 February. I do not know if that includes the bus drivers

12 employed by the Custers Garage but I could check on that
p?%) '

<
.

13 with our training people and provide thht information if it
,

.

14 would be useful.

15 4 Yes,'it would. Thank'you. Going back one moment

16 to the Western Montgomery Vocational School, you stated that

! 17 the plan identifies unmet transportation needs. Does it

18 also deal with any' unmet staff needs that were reported by

I'
; that school?
!

20 A There are no enmet' staff needs reported by the
;

.

21 Western _ Montgomery County Vocational Technical School.(~
22 4- If there had been any unmet staff needs, would they

23 have been reported by the administrators of that school as

24 opposed to Dr. Welliver?
; m neoerwr , ins.

25 A Yes. They would have been reported by the
'

. .

4

L .
. _ _ . . _ _ . , . . . . . ~ . . . . _ . _ . _ _ _
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I |
19-mn-2

1

administrators of that school both to the three sponsoring
2

school districts and St. Pious the Tenth and directly to the
!s
-

> 3V
Montomery County Office of Emergency Preparedness but there

4

were none.
5

G In general, do private schools report their own
6

unmet transportation needs directly to the county?
7

A They report them to the county and in fact they
8

report them through the county or through Energy Consultants
9

or directly to the school district or jurisdiction. I might
10

point out though that in all cases where there are private
11

schools in a Limerick School District, the district itself
12,_

() has also reported some bus unmot needs. Therefore, it is most

appropriate that that report be made either directly or
14

through the district to Montgomery County because there would
15

not be district resources to address that need.
16

4 In general, what would be the most authoritative and
17

reliable source.of information as to private schools reported
18

unmet transportation needs?
19

A The two most reliable and accurate that come to
20

my mind right away would be the attachment three to the
2173(.) particular private schools radiological emergency response

'

22

plan, its. current draft. It would also be owing to some time
i 23

| lag the appropriate annexes of the county plans and again it
24

| wesws: n senws. Inc. would also be reflected in the attachment three to the school
25

! district plan or jurisdiction. But again the most direct would
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~

~l be at the private school plan and then to the county plan and

2 to the school district plan.,

3 A (Witness Bradshaw) In the county plan Annex Q which

4 is resources, I believe in each county plan is annex Q-1 l

5 reflects the summary of resource needs and that would include
:

6 any identified unmet needs by the school districts.

7 A (Witness Cunnington) Details to be provided in

8 Chester County by consulting annex "N" and in Montgomery County
4

9 by consulting annex "I."

10
G. In general, would that be a more reliable source =

II that the recollection of any particular public school district

12 superintendent? .

13 A Several.of the superintendents,probably can recount-

;

Id it directly but the. written word is probably in many cases,

15*

.a more. reliable with so many plans and so many buildings-in,

I6 a district. I am sure that consulting the written record is-

17 a good' idea.
;

( 18 4 With regard to the Methacton letter of agreement
g

I9 with Montgomery County, did that fall into the same category

20 of. agreements which you have already' testified about as to
,

.21 how that would affect the evacuation of school students from

22 that school ' district utilizing the school district resources?
*

'

23 A. Yes, with the added information that in Methacton's

24 case they own and operate their own vehicles and employ their
| As**essess nesenses, Inc.
'

25 own drivers which is different than Levy that I testified to

- . . . -
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.

I previously which is a contract with the school district. In

2 Methacton's case, they own and operate their own.

.

3 4 So how would a letter of agreement with Montgomery

4 County and Methacton regarding the use of Methacton's buses

5 affect.if at all the evacuation of Methacton School District

6 using its own resources?,

7 A It shouldn't affect it at all. It was the intent

8 of the county to have the agreement for after school hours
.

9 and for any other emergency that would be evidenced in the

10 county.

II 4 I believe Dr. Warner identified a letter dated

'12 October 10, 1983.from Energy Consultants or Montgomery.

.O .

13 County which made an additional offer of training to.

.

14 Methacton School District. Are you aware of any subsequent

15 correspondence _which made additional offers of training to the,

16 Methacton School District?

17 A. There was, I believe it was September 7th, there

; 18 have been several letters placed in evidence here, I believe
~

19 the date is September 7th where the county followed up on,

20 .their April or-March letters for bus information and I believe

.

21 the September 7th letter carried information on bus provider-

22 training.

23 -Q Did the Grr.9.= ! or :ompany drivers recieve bus drivert

24 training?*

Ass-Fessem nepormes,Inc.

25 A. (Witness Bradshaw) The Gross bus drivers who

!

:.
_ _ _ _ . _ . - . _
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1 routinely serviced the Owen J. Roberts School District did

2 receive bus driver training I believe i n December of 1983

({} 3 and if I recall correctly it was about 43 drivers.

4 G Were there any questions or expressions of concern

5 at that time regarding how families of bus drivers would

6 be taken care of in the event.of an emergency?

7 A (Witness Cunnington) We didn't conduct the

8 sessions but it is common that there would be those kinds

9 of expressions of concern from a limited number of individuals

10 at every training session. I would fully expect that there

11 were some expressions of concern by some small percentage of

12 the 43 drivers that attended those sessions.

''
13 Q Were you provided any information'by any of your

14 staff as to khether any particular members of that audience

15 expressed those concerns?

16 A (Witness Bradshaw) Yes, If I recall correctly

17 I think there were one or two drivers who indicated that they

l 18 had concerns about their own family arrangements.

19 % That was one or two out of I believe you said 43

20 drivers who were trained at that time, is that correct?

21 A That is correct.s

( )
L .I

22 O Is that an average number of individuals or above

23 average who expressed that kind of a concern during your

24 training sessions?
' Ace-Federal Repo.rters, Inc.

25 A I would say that that would be a typical response
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1 from a class of 40 or so individuals.

2 g To your.. knowledge did Chester County Department of

(]) 3 Emergency Services or'did Energy Consultants receive any
1

4 information from either the Gross Bus Company or'Dr. Claypool '

5 or any other administrator within the Owen J. Roberts System

6 as regards any concerns of the Gross Bus Company in providing

7 services to evacuate students in the event of a radiological ~

8 emergency?

9 A- Energy Consultants has never received a letter,

10 from the Gross Bus Company, Owen J. Roberts School District or

11 Chester County which reflected such concerns. I understand

'

12 that such a letter was related in these proceedings. The only
.

13 letter that I am familiar with is the one which I believe
'

14 became an applicant's exhibit from Mr. Gross to Claypool

- 15 which in:effect pledged his assistance in whatever way he could

16 for buses and drivers in the event of a radiological emergency

17 affecting the Owen J. Roberts School District.

[' 18 4 The unsigned letter to which you referred previously
,

19 and as to which Dr. Claypool had testified, was that' letter

. 20 ever signed and sent to your knowledge?

21 A Not to my knowledge.

; 22 A' (Witness Cunnington) Not to mine,
i

~23 %- FWferring again to the Owen J. Roberts School District,

! 24 do you have.any opinion as to the accuracy of the 25 school
i As p estas neparere,Inc.

'25 buses designated by Dr. Claypool as an unmet transportation

!

. . . - . _ . -
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1 need?

2 A The 25 stated by Dr. Claypool in my estimation

{}
3 would be an overstatement of their resource needs. The p

4 Owen J. Roberts plans, the last two and perhaps even three

5 drafts, have indicated that at an alert stage the buses would

6 be stationed at the main campus. There are in the low 40's

7 buses available.

8 Through th'e. contract with Gross those buses would

9 not then be taken home by drivers or anything like that.

10 They would actually go to the main campus. That procedure

11 was included to make the vehicles themselves more available

12 to the district. In addition, the first five or six drafts

(,_]
'-

13 of the Owen J. Roberts School District plan indicated an unmet,
.

14 transportation need for 15 buses and I believe the 15 probably

15 is much closer to an accurate statement of the number of

16 vehicles required based on the capacities if the procedure

17 is followed to station the buses at the main campus at alert.
I

18 G Do you see any need to apply what I believe

19 Dr. Claypool stated was Murphy's Law or any other kind of a

20 finagle factor with regard to the buses which you identified

21 as being a more realistic estimate?,s

'( l
''

22 A No, not if the procedures that are indicated in

23 their draft plan are followed.

24 g Do you know any reason why those procedures could not
Am-Fedwd Reponm, Inc.

25 be followed?
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A It has not been indicated to me by the district any

2
reason why they could not be. It has been the intent of the

I'd 3
\# committee and of the administration that I have worked with

4
to follow those procedures.

5
0 Dr. Claypool also stated at page 15,875 of the

6
transcript, "I have heard no one state that they would meet

- 7,

those unmet needs." Do you know of any previous request by

8
Dr. Claypool which was either consistent or inconsistent

9
with the figure of 25 prior to the time that he testified in

10

this proceeding and prior to the letter which was introduced
11

as evidence in diis proceeding?

() A I believe the introduction of the letter
13 -

.

inthis proceeding culminated about a one month effort on the
14

part of the administration at Owen J. Roberts to outline their
15

perceived unmet needs and that is when the 25 was introduced.
16

Prior to that, it had been 15. They had also requested infor-

17
mally of representatives at Chester County that they identify.

18
the source of the buses, the number of the bus, its capacity,

19
where it was coming from, the driver's name and I believe there

20
was testimony in thin proceeding at a meeting sometime in

21g\
(_) August between PEMA and the County and Owen J. Roberts that

22
issue was discussed and then from that point on in time of

23
August of this year, Owen J. Roberts recognizsd the actual

24
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc. name of the bus driver and the capacity and the number of the

25
bus would not be something that could be provided by the county
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l or by.the Commonwealth in addressing their need and so therefore
~

;; 2 there has been a definition of what would be required to
3 satisfy the need, too, in August.

4 G Dr. Claypool testified in one of his letters regarding
5 an early. closing of schools required by a heat wave, I believe

- 6 it was, do you have any opinion as to the comparability of the-
,

7 circumstances involving the response of buses for an early
8 dismissal in that situation and the kind of response that would

'

.

-

9 be anticipated in the event of a radiological emergency?
10 L In auradiological emergency the school district

II would be notified by the county at alert. Their procedures

12 call for them to notify the transportation provider, the
'

'
13 transportation coordinator and the bus drivers, brief them

14 of-the situation and place them on stand-by.
15 If I recall.Dr. Claypool's testimony accurately
16 I believe he stated.that he. contemplated an early dismissal
17 the day before because it had been a hot day but he did.not
18 and I_'am recalling testimony, buti he did not brief his.

19 drivers the day before and tell them that they might be needed
20 for an early dismissal the next day. He tried to notify them

21 in the morning of the day of the early dismissal I believe
.O.

22 after they had dropped their students off and completed their
23'

runs and therefore, it took them a couple of hours to make all

24 the notifications.
'_ A -reseres nano,mn, Inc.
I 25 In a radiological emergency had he known the day before
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I
1 his own plan would have called for him to notify the drivers

~

2 that day, brief them of the situation and place them on stand-by ;

() 3 not only for the next day but for the entire evening.

4 G You say had he known the day before. Would that

5 same concept apply if he had known first hand on the day in

6 question?

7 A Certainly. In the morning it would have applied.

8 The plan is specific. Upon notification of alert, you contact

9 the transportation coordinator and he or she notifies the

10 bus provider and the bus drivers and briefs them of the

11 situation and places them on stand-by.

12 0 In testifying as to his staff needs to evacuate-

'v'
13 the students, I believe Dr. Claypool stated that an evacuation

14 for a. Limerick accident would not be and I am quoting from

15 page 15,883 of the transcript, "Under dangerous situations like

16 going to factories." Do you have an opinion as to whether or

17 not a situation involving students being involved in a

18 tour of a factory would be comparable to an evacuation '

19 associated with a radiological emergency at Limerick?

20 A If I understood Dr. Claypool correctly, I believe

21(-) he was testifying regarding an appropriate student / staff ratio
( /

22 for field trips whereby if the situation where to evidence

23 itself at a field trip where they would be going to a factory

24 or whatever, they would have a higher student / staff ratio
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 because of their proximity to equipment and other kinds of
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'

I situations which might prove a physical hazard or harm.

2 In a radiological emergency that should not evidence itself

{ 3 because the situation is that the students would be evacuated
.

. 1

4 from a building, loaded onto_a bus, ride on that bus and then l
'

1

5 be placed in another school building in some appropriate
''

:

4 arrangement and I don't really believe that the same kind of
.-

-7 hazardous conditions at the host school would apply.

8 There would not.be the physical equipment there

9 or whatever but I am recalling his testimony.
.

10 4 Could you give an update of your understanding of
.

~

11 the status of discussions for providing Twin Valley School

12 Staff as supervisors for Owen J. Roberts students?g
V^

13 A. As Dr. Claypool testified the superintendent of the

I 14 Twin Valley School District is going to take a draft agreement

15 to his school board earlyythis year which will not-include

16 providing staff to Owen J. Roberts but the superintendent did

I.
| 17 indicate that with the execution of that agreement he would
;

i -18 consider two items. The first thing that he would consider
,

L

~I9 would be at the time of an emergency when he was notified at

20 alert, received his initial notification, that he wouldj .

21 cons'ider discussing that with his own staff seeking volunteers,;

22 determining how many volunteers would be available to assist,

t

! 23 Owen J. Roberts and then providing that number to Owen J.
|

;24 Roberts so that Owen J. Roberts could use that number in its
Ase Feseras noperare, ine.

25 calculations that it provided Chester County for their actual

|

_ .- -. . -. - -
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I
unmet needs at the time of an incident. In addition, he

2
also indicated that he would consider, just consider, surveying-

h his staff similar to Owen J. Roberts staff survey in advance
' -

of an incident to determine what the willingness of the staff

'
might be to help out if there were a situation to develop

'
at Limerick.

*

$ 7
% In assisting the various school districts and

8'

jurisdictions to develop their plans, have you had occasion
'

to consider or advise with regard to the possible liability

10
of individual teachers or other persons in supervising

11
students under Pennsylvania law?

. . 12
A (Witness Bradshaw) Yes. Liability issues are

>- common questions in our planning meetings and plan development

;
- 14 . i

meetings. We address these questions by referencing the

15
Pennsylvania Emergency Management Services Act of 1978

16
which we refer to P.L. 1332. .That.is what you would refer to i

as enabling legislation in Pennsylvania for emergency response.

There is a section, 7704, which addresses immunity from
19

civil liability and in effect states that individuals,

O
corporations.or political entities which are involved in an-

emergency response would indeed be imune from liability.

A (Witness Cunnington) We provided that document to

several school. districts for their solicitor's review.
1

24 |4 Dr. Claypool testified that in his view a numberm, ,,

25
of parents would attempt to pick up their children at the

|
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I Owen J. Roberts schools. Do you have any opinion as to

2 what effect that would have upon the numbers of buses or

.( ) 3 teachers required for an evacuation of the remainder of the

4 student body?

5 A Any child picked up by his parent prior to an

6 evacuation order would not necessarily need then to be

7 counted in the transportation need or requirement or in

8 the number of students that would have to be supervised at

9 the host facility. But I must point out that for the

10 planning purposes, we assume no children will be picked up.

11
~

Do you know how many drivers are employed by theG

12
7- Gross Bus Company at each of its facilities?

(_ *

13 A (Witness Bradshaw) I do not know an exact number

14 for the Gross Bus Company. I do know that beyond those

15 43 drivers that he provides the Owen J. Roberts School
I

16 District that he also services Phoenixville School District

17 and I believe he has additional buses. He is, in fact,

18 physically located in Berks County and I believe he services'

19 school districts and conducts other bus services in. addition

20 to those school districts.

21 A (Witness Cunnington) I believe in addition to

22 providing bus service, he may also be a provider of buses, too,

23 and have'a mechanical service associated with his

24 company.
Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

ENDil9 25

. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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1 Q Would it be possible to check with your staff

I

2 at a convenient time to determine the other locations |

1

{]) 3 or the number of busses and drivers utilized by the Gross
|

4 Bus Company?

5 A With our staff or Chester County?

6 A (Witness Bradshaw) Yes, we could attempt to do that..

7 0 Dr. Claypool also expressed a concern as
,

8 to whether or not incoming busses in implementing an

9 evacuation would be able to "get past the congestion to
10 get to our schools" at page 15,920 of the transcript.

11 Do you have any opinion as to whether or not

12 that states a realistic concern?(~)
'\# '13 A (Witness Cunnington) I would respectfully

-

14 disagree with his characterization and its intensity.
15 The traffic controls, as Mr. Bradshaw has previously
16 testified, does provide ~for two-way traffic for vehicles

17 and, in fact, his own Owen J. Roberts School District

18 plan recognizes that parents would have an interest in

19 picking up their students. In fact, each building has been

20 reviewed by the administration to help develop an
21

f-. effective traffic pattern around the building, providing for
(

22 an area for busses to enter and park and an area separate
23 from that for parents to enter, park and enter the building
24 to pick up their students.

m noe,wn Inc.

25
So I think the characterization might be a bit

,
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1 overstated.

2 O Would the plans for the Owen J. Roberts

( ), 3 School District for prepositioning busses at the alert

4 stage have any effect upon any possible congestion?

5 A The positioning of the busses at the main campus

6 at the alert stage would provide for access to all of

7 the vehicles and would allow them to make any necessary

8 dispatch of vehicles in a more efficient manner than if

9 the vehicles were at home with the drivers.

10 I might also point out that if his congestion

Il scenario would play out, it wouldn't matter whether it

12,m was a Owen J. Roberts bus or any other bus. I believe that,

U
I3 is overstated and that that kind of a congestion scenario

14 would not evidence itself.

15 A (Witness Bradshaw) Prepositioning at the alert

16 stage would also obviously eliminate conflict from the

17 movement of the general public since it would be well

18 before any protective action recommendation would be

19 implemented.

20 A (Witness Cunnington) That prepositioning
,

'' 21 also reflects the special concerns of Owen J. Roberts''

22 because they are one of the few districts that works

23 with a contractor that allows a large number of his

24
bus drivers to take the bus home at specific periods of

Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 the ' day. That is a common practice, but it is something that

.
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1 they just have to deal with in their emergency plan. I

2 believe they have dealt with it adeauately.

f~s')
3 Q Would you describe what discussions, if any,

s ._

4 and other forms of correspondence you or members of your

5 staff have had with Mr. Wolf at the Camp Hill ~Special

6 School regarding the needs of his particular facility?

7 A (Witness Bradshaw) Yes. The correspondence

8 that has transpired between Energy Consultants and the Camp

9 Hill Special School, I believe were entered into evidence

10 previously.

II That reflects the extent to which we have had

12 recent involvement with Mr. Wolf. I believe the latest7.s
/ s

-

13 letter was AugQst or September of 1984 from Mr. Wolf
,

Id which, if my recollection serves me, essentially said,'I

15 do not wich to participate or avail myself of training
i

16 or discuss further planning mattern until resolution of

17 the reimbursement issue.
,

18 I am not sure whether additional contact has

I' been made between the municipality :and Mr. Wolf. We

20 have encouraged that municipality to continue the planning

/ 21gy effort in that regard.
1

~

22
Q Has Mr. Wolf contacted Energy Consultanto since

23 his letter of August 1984 stating that he wanted some

24 form of compensation from PECO for his time?
,4e-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 A No, he hasn't.

_
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1 I Q Did you hear the testimony of Mr. Dill

2 regarding his concerns that teachers would be utilizing

3 the only car owned by the family and would have to use
'

4 that car to pick up family within the EPZ?

5 A Yes.

6 Q Do you have any opinion as to the,,again,

7 whether this is a realistic concern or whether in any

8 manner distinguishes itself from any other situation
*

9 involving other single-car family owners within the EPZ?

IO A (Witness Cunnington) There are many groups
i

II I other than' teachers that are single-car families. And

12 that situation has been addressed by providing a mechanism

O
13 for individuals that do not have transportation available

.

14 to them either all day or some part of the day, to seek

15 that kind of resource by providing information to the

I0 appropriate county. So that the resources can be identified --

I7 the need can be identified; the resources can be identified

18 and applied.
-

.

"
Q Is it your understanding that under the plans,

20 individuals within the EPZ are likely, in the first instance,

21,, to make private arrangements with certain individuals
L)

22 to obtain transportation out of the EPZ?

23 A The situation is, in most emergency situations,

24
much greater percentage of the population provides for,, ,

25 , private transportation than is ever estimated by emergency

,
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1 planners.

2 Q And do you know whether Chester County and

3 Montgomery County intend to update the transportation

4 surveys which were originally t.aken last year?

1 5 A (Witness Bradshaw) Yes, they do. A task force

6 consisting of Energy Consultants and PEMA and the three'

7 counties has been established for that purpose, and that is

8 to resurvey the needs of the public within the emergency

9 planning zone in early 1985.

10 Q Would staff of Kimberton Farms School, along '

11 with other members of the public, be able.to participate in

12 .that survey and, thereby, obtain adequate transportation

O '

13 in'the event of an emergency?

| 14 A (Witness Cunnington) Certainly, if, in fact,

A 15 they live within f.he emergency planning zone.,

I' O Were you here when Mr. Starkey testified regarding

17 the availability of 39 busses and drivers from the

18 North Penn School District?

II A Yes.

20 Q Do you have any opinion as to the validity _of his

21 concerns regarding the availability of those busses and

' 22 drivers from that-school district?

23 A The estimates were made by the transportation

24 coordinator that he indicated in his testimony',
4.eens w noenm, ine.

25 Mr. Forsyth. That individual was interviewed by Montgomery

"
.

I
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1 County and I was present at the meeting.

2 Montgomery Countyprovided the same form of

3 interview that they did for all the other 32 bus companies,
(

4 requested that the estimates be conservative, discussed

5 the routine operation of the district's busses with

6 Mr. Forsyth prior to him making those estimates, discussed.

7 the estimates with him.

3 It is My estimation that Mr. Forsyth, who is
9 a transportation coordinator, made at that time a good

10 faith and accurate estimate of the resources that would
11 be available.

12 0 Do you have any opinion as to the validity
( ~

13 of ft. Starkey's concerns regarding the implications of
'

'

14 a school district which would give consideration to either

15 a delayed. opening or a delaying dismissal in order to
t

16 make busses available for an evacuation in the event of
17 an accident at Limerick?

18 A All the' school districts have indicated they
19 would consider such recommendations if made by the -

20 Commonwealth or the county. And in fact, the bus

21 providers or coordinators themselves understand the activity
n'- 22 that would be necessary to implement such a recommendation,

.

23 and they would have considered that in their determining
24 of estimates. They would recognize that they could only

amsesore nes== Ine.
'

25 provide a certain percentage of their vehicles, if, in fact,

- _ . _ ~ -
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l

1 they were going to not only have to provide those vehicles

2 for emergency purposes but also effect an early dismissal

3 on their own part to better participate in the emergency
4 response.

5 Q From your knowledge, do all of the schools within

6 the Limerick EPZ open and dismiss at approximately the

7 same time.

8 A I think that has been established by the

9 testimony of several of th'e school superintendents. There

10 is a range of times for the private schools in the EPZ,

II have to tailor their opening and closing to the

12 particularly great number of school districts that bus to

13 them. But it is pretty consistent from the public

Id school standpoint, and then the private schools tend to

15 adjust to the public school schedules.

16 I can relate what I think the range is, if that

17 would be helpful, but I think it has been established

I8 by several of the school superintendents.
|

I'
Q From your knowledge, what you understand that to be,

20 pio,,,,

21 A From the rough vicinity of 7:00 a.m., 6:30 to_ 7m
L)

22 7:00 a.m. in the morning to about 9:15 to 9:30 would be

.23 the complete delivery run of students. You might say

!. 24 pick up and delivery to the school.
( m neerwes. lae.

25 There is usually about 20 to 25

f. .
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,

1 -percent of the busses that would be utilized in the middle of,

2 the' day, between 11:00 and 1:00, to effect a-

3i-
. kindergarten run if, in fact, the district operates a

I 4 half-day session kindergarten ~, .

'
5 Another complete set of runs would evidence from

4 about 2:15 to about 4:15, and'then about 5 percent of the
4

7 busses, perhaps -- that is probably an overstatement --
,

8 about 2 to 5 percent of the vehicles would be required for

9 particular sports runs, and that would vary depending
,

10
-

on what season of the year it is. It tends to be heaviest

II in the fall, in the late fall and early spring when the
.

i= 12
; -

winter and -- when the fall and winter sports overlap,

13-

and of course again then when the spring and winter sports

14 overlap in the springtime.

! I5 0 -Is it your understanding that the opening times
,

a

l' and dismissal times to which you testified apply to

I7 schools within the.EPZ as well as out of the EPZ?
4 18 A Absolutely. At the time that the North Penn

l' School District was, in a sense,~ bringing its students .

; 20 from outside the EPZ, so would'the'Springford Area
'

.O -
21 School District, which is entirely within the EPZ,

22 be delivering its students to school at the same time.
5

| 23 Q And what implications would that have, as to
24

the likelihood that schools within the EPZ would requirei m neswa, Ins.
25 busses for an evacuation for their own students during those

; /

s -s ,
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1 ~ times?
,

l

2 A They wouldn't require the busses from outside

p 3 the EPZ until the students had, in fact, been delivered
%)

4 to their own school of destination. So, therefore,

5 the coordination of schedules would cover the situation

6 of needing busses.
.

7 O Has any school district requested compensation

8 for the training of its teachers or bus drivers?

9 A (Witness Bradshaw) Yes.

10 Q Has anyone requested that for the -- compensation

II for the bus drivers?

12 A I can't recall whether it was specific to the

i 13 bus drivers or not.
.

Id .O Has that request been granted in any case?

15 A No. 'To this point the school districts that

16 have requested reimbursement and have since elected to
'

17 participate or schedule that training on their own,

'

I8 the examples -- school districts that are involved in

I' that request would have been Owen J. Roberts, which did

20 conduct its training, and the Boyertown School District,

. 21 which also conducted its training upon being told by

22 Philadelphia Electric that they thought that was the

23 school district's own responsibility.

24 A (Witness Cunnington) In fact, without the
m nose,w,., eac.

25 compensation, Energy Consultants adjusted the number of
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1 training teams provided and the training schedule
2 such that it could be completed all in one specific period

4

_3 .of time at the request of Owen J. Roberts to allow for

4 a more efficient, in their mind, training session.

5 .A (Witness Bradshaw) The training has been conducted,

4 for school districts to date as part of their in-service

) 7 training program.

8 Q So you have been able to accommodate your

9 training sessions to meet the existing in-service schedules
10 of these school districts; is that correct?

4

II A That is correct.
i

12 A (Witness Cunnington) That is correct.
,

13 Q Did you hear Dr. Brown testify as to his
' '

,

._,-

14 ^

concern for his school district regarding the contractual

15
~

implications for school: bus drivers if they we're to'

,

16 respond to an emergency for Limerick?,

17 A I did.

18 Q Is it your understanding that school bus
,

I' drivers from outside the EPZ weiuld be responding as volunteered
- 20 or at paid eriployees?

21 A It has been consistently represented at every
O'' 22 . instance that I have attended that they would be providing*

23 their services as volunteers.
24

Q Under those circumstances, would such a-
3 m neuere m , sac.

25.<
response have contractual implications?

(L
.<

,
_
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1 A Not to my understanding.

2 0 To your understanding, would police be

(') 3 ever requested to drive school busses for a Limerick
q ,;

4 evacuation?

5 A To date there have been no requests for police
6 to drive school busses.

.

7 A (Witness Bradshaw) And I am aware of no

8 provisions to utilize police or law enforcement

9 officials in a bus driver capacity.

10 A (Witness Cunnington) There has been no
II discussion in Montgomery of such.

12 Q Today Mr. Tauss, a president of a local union

' 13 representing the transport workers stated that he had

14 discussed with a number of employees of SEPTA whether or

15 not they would be willing to participate as drivers in

16 an emergency situation. And he stated that they had all

17 told him that they would not.

18 Is that inconsistent or consistent with your

19 understanding of the historical data regarding an

20 emergency response, and do you regard such a survey as

21 reliable or unreliable?
!

' - 22 A I wasn'.t -- from Mr. Tauss' -- from your

23 representation of Mr. Tauss' testimony and my recollection of

2# the testimony of Mr. Wert, I believe, from SEPTA, where he
Am-raseem neporwes, inc.

25 said there were 4,000 individuals cualified to operate busses,
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! %

1 I doubt if-Mr. Townsend talked to 4,000.;

;
'

2 It is my understanding that SEPTA employees
j<

. 3 would be requested to volunteer in the same fashion

4 as any other provider.'

'
5 I would also offer that several of the employees

i e of SEPTA will probably have nonjob-related ~ responsibilities
-

7 where, in fact, they are volunteers.

8 Many of them probably volunteers in emergency services in,.

9' the suburban areas or from private ambulance services
,

10 in the City of Philadelphia that are independent of
11 the paramedic service in Philadelphia.

.

.O .
12. My response would be that several of them probably

.

13 have'the experience of being volunteers and probably,..
p

.
s

,

} 14 would volunteer. In fact, we usually see more volunteers
.

15 than can be dealt with in most emergency situations.
|- I' Q I recognize you didn't hear the testimony,
L 17 but assuming that Mr.'Tauss did, in fact, state that none of
4

! 18 the drivers he spoke to would respond if reauested to do so,
I' do you have any -opinion as to whether or not that kind of.

20 informal survey is consistent or inconsistent with the

i. 21 historical data with which you are familiar regarding
-

22 emergency responses?

23 A (Witness Bradshaw)* I'would have to say
24

that that situation is certainly inconsistent with the
ass. pen wei nese, ine.

25 historical record regarding emergency response.
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1 A (Witness Cunnington) The historical record

2 is actual response in times of emergency.

( ,,)
, -

3 0 Is his survey results, as I have represented

4 it to you, supported by any known emergency response

5 with which you are familiar, whether radiological or

6 nonradiological?

7 A (Witness Bradshaw) No, it is not.
,

8 MR. RADER: No further questions.

9 JUDGE HOYT: I think that we have reached a

10 good stopping point. We will recess for the evening.

Il Dr. Harbour has two questions that he would like to

12g w. get in at this point.
V|

*

XXXXX 13 BOARD EXAMINATIOli
'

I4 BY JUDGE HARBOUR:

15 0 A couple of things which came to mind during

16 the rebuttal which were not clear to me, and I will

17 ask the witnesses if they don't know, perhaps the counsel

18 can make a representation.

I' Counsal was asking you about an unsigned letter

20 from Mr. Gross. I don't believe that he identified to

21
'~'} whom that letter was sent, but he asked if you had

22 received or had seen that letter.

23 Do you know if this is the same letter that is

24 referred to as LEA Exhibit 30 or included within E-30,
www nan.n. inc.

25 because that is a letter which Dr. Clavpool presented which
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1 Mr. Gross had sent to him, and it is dated July 11, 1984,

2 and it is signed by Dr. Claypool.

(''') 3 Do you know whether that is the same?
v

4 When you were answering the questions, did you have that

5 specific letter in mind?

6 MR. RADER: Let me ptovide it to the witness.
,

1

7 JUDGE HARBOUR: Before you do, I just wanted

8 to find out, have you seen this letter that I am referring to?
9 WITNESS BRADSHAW: No. We have only heard

10 it referenced in the testimony. The fact that it

11 was either signed or unsigned didn't enter into our response.
12 BY JUDGE HARBOUR:

' ')I
'-

13 Q But it was the one that you were referring to
,

14 that you had heard about in the testimony?
15 A Yes.

16 MR. RADER: I thought I had it. Apparently

17 I don't.

18 MS. ZITZER: I have it.

19 JUDGE HARBOUR: I was just trying to identify the

20 letter.

ND 20 21 JUDGE H0YT: We got it.

22

23

24
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25

_
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T21 MM/mm). JUDGE HARBOUR: Was that the one that you had

2 intended to refer to as the one that was included there

'

with the letter from -- I think you referred to it as an3

4 unsigned letter.

5 It is signed. And it is part of the exhibit

6 LEA-30.

7 MR. RADER: I just looked at that, Dr. Harbour.

8 In fact, it was signed. It was another letter which I believe

9 was unsigned.

10 Perhaps my recollection is faulty. I believe

11 there was a letter from Mr. Gross --

12 JUDGE HOYT: Ms."itzer, did you have the one --
,_

^

13 MS. ZITZER: Yes, I do. That was correct, that

14 Dr. Claypool had brought that with him to the hearing.

15 JUDGE HOYT: The unsigned letter?

16 MS. ZITZER: No, the signed letter. I don' t know

17 what unsigned letter you are referring to.

18 JUDGE HARBOUR May I ask the witnesses another

19 question, again just to try to identify whether in your

20 rebuttal testimony, if you are referring to specific documents

_. 21 which we have in the record.
( )

22 In your testimony just now about a letter from

23 Mr. Wolf of the Camphill Special School, you referred to a

24 September 1984 letter, which said something about the
A=s.d w n.ponn., ine.

25 reimbursement question.
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mm2 1 Do you know whether that letter is part of our

2 record in this proceeding.

(~) 3 WITNESS BRADSHAW: I can't recallshether counselv

4 actually offered it. It was shown to the witness at the

5 time of his cross examination.

6 JUDGE HARBOUR: Does counsel remember?

7 MR. RADER: I think I entered into evidence only

8 the August correspondence reflecting that Mr. Wolf did not

9 want to hear from anyone again until PECO had represented

10 whether or not they would give him any money.

11 WITNESS BRADSHAW: Right. I think we indicated it

12 was either August or September 1984.,_

I )
''

13 JUDGE HARBOUR: September what?

14 WITNESS BRADSHAW: It was either August or September

15 1984.

16 JUDGE HARBOUR: Applicant's Exhibits E-77, 78 and
|

17 79 referred to letters involving Mr. Wolf. The only one that

18 Mr. Wolf wrote he wrote to Mr. Tamanini on September 14th.

19 That is E-78.

20 MR. RADER: That was the letter I meant when I
\

'7- 21 said the August letter from Mr. Wolf. I thought his letter was
\

~

' 22 in August, but I stand corrected, if it was the September

23 correspondence. But I think the witness --

24 MITNESS BRADSHAW: If I recall, I believe that is
AasJederal Reporters, lec.

25 the correspondence that responded to our request for a meeting,
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mm3 i in which he declined our offer. ~

2 JUDGE HARBOUR:, C' hat is the letter to which you |
2

(]) 3 are referring when you say that was when he last brought up

4 the compensation issue?

5 WITNESS BRADSHAW: That's correct.

6 JUDGE HARBOUR: Thank you. That's all.

7 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor --

3 JUDGE HOYT: Just one minute. I will get right

9 back to you, Ms. Zitzer.

10 I wonder, Mr. Rader, if you couldn't have misspoken

11 yourself when you said the " unsigned letter," from the Gross

12 Equipment Company, Inc.
O#

13 I believe it was an unsent letter, wasn't it?

11 MR. RADER: That was the case.

15 I should have said the letter which was not sent,

16 rather than the letter which was unsigned. That is exactly
i. 17 right.

18 JUDGE HOYT: Yes, and that was attached to LEA

19 Exhibit E-30.

20 Was that ever moved into evidence?

f3 21 MSIZITZER: No, it was not.
k-)

22 MR. RADER: No, for that reason. And your Honor

23 has exactly stated what I meant to say when I said unsigned.

24 MS. ZITZER: That was the clarification LEA was
Amsenere mesonore, ine.

25 seeking also. Thank you, your Honor.
1
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mm4 1 JUDGE HOYT: Very well, thank you.

2 All right, it has been very helpful this afternoon.

(') 3 Anything else?
\_/

4 MR. HASSELL: Yes, I have one matter that I

5 think the record should be at least made clear on.

6 I think it would be desirable if the Board closed
7 the loop on LEA's obligation to make its offer of proof with

8 respect to the witnesses it proposes to call for the contentions .

9 What I am trying to get at is, I think some sort

10 of date should be set as to when LEA is expected tamake that

11 showing. I think it is important to close that loop and not --

12 JUDGE HOYT: I think, Mr. Hassell, you have caughtn
(A ') . '

13 me playing for time. -

Id*

I realize that LEA has been in these proceedings.

15 I am also conscious of the fact that there is a great deal of

16 distance sometimes that these representatives from LEA have to
|

17 drive to get back and forth.

18 I was hoping that we could hold that off until

19 Monday morning, which would give the representative and her

20 staff an opportunity to sit down and make a sound judgment--

21 MR. IIASSELL: That is acceptable.-,
i.

'
22 MS.ZITZER: I would expect to be able to provide

23 that by that time and feel a need to. meet that deadline simply

24 because of the schedule coming up this week.
Aarfederal Reporters, Inc.

25 JUDGE HOYT: We had moved a little bit faster

.
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bm5 1 than I thought we would today, and therefore that possibility

2 did not seem too remote. But, of course events have moved

( ) 3 forward, and we would expect now that those representations,

4 offers of proof would be made on Monday morning.

5 And, I think that should be our first order of

6 business on Monday.

7 MS. ZITZER: That would be very helnful to LEA.

8 JUDGE HOYT: Monday afternoon,. first order of

9 business, since we only arrive here at 12 o' clock.

10 Anything else, Mr. Hassell?

Il MR. HASSELL: I have nothing.

12 JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Hirsch?,_s
( )"

13 MR. HIRSCH: No.
.

Id JUDGE HOYT: Mr. Goodwin?
i

15 | MR. GOODWIN: Nor, do I.

|16 MR. MC GURREN: Your Honor, what will follow the
|

17 | offers of proof Monday?
18 JUDGE HOYT: Well, I would assume that if there

19 is any rebuttal testimony left over -- now this is a concern.

20 We haven't seen counsel for the City of Philadelphia. I believe

21 we had a set procedure,in mind originally, and I think their,
,,

. h.J<

'g
22 concerns were next up, if I recall.

23 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, I thought we had agreed

24 to move on to the deferred contentions, in view of the
Acm-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Commonwealth's problem. But LEA wouldhave no objection --
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mm7 '

,

1 JUDGE HOYT: Very well. Perhaps I had --

2 MS.ZITZER: Your Honor, I would be willing to

( 3 contact Ms. Bush just to inform her that this came up, if

n - 4 that would be helpful to the Board.

5 JUDGE HOYT: Yes, I think she should know the state

6 our proceeding is in at this point.
;

7 However, that is her concern and her responsibilities'

!. 8 and I don't assume to wish to impose them on you. You have >

9 enough of your own to adhere to.

10 I think as far as scheduling matters are concerned,.

1 II I think we are now in a little bit different position. You

12 may wish to propose some changes tomorrow.

13 MS. ZITZER: It is very possible I could request
,7

' II Ms. Bush to be here or send a representative.

IS
3 JUDGE HOYT: If you wish.

16 If you would like to make that attempt -- we,

I

17 obviously can't move into those contentions of those witnesses
,

I

18 until -- on'the deferred contentions,-until such time as

39 we know which ones are going to be presented. And that, of
1

20 course, is contingent on your offer of proof on Monday, on I
-

21
) which ones may be needei to carry that on, so that we can best

;

22 utilize-the time by perhaps picking up the City of Philadelphia's !

23 contentions at this point.

24 MS. ZITZER: Your Honor, I would just like to
A p s.re n normes, inc.

25 . point out there is the Applicant's panel to begin with.first,
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mm8
I which I assume you are aware of on their prefiled testimony.

2 JUDGE HOYT: Yes, I understand that.

() 3 Applicant has the burden under the rules of this
v

4 Commission.

5 All right.

6 MR. CONNER: All I was going to note is that

7 presumably we would go forward with our basic evidence, prefiled

8 testimony on that, and cross examined.

9 But I would point out that irrespective of the

10 status of the 22-odd witnesses, Mrs. Banning is a volunteer

13 witness with prefiled testimony, and I see no reason why she

!
12 couldn't be on the stand by the Intervenors.,q

V I3 JUDGE HOYT: Do you think you can make those*

,

Id
,

arrangements?

15 MS. ZITZER: Absolutely.

16 JUDGE HOYT: How far would she have to come?

17
'

MS. ZITZER: From Norristown. That is no problem.

18 JUDGE HOYT: That's a good hour's drive, isn' t it?

I9 MS. ZITZER: We drive it.
,

20 JUDGE HOYT: I believe she should have at least

217w a half-day's notice.-

{w]
22 MS. ZITZER: However, it was my understanding we

23 would first start with the Applicant's panel.

24 JUDGE HOYT: That's right. That's not confusing to
AceJederal Reporters, Inc.

25 Mr. Conner. I hope not.
-

_
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mm9 I MS. ZITZER: And then following that we would

2 move to Mrs. Banning, and then the subpoenaed witnesses..

3 JUDGE HOYT: Ms. Banning, Commissioner Banning I

4 understood, was to testify on the admitted contentions. Am

5 I incorrect on that?

6 MR. CONNER: I understood she was on the deferred

7 ccntentions.

8 MR. HASSELL: Deferred contentions.

9 MS. ZITZER: Yes, your Honor.

10 JUDGE HOYT: Very well.

II MR. CONNER: I did not understand what Ms. Zitzer

12 said about them going to the FEMA witnesses. Perhaps I

O_ I3 misheard it. But, I would like to take this opportunity to
.

Id note, we have made arrangements to complete the LEA contentions

15 | and then go to the City's contentions, and I would object to

-.16 ! any change in that now. We have made arrangements with our
I

I7 own witnesses.

18 JUDGE HOYT: Oh,'yes, I understand that.
'

19 But I did want some indication from Ms. Bush when

20 she is going to be ready to present hers.

21
.

No, I perhaps did have a bit of confusion on

22 that, Mr. Conner. No, there is no attempt to change the set

23 order of things. I would never have been accused of that.

24 very well, anything else_for this evening?
Ass-Fergeral Repo, toes, Inc.

25.

(No response.) t

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . . . _ . - _ _ . _ . . _ , _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _t
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mm10 1 Gentlemen, you are excused temporarilyy)

2 (Witnesses temporarily excused.)

[vJ
3 JUDGE HOYT: We will adjourn to meet at 9 o' clock

4 tomorrow morning in this courtroom.

5 The hearing is in recess.

6 (Whereupon, at 5:20 p.m., the hearing was
.

7 recessed to resume at 9:00 a.m. on Friday, 4 January 1984.)
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